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Prince Rupert Forestry  Division Media Liason 
officer, Terry  Walker said he was beginning to 
Met confident, Monday night, that the KAT fire, 
approximately 10 |allen south of Terrace,  was 
controlled. 
Bar r ingtbe  unforseen, it should be merely a 
matter  of time, while the fire continues to con- 
sUmS the available 'fuel'  until the Forestry 
Service could start  pulling firefighters off B.C.'s 
largest existing forest f ire - which is still in the 
7,000 acres range. 
Kat, however, would undoubtedly still keep 
smoulderin~ until the Fal l  rains wet it down and 
put It to sleep. 
"You might say the operation is r~ch in~ the 
mep-up stage for the Kat  f ire," Walker told the 
HERALD, Monday n~ht.  We will be sending a 
man up with a portable infra-red scanner to 
visually check its hot spots, and then we can go to 
work on them, one by one." 
Walker said a man was on his way to f ly over 
the I~.va Beds fire, Menday niaht, to l~k  at it 
through the portable scanner,. -Twenty-six men 
are still occupied fl~ht/ng.that fire. 
Up, along the B.C. - Yukon border, a t  the 240 
acre Sloko fire, (near Bob Quinn Lake) Monday 
the temperatures oared to the 97 deg. 
Fahrenheit level. Fire-fighters there said it was 
like a furnace. The nine men flown in to aid the 
33 already there rel ieved the nine most 
exhausted ones who were flown to Atlln for a 24 
hour rest and recuperation, 
According to Ranger J im Dunlop, of Lower 
Post, if the men can hold the f ire there without it 
spreading for another 24 hours, so high is the rate 
of fuel consumption, there is a good chance o f  
reducipil it to the mop-up stage. Meanwhile, 240; 
men were still employed on the Kat  f ire south of 
Terrace. 
Although there are  no men fighting the still 
smouldering f i re .mar  the north end of Lakelse 
Lake, it remains under close observation. 
The campfire ban in provincial fo r~ts  in-' 
stituted Fr iday remains in effect, Walker con- 
eluded. 
fwoMo Eoonomist Says: 
Federal Gov't Going Bankrupt 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
Toronto economist said 
Monday the single most 
important problem facing. 
the cemtrucf lon industry is 
the benkruptcy ofthe federal 
gevemment. 
Dr. Verse Al~ll told the 
annual convention of the 
Canadian. Construction 
Association that -the 
government controls the. 
most creative se~nents of 
the apace, enerl~ and en- 
vironmental clean--~l in: 
dustries, 
But because government is 
bankrupt, itwill not be able 
to continue malntalnln~ the 
~ace of buildS|8 and 
~hnologtcal development 
that has been achieved in 
recent yem. 
"~ ' i i l t  ~ ar lds  t0'n 
halt, ml/eh of the ~]emend for 
asw construction fall kinds 
will disappo~r/' Dr. A1x~l 
said. 
"The urphaning of these 
industries and several others 
of lesser importance to you 
by bankrupt governmmts is 
already happeai~ world- 
wide, It is caused by the 
growing realization by 
gevermnent itself that the 
industry of government is in 
deep, dark trouble." 
Dr. Atrill said mcet of the 
And Other Stories 
money-iasning governments 
in the Western world are 
bankrupt and this in the main 
cause of inflation. He laid 
West Germany, Swizterland, 
the Netherlands and Japan 
are the only exceptions, 
consumption, and recycle a 
great deal of what we 
eurrmUy put out of sight. 
"These initiatives are 
largely gone in most ports of 
the world, and in fact one of 
the major impediments to 
"The worsening of this pic- 
ture as government with- 
draws will be of great 
'd~mage to a major part of 
your industry." 
Dr. Atrill said that the 
solvent entities in the private 
.DOESN'T KNOW LIMIT 
! "Goveromont has failed to 
discover the absolute nir- 
curestance beyond which it 
imast not carry its debt- 
!stracinre. ratio if it is to 
-remain in any sense a free, 
'po, Hcy-making entity. 
Beyond that point--the 
'point of scientific 
community development, in 
Ontario, for example, is the 
shortage of funds of the. 
ministry of the environment 
which is the agency that 
fundf sewage disposal 
plants. 
B.(~. 
sector must take over 
economic leadership until 
government can be made 
solvent again. 
A te~ of his remarks was 
released in a~vanea of 
delivery. 
Report 
A Hazelton man ~as-kiUed 
in a car accident about ~0 
miles east of Terrace an 
Highway 16 early Friday 
morning. 
Bruce William E~ar, 19, 
was pronounced ead on 
arrival at Mills Memorial 
Hospital following the ac- 
cident. 
Three other persons were 
taken to ho~pitel sufforin8 
from various Injuries. • 
Police are null in-. 
vastlsating a single vehicle 
accident which occurred in 
the 2200 block Quemsway at 
about 2 a,m. Friday. 
One unidentified person 
was taken to hospital with 
undetermined injuries. 
Jean MacDonald of 
Smii~ers was taken to Mills 
hespllaf Friday night suf- 
fering from undetermined 
injuries after ~e  was struck 
by a car in the 4500 block ' 
Lakeise Avenue. 
Driver of the vehicle, who 
c~aS ~. not identified~ wan 
arged with. failing to yie ld 
the r~ht of. way to a 
pedestrian. 
Charges are pending 
ngaimt a youth who spent 
the night lodged in cells after 
he was caught prowling 
• around the parking lot of the 
Sandman Inn Friday night, 
Police received a report 
that two youths were 
prowling the parking lot 
lsoking through parked ears 
and pensibly tryi~ to break 
into cars. 
One youth who matched a
description given to police 
was picked up and spent he 
night in the lockup became 
he was intoxicated. 
aking 
Another intoxicated youth 
bankruptcy - - i t s  to ta l  Briefly Spe spent the night in cclls a l tor  
preoccupation becomes police received a call frum 
meeting its own increasing . . . . .  rwm.~o , r~ A ~-,~,~.~., . . . . .  ,~,.-~,~ theSko~lundStreetareathat 
w,,,,~,,,,,-- ,..., - .- s..v~..~ .~-~--. w.. . .~, wler on the obli~tions, and its very therewasa pro 
~, ,o , - - ,~  ,~ ,w.~t~,~,~t i t .  womanwho streaked nude in A union spokesman asld lome 
~.. . . , .~,. . . . . , .v.  . . . .  ~.. downtown Vancouver members approved a six- on~i . . . . .  atil  in ollclea becomes ._- . . . . .  ~. ~ . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . .  ," ~:~°a~,,,,,-. ~ ,, ..:,,,..-=,-.. ~ ,..:;Slmdayaet,morethanhlarto,.:.~..~walPEi..Jneg..lise j a wm~at ln~ a rmort of a 
, n,  ai,~ii .m id  anvm.n af iame In the process. She. doth~ al lowance am a . . . .  ,~ . . . .  o. ,~led in the 
wns a ,ted palice nd sm ereem. The - esri  
back on many of their was wslti~ for release in a issue in contract talks is an Saturda,~ m~mi~ ' 
in,talon`yes in 'the develop- station holding area when a increase in the number of PolLce~weat o the area and 
mentendreseerchfielde.He nearbywcoden bench caught twc-~,an patrol c-.xs. fire. Police believe the fire WOMEN ESCAPe. the driver of the vehicle 
cited the waste-disposal industry as an example, was started by a dropped BURNABY (CP) - Three drove off, but wns ap. 
"As recently as 10 years match. Marie McLean, 35, fertile prisoners escaped prehended and spent the 
'ago, when departments of has been charged with Saturday from the Lower henightwa8 inintoxicated,the lockup became 
~the nvoronmont sprang up mischief. Mainland Re~tonsi A fl~ht at the Pizza Hut 
.wherever we looked, we POLICE VOTE . CorrectlonslCantreOakalla., 
seemed on the verge of VANCOUVER (CP) -  City PoliceeaidJaneyGreen, M, shortly passed midnight 
major technical advances peltce unien ~eml3ers voted, binda Roberts, '23, and Friday broke up when pelico 
that would economize on 84 percem bunday in favor of Margaret l.~arocque, IS, latd.arrivedasdnochargaswere 
dllutents, minimize energy several conditions of a. ~a~ ped by cawing through • Two persanswerecharged 
with impaired riv~g during 
the weekend and four per- 
sons had their licenses 
suspended for 14 hours. 
Rocker fe l le r  
New Shorthand Technique Developed 
CHICAGO (Reuter)-  A stretching skin, nerves, SX75.a.week laborer also September from Medht 
technique for stretching blood vessels and l~amonts, known as Ronald Miller, Dilmnghaniand Co., but the 
shortetied fingers to not'mat The stretching is done in drove his daughter on July 4 theft was kept secret wklle 
length an been daveloped by slow stages and bone grafts to a red.light district and. police searched for it. 
a Washington hand surgeon. " from the toes to the finger stayed to collect from her Police said a former an- 
are used where necessary, customers, authorities aid. ployee at the showroom was 
The epperatas used to Brammer was charged indicted in June in con- 
stretch the fingers was 
developed by an Israeli 
physician three years ago 
and mo~,,  d by Dr. Cows|. 
DETROIT (AP) --  Police 
say a father has been 
charged with persondl~ his 
14-year-old daughter to turn 
to preetitutlen for pocket 
mlnoheYneY" Brammer of 
suburban liamtramach, a
with inducing and enticing a nection with the theft. He 
female tonbccome a was charged with grand 
prostitute, and accepting larceny and' possession of 
earnings of a 'prostitute. stelenwopartyandisfreem 
Each charge carries a'may bail. 
imom ~0-year prison term, • The company's reward 
posters describe the rug as 
UREE~BURGH, N.Y. handwoven, |Ilk, and multi- 
(AP) - -  A carpet store is colored in hues of rust, blue 
offering a ~5,000 reward for and cream. It has designs of 
the returnnof a Persian ru8 reclining male and female 
said to be worth tl~0,000. fts.~res areund, a central 
The carpet was stolen last tree, 
Dies in Crash 
TARRYTOWN, N.Y. (AP)  
- -  John D. Rockefeller, the 
oldest ~other o~ the rkheat 
family in the United States, 
was killed Monday in an 
,automebile accident near the 
,family estate at PecanUco 
Hills, a epokceman for his 
son, the governor of West 
~ ,  said 
A police spokesman con- 
firmed that Rockefeller died 
in a three-car accident 
shortly before 6 p.m. EDT.' 
, The spokesman also said 
others were involved in the 
accident, bat he would net 
release eny other in- 
formation pending 
noUfication of relatives. 
The technique is ap- 
plicable to fingers hortened 
bx amputatinn accidents and 
holds special promise for 
some congenital hand 
defects, says Dr. Norman 
Cewen, of Georgetown 
University, n
Writing in the current 
ham of the Journal of the 
American Medical 
Association, he says the 
t~que involves sepora- 
Joint narrates in the 
shortened finger and 
' ,t., 
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B .C .  Fores t  Sev ice  
' FighiS-]; Ire Wiih s eience 
Next to the United stores, no country in the world is making as extensive use M 
helicopters for fighting fires as Canada. The ene above is shown at work ten miles south 
of Terraee isusing a "Monsoon bucket" to scoop Wstor and retardant which it will pines 
in front of a fire to impede its progress. Not only does the retardant remain en the ground 
in a Jelly-like substance, it is also said to be beneficial as a inrtllizer long after the fire 
has been exUn~uisbed. A CBC cameraman with a shoulder-park 'IV camera in so~ 
recording the operatim. Water hole~ such as the erie in the photo, can be quickly made 
by placing a rope-like coU of a newly developed explosive coil in a hall, ms the ground, 
and detonating It. The resultant explmlon leaves the desired epress which, in marahy 
soil, will quickly flu itself and can thin be used as a fire exUn~ubldng rnservotr. Many 
ether interesthg fire-fighting techniques are bring Introduced by the B.C. Forest Service 
in its Northern operations. 
• ! Major 0ii Sir, k,. 
LONDON (AP) -- British 
Petroleum (BP) is believed 
to have made a major oil 
strike in the Atlantic ocean 
west of the remote Shetland 
|sinnds that could rival the 
state-run company's giant 
Forties Field in the North 
Sea, oil industry sources said 
Monday. 
BP declined to confirm or 
Chrysler 
Boyoofl 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The Au- 
tomob i le  P ro tect ion  
Association (APA), a 
The governor of West Meatreal.besod consumer 
protection group, said 
Virginia is John D. Monday it has called a 
, Rockefeller IV'. 
. , Hngh Morrow, a family nationwide boycott against 
• '/:., ~;/ • spokesman, said Rockefeller. products made by Chrysler 
.... ~: . 72, was a passenger hi a car Canada Ltd. . 
.='~....::/i.~i driven by hin secretary, Phil Edmomton, APA 
!!i~ili!il Monaca Lesko. He said president,naidinatelephene 
• Rockefeller and the driver of interview he welcomes the 
the second car were killed in recent announcement by 
the head-on collision and Consumer Mfairs Minist~ 
Miso Lesko was injured. Warren Alimand to act as 
' A third ear also was in- mediator between Cmrysler 
... .................. valved in the accidmt, hut and some dissatisfied 
Morrow said it was unknown customers. 
i how shutear was involved. 
/~,~ The coMitions of the instated Allmund isto try to settle a 
i~  t ~ were unavailable. ~ ~i~ ~::~ The accident occurred dispute between about 850 
• ~ ~ ........ • about a kilometre north of owners of Chrysler-made 
>~!;".;>;:?~!~,~,~ "4.!7/~, ' . . : ~-- -~-- . . - -  the Rockefeller estate Voiare and Aspen models. 
~r;~ ~ l i l t _ _ . . ,  ,t' ; over look ing  the Hudson Owners of 1 . .77  models 
.... "~'~! ..... ~ ;"U, ...... ~ ' ' . '  ....................... have complained about 
....... • . ~:.,,,.,~. ...... ..~. . . . . . .  ,~.,. ..... * : .~ .. .. :: .... 7- - - - - - - - - .  ~ . . i l~~, , ,~ . : .~ . .  River. . . . . . . . .  ". ,,,.:;~. : / ;  .~:;7-~:,:'~',,..: f , , :  ;: : ~,:~;r~ ~,:: :';; 7', ~ .  ' : : chron ic  stalling, motor, .... , Hiker  t rannmiso lon and dif- 
ferential failures as well ae 
Return8  premature usting and paint 
poel~. 
Spring and gummer are trsditioludly busy times for left) In the Terrace Sbopptsg Centre are only two of the 
coutractlm, but Udm year Terrace boa seen the beafa, mamy c~mt ly  underway, Thtew_eskwhwill ~ f el~.rt~ 
alnp of a number of building projects. The Ssfeway in The Herald more pieturel of eommerelad bulkUngs 
expaulm and th~ Msoppers Drug Mart expamion (at far around Terrace and next week, hopefully in KJilmaL 
VANCOU vI~R (CP) - A 20- 
year-old University of 
British Columbia stUd,hi 
who was separated from two 
companions while fishing .in 
Deek'e Creek, ~ kilometres 
north of here, spent a cold 
night covered with branches 
before walking to safety. 
Eurnounton gala rust even 
thongh 1978 models eem .to 
be improved, the ,sPA has 
decided not to recommend 
purchase of them until the 
850 unhappy owners of 
earlier models are "rea- 
soeably compensated," 
deny the report of the strike subsidiary of Standard Oil of 
in an exploration block 66 California which has a 40- 
kilomelres west ox the per-cent stake in the binck, 
Shetlands. A spokesman, said a "large amount', of oil 
gruel: "'We uon't comment ou ts believed to be located in 
spacuiation." 
However,ntbe company 
said its first exploratory well 
drilled earlier this year in 
the block had a flow rate of 
9,920 barrels aday and that it 
is d r l l~  a second well there 
nOW.  
A spokesman for the 
Chevron Petroleum Co.. a 
the block on the basis of 
results from the first well. 
British newspapers quoted 
unidentified oil indkstry 
s~cas  8s eayi~ the BP 
strike cokld be a new off- 
/bore field holding more than 
the estimated ~10 million 
tons of oil in the Forties Field 
off eastern England. 
hod Ldra Monoy? 
WE WANT NEWS 
The Ter race-K i tS |a t  HERALD is looking for[ 
"s~ ingers" -  persons who have a sense for newel 
and can cover local events especially in the 
K i~mat  area for publication in the Herald the 
next day. News can be telephoned in (collect) to 
635-6357 or by contacting Pat  Zel l~ld at 632-2747. 
Preferably,  news copy should be written or 
typed,, but the main point is to Set it, in any 
condiuon, as soon after  the news has occurred as 
is possible, ff i t  is "hot"  or "hard"  news, 
Reports of social functions unless of a political 
nature, can wait a day ff necessary and are not 
considered quite as urgent. 
For those serving as an accepted "str inger"  or 
reporter,  all news copy received and used will be 
paid for at a specified rate per column inch. 
Black and white photos of news or interesting 
items f rom Kit imat are equally wanted end will 
t~ id  for at  the rate  of five dollars per picture 
One interesting aspect of news reporting is 
that age or sex of the reporter  doe8 not matter.  
The major  concern i s .  is it n~.ws, and is it ac- 
I curate. | 
Further information and details, if ~ I 
can be obtained f rom calling at  the Herald office |
in Kit imat or 3212 Kaium Street, after  four p.m. I 
weekdays. Or by phoning the HERALD 635-6357 | 
';:!f 
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Wllole Worldl Watching 
U.S.S.R. Begins Trial Of Human Rights Dissidents 
MOSCOW (AP) The 
U.S.S.R. government put two 
of its lending dissidents 
trial today. 
Anatoly ShcbaranskT, a 30- 
year-old Jewish computer 
Moscow court on a charge of of Moscow, on the lesser secretary, Raymond Smith, our concern and the concern The founder of the Helsinki brother from the 
"high treasonin theform of charge ci "anit-Soviel to stand with foreign of the people of the United group, Yuri Orlov, was Pro le tarsky  Regiona l  
espionage." agitation and pi'opsganda." reporters and members of States in these trials." sentenced May 18 to seven People's Court today, .but 
• the dissident movement The UIS. state department years at hard labor plm five when they insisted gala mey 
Alexander Ginzburg, 41, As Shcharansky's trial behind the barriers around' in a statement Friday up- years of Siberian exile, would transmit their request 
went before a court in opened in a closed court, the the court. The embassy said proved by President Carter Shcharansky, who turned to the three.Judge court. 
expert, went on trial in a Kaluga, 160 kilometres south U.S. embassy sent its s~ond Smith was there "to show 
TORONTO (CP) - Future 
governments will not he able 
to formula~ policies without 
advice and support from the 
scientific community, says 
Wi l l i am Schne ider ,  
president of the National 
Research Council. 
Schneider told reporters 
Sunday at the opening of an 
international conference on 
the future of raw organic 
materials that governments 
and scientists will have to 
work together on both 
national and international 
levels. 
"This may not, in future, 
be a question of choice, but 
... of necessity became the 
nature of problems facing us 
in the future are such that I 
don't think either the 
scientific community or 
governments by themselves 
Scientists' Role Increasing Rapidly 
can address these problems ference IS to proauce aseries dependence on petroleum- 
and hopefully make rational of recommendations on the based economies, he added. 
decisions." future development of such "These conferences, we 
More than 750 scientific 
end industrial experts are 
meeting this week to discuss 
one such problem: finding 
alternatives to increasingly 
limited and costly oil end gas 
resources. 
Delegates from such 
countries as the Soviet 
Union, Egypt, Brazil, Japan 
and the United States will 
present briefs on developing 
more resources from oil 
sands, coal, shale and wood. 
Schneider said industriaJ 
chemists, are interested in 
research and development of 
non-conventional fossil fuels 
from surplus forest products 
bin-mass, the sea and urban 
and industrial waste, 
Main aim of the con- 
resources, said Schneider, 
cenfernce chairman. 
Bryant Rossitcr, raseareh 
director for Eastman Kodak 
Co. of Rochester, N.Y., later 
told reporters the conference 
represents a growing +trend 
by the scientific ommunity 
to accept greater social 
responsibility in matters of 
international concern. 
Ressiter, chairman of the 
c0nfernce 's  p lann ing  
committee said pollution and 
energy conservation itre of 
concern everywhere. 
The conference, Chemical 
Research Applied to World 
Needs, IS the first of a series 
planned to prepare govern- 
meats and industries for a 
gradual shift away from 
anticipate, will be much 
different than the con- 
ventional scientific meetings 
that are held," he said. 
"First of all, we're going to 
deal with much more than 
just the technologies in- 
volved. These problems that 
have been identified - in this 
case the need for future 
sources of energy and raw 
materials- will he treated as 
a system, taking into ac- 
count the environmental 
factors, the technological 
factors, the financial and 
capital factors." 
In future meetings the 
conference will focus on 
world food needs, Rassiter 
said. 
ERA Supporting Marchers 
Busy Lobbying Congress qP 
warned that the fate of the 
two haman.rights activists 
will have an impact on the 
"constructive development" 
of Soviet-U.S. relations. 
Sheharansky and, Ginz- 
burg were active in the 
Helsinki human.rights group 
formed to report on RDssian 
violations of the human- 
rights provisions of the 1975 
Helsinki accords on 
European security and co. 
operation. 
Oddit ies 
i l l  " • ~p B,eenlennial 
Is A Dirty Word 
to active dissidence after he 
was denied permission to 
emigrate to Israel in 1973, is 
accused of feeding in- 
formation to the U.S. Central 
Intelligence Agency. CIA via 
diplomats and news 
correspondents. The 
maximum sentence for. high 
About 100 policemen 
• manned the barriers around 
the court building, keeping 
back about 35 report.s, a 
dozen members of the 
dissident movemant and the 
U.S. embassy represen- 
tative. 
Ginzburg, who managed 
treason is death, .but he is the fund exiled author 
expected to get a long term Alexander Solzhenitsyg 
in a labor camp. finances to aid the families 
Police barred Sh-.. of Russion political 
charensky's mother and Drlaoners, faces a maximum 
sentence of 10 years plus 
exile because it will be his 
secend ceavictias. Hewas 
convicted on the same 
charge in 1968 and served 
five years. 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - lovelorn business after 
Philadcipbia, still hung over receiving a letter that began, 
from theU.S.bicenteenial, is "Dear lonely young lady." 
about to have another bit. The letter, addressed to 
thday party. It's the city's theMatrimoniaICl~k, came 
tricentennial nd it's only from a man who said he was 
four years away. separated from his wife and 
It 's happening because "will consider divorce if I 
Billy Penn stepped ashore meet the right young lady, 
from his ship, Weieomei at bet I don't want to get into it 
the foot of Dock Street, again until I'm sure it will 
convenient'to he Blue An- work." 
shor Tavern, on Oci. 29, 168~., Hesent along a picture and 
historians say. a description end asked for 
But it's not surprising that some guidance in finding a 
tricentenninl p anners are a mate. 
bit worried. Philadelphia's The marriage licence 
'bicentennial celebration clerk, Sally Alderete, said 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
Backers of the equal rights 
amendment ERA to the U.S. 
constitution, who marched 
by the tens of thousands 
Sunday in support of the 
proposal, were lobbying 
members of Congress today 
to extend the March deadline 
for ratifying the measure. 
The National Organization 
for Women NOW and more 
than 300 other groups taged 
the march and a rally on the 
steps of the Capitol to 
dramatize their stand that, 
even if the proposal dies next 
spring, the issue will not fade) 
away. 
Bella Abzug, co-shairman 
of the National AdvisOry 
Committee on Women, told 
the marchers to "lobby 
members of Congress and 
make as a condition of 
support of their re.eiection a 
vote for the ERA ext~sion." 
The head of the liberal 
Americans for Democratic 
Action, Patsy Mink, told the 
marchers not to leave 
Washington "without having 
a firm commitment, yes or 
no, from every member" of 
Congress. 
"And if they dare to turn 
us down," she said, "we will 
turn them o~t on the next 
election day." 
The .proposal passed by 
Congress in 1972 to ban 
discrimination based ou sex, 
will die March 22 unless 
three more states ratify it or 
Congress extends the seven 
years given proposed cen- 
stitutionsl amendments to 
win approval from 38 state 
legislatures. 
The extension is in serious 
trouble in the Home of 
Representatives judiciary 
committee, where sup- 
porters have delayed its 
consideration, presumebly 
because they don't have the 
votes to pass it. 
The marchers were t01d to 
boycott the 15 states that 
have not ratified the ERA 
and to consider more 
dramatic stepo. . 
Feminist Gloria Stcinem, 
noting that suffragists 
chained themselves to the 
White House and wore force- 
fed in jail as they cam- 
paigned for the right to vote, 
said ERA supporters might 
have to block highways. 
Organizers aid Sunday's 
march was the largest ever drew only half the predicted 
for the ERA. 20 million tourists, with New 
Estimates of size varied York City stealing the show 
widely. Police put the crowd with an appearance by the 
at 55,000 bet the National tall ships. 
Park Service said its count Edwin Wolf, director of the 
rangedfromD0,000to 100,000. Philadelphia Library Co., 
By either tally, it was far and a member of the 
larger than sponsors had steering committee putting 
pre etod. 
At the other end of the 
Nail, meanwhile, about 200 
persons attended an anti- 
ERA "prayer ally" in front 
ef the Lincoln Memorial. 
Organizers of that meeting 
contended that passage of 
the ERA would lead to "free 
and unfettered abortions, 
preferential treatment for 
homosexuals and a federally 
mandated uni-sex society 
where women will be in- 
distinguishable from men." 
together plans for the latest 
bash, has suggested that it 
might be wise to use the 
word tercentenary, instead of 
tricentmnial, sometbin~g he 
figures might put some 
verbal distance between 1976 
and 1982. 
"Blcmtonnial has become 
a something of a dirty word 
around here," he said. 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 
(AP( A clerk at the 
Bcrnnllilo County marriage 
llcmse division thought of 
getting into the advice to the 
Did;the Surgeon-General Know? 
Turkish, Cigarettes Booby-Trapped 1 
CIGARETTES KILL QUEEN ON VISIT SOW BY PLANE SEEKS RESTRAINTS ,~ 
ISTANBUL (AP) -  Of- THE HAGUE (AP) - TOKYO (A .P ) -  The NEW YORK (AP) 
ficiala at Sagmalciiar prison Queen Juliana and Prince Chi~.~e armynas nun d that Economist John Kenneth 
returned 9,000 packs of Bernhard of the Nemermnos ~wln3 r l~.  n.y p£ana is. 21 Galbralth has called on 
cigarettes to the flew to Ta.nzania Sunday ~or .u~.~ as enle£ent an sowl_ng President Carter to impose 
manufacturer after finding a one-weex omelm vimt. ny nanu am saves up meo waee and -rice restraints 
some were bnoby-trapped. They are returning a visit by ~..an.da.of seed ~ acre, the soy°ing theTworked in the 
A President Julius mycrere to OmClat nsln ua " news Second World War and the 
explostveCigarette" fit edblew ithup ann. November the N therlands1975 . ir~ agency reported.sowed nine acres aeriallyThe armonY PrasK°reaniden t WarNixon "andre.electedgot ( 
southern Turkey last week, 
killing a factory worker. 
Police said they believe 
terrorists are putting ex- 
plosives in cigarettes, and 
the government obacco 
company says it is checking 
its product. 
a farm it operates in Anhwei in 1972." Galbraith, in- 
province and got more then terviewed Sunday on NBC's 
EXERCISES BEGIN three tons of grain an acre, Meet the Press, said any 
ISTANBUL (AP)- Turkish 24 percent better then the federal tax cuts now would 
air, naval and ground forces yield from hand sowing, be inflationary and criticized 
begin four days of joint Hsinimasald. It reported the California's Proposition 13 
military exercises in the seed also was evenly scat- property iax cut as an attack 
Aegean and Mediterranean toted, and there was lass on "the poorest of our  
seas today, rotting of seedlings, people." 
she considered sending him 
a brochure but decided 
against it. 
KANSAS CITY, me. (AP) - 
It took three sets of wedding 
invitations - one by regular 
mail, one by mailgram and 
one by telephone - but Keven 
Staples and DeAnn Latimer 
were finally married. 
The first .set was lost in the 
mail. The postmaster in 
Houston, where the couple. 
will live, felt so bad about it 
he used $173 of his own 
money to send out 
mallgrams. The invitations, 
"smudged a bit, showed up 
the next day. 
Meanwhile, the mother of 
the bridegroom, Jowilla 
.Staples, telephoned friends 
end relatives to invite them 
to the wedding in Kansas 
d 'qto ,  
Port of London Hears Bankruptcy 
LONDON (Reutor) --  Few 
communities anywhere have 
been more blasted by 
progress and technology 
than the docidends of Lon- 
don, once the golden gate 
through which the wealth of 
an empire poured into 
Britain. 
Port Chairman John 
Cuckney has told the 
government that only drastic 
steps can save the docks 
from the final ignominy of 
bankruptcy. 
Britons are absorbing the 
shock of what may be the 
steepest area of decline in 
the nation's economic life. 
The Port of London 
authority has virtually no 
reserves and has warned 
that its losses will mount to 
&75 million over the next five 
years ff nothing is done. 
Today, with three of the 
five East London groups of 
docks closed and the others 
doing scant business, a walk, 
through dockland is a' 
depressing experience. 
Where forests of masts end 
cranes once filled the skyline 
and streets bustled with the 
energy of Britain's mast 
vibrant and colorful com- 
muni~, there is quiet, defeat 
end decay. 
RESIDENTS MOVE OUT 
Thousands of Cockney 
eastenders, who stamped a
unique culture on the 
Thames.side hamlets, have 
moved away and many of 
those who live in the ugly 
apartment buildings that 
scar the landscape are new. 
comers. 
"The old life has all gone," 
said an old lady over her 
battle of black porter beer in 
a tavern in the so-called Isle 
of Dogs-- which isn't an 
island but a riverside 
henflet. 
"Years ago youknew 
everybody inyour street and 
if you were ill your neighbors 
came in and did the washing 
and did a meal for your 
husband coming home from 
work. 
"Nowadays, in these tower 
blocks, you don't even know 
who your next-doer neighbor 
is." 
Fifteen years ago London. 
was still the busiest port in 
the world, although its 
decline was well under way. 
In the last decade its tonnage 
of cargo hand led  has 
slumped from five million to 
1.7 million. 
CONTAINERS TAKE OVER 
Ships which once lined up 
in the Thames for berths 
along its 70 kilometres of 
dockside now stop at 
Tilbury, the huge container 
p rt 25 kil0metres down- ver, or new container ports 
such as Fellxstone on the 
east coast. 
A container depot, where 
containers are received or 
loaded end put directly onto 
ships, can manage with one- 
tenth of the men and handle 
lO times the tonnage. 
The first London dock was 
opened in 1696 just below 
Tower Bridge, and perhaps 
the port's proudest moment 
was on June 6, 1944, when 300 
ships and 1,000 barges et out 
to land 50,000 soldiers and 
9,O00 vehicles on the coast of 
occupied France at the start 
of the Allied invasion. 
...Many of the cosy terraced 
streets were flattened by 
war 
.time bombs but the east.on 
-ders thought their com- 
munity 
would be resored. 
They did not suspect hat 
planners would finish the job 
of transforming deeklend out 
of recognition. 
MARKET S GONE 
Today a stroller through 
Rotherwithe, home of the 
defunct Surrey timber 
docks, sees no colorful 
markets, jellied-eel and 
whelk stalls and friendly 
streets with a pub on each 
corner. 
Willowherb, the persistent 
weed of the Thames bank, is 
reclaiming parts of the 14 
kilometres of largely 
deserted docks. 
The Greater London 
Council (GLC) and the 
British government have 
drawn up plans totalling 
&1.75 billion to breathe new 
life into the rotting hamlets, 
but so far only a hotel and 
exhibition hall have been 
built. 
Construction ofthe Jubilee 
subway, to link the east end 
with central London, is ham- 
pored by shortage of funds. 
There are still visionaries. 
Illytyd Harrington, deputy 
leader of the GLC, says the 
Jubilee line may launch "the 
greatest act of urban 
renewal in the history of 
modern Europe." 
The Port of London 
authority concedes that 
progress has in some in.  
portant ways left the old port 
behind. 
EQUIPMENT OUTDATED 
Its operations have not 
moved with the times. Sheds 
and equipment are poorly 
adapted to modern needs. 
Trade union militancy is 
strong and restrictive 
practices persist. For 
example, on some wharves 
cargo has to he checked by 
two sets of tally clerks, 
because they belong to 
separate unions.• 
Under protective 
agreements negotiated by 
dockers' unions, some 1,500 
men are likely at any time to 
be getting paid although 
there is no work for them to 
do. 
At the time of the French 
Revolution some 40 sea 
voyages a day started from 
the Thames. By the 19th 
century, the Port of London 
had become the hub of the 
world's ea lanes. 
Lumber, rum, jute and 
hemp, tea and spices, gold, 
furs, carpets, potash and 
oranges poured into the 
Thames decks. 
In the streets around eck- 
land, sail and rope makers 
were established. I t  was a 
cosmopolitan and rough- 
andtumble world. The 
Chinese' congregated in 
Limehouse, Europe's first 
Chinatown. Later, Jews 
poured in, fleeing from 
Russian pogroms. 
Few traces of this remain. 
Traditional imports, such as 
New Zealand lamb, 
discharge at container ports. 
Trade with Europe, once Be 
preserve of London, today 
causes ports llke Dover, on 
the south coast, to flourish. 
Tass said Glnzburg was 
being given an "open trial." 
Dissident sources said 
Andrei Sakharov, the 
physicist who won the Nobel 
Peace Prize for his 
leadership of the dissident 
movement, and other friends 
of Ginsburg are believed to 
have gone to Kaluga, bet it 
was not immediately learned 
whether they were admitted 
to the courtroom. 
Ginzborg was arrested in 
February 1977 and Sh- 
charansky the month after. 
Both have been held in- 
cemmunieada. 
In Israel, Prime Minister 
Meaar,,em said 
charans~,,'s trial was 
great shock'! end his only 
crime was his desire to 
emigrate to Israel. He ap- 
pealed to "all free nations" 
to press for his release. 
Our,Dead Are brier Off? 
SACKVILLE, N.B. (CP) - 
Progressive Conservative 
hiP Heath MacQuarrie says 
Canada spends more money 
burying its dead than 
countless other areas spend 
to sustain life. 
In a speech to the Atlantic 
United Nations Conference 
here Saturday, the MP for 
H i l l sborough,  P .E . I .  
criticized Canadian com- 
placency in world affairs. 
He urged Canadians to be 
aware not only of their 
national identity but also of 
the need to develop an in- 
ternational conscience. 
"We must lessen the 
yawning• gap between 
developed and developing 
nations," he told the clasing 
seminar banquet at Mount 
Allison University. 
He said the United Nations 
is "by far the mast effective 
end valuable int~natloual 
organization ever created.,' 
Warm Days 
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Job opportunities 
..Furlher details on the 
following lobs are to be' 
obtained by calling tho 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 63S- 
7134, 
Millwright - IWA rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full  
,time, General duties in local 
mill - shift work involved. 
Baker - $7.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Permanent 
full time. Must have ex- 
perience. 
General Office Clerk - DOE 
$3.50 hour. Terrace. Per- 
menent full time. Invoicing 
through a cardex inventory 
sYstem. Accurate typing. 
Radiator Repairman 
Negotiable salary DOE. 
Terrace. Permanent - full 
time. Must have experience 
or related radiator ex- 
perience. Some light 
mechanic work, 
Registered Nurse - Clinic - 
$6.50hour. Terrace. On call 
only - for relief and for 
emergencies. To assist in 
clinic, 
Manager-Suprv. - Stereo 
Dept.' DOE. Permanent full 
lime. Must have retail sales 
experience knowledgable 
about stereo equipment. 
Musthavegood 
management skills, 
Advertising Salesperson - 
Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
be fully experienced. Must 
have own transportation. 
Must be able to work in- 
dependently. 
Cook. $6.00 hour. Terrace. 
Cooking and some cienn.up. 
Shift work. 
Cocktail Waitress - $4.25 hr. 
DOE. Must be 19, mature 
and reliable, 
Construction Labour- $4.0O 
hr. Terrace, Own transport 
and asse. Some building 
experience preferred. 
Clerk Typist - $138 week. 
Terrace. Mainly typing with 
some filing and reception 
duties. 
Babysitter - $6 to $8 a day. 
To care for 1 17 mo. old boy 
five days a week. Please 
have referrences, 
Heavy Duty Mechanic - 
$10,51 hour. Terrace. 
Temporary full time (2 
months). Certified HD 
Mechanic Heavy Equipment 
repair, 
Child Care Supervisor - $180 
week. Terrace. Permanent 
fulitlme. Must be registered 
nurse or have successfully 
completed toearly childhood 
education cou. 
Fliers - I.W,A.. rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. General duties in local 
mill, Must have saw fil or 
saw fitter experience. 
Computer Operator - $850 -
$1200 too. DOE. Terrace. 
Permanent fulltlme, Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System 32 - Must be IBM 
trained, Operate 3741 
Keypunch. 
Clerical Assistant- $5.23 hr. 
Terrace. 50 wpm typing, 
filing, photocopying, minute- 
taking, mail, shorthand icta 
preferred. Typing test to he 
given. 
Composing Room Foreman - 
Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
be journeyman of 4 years 
experience. Must have 
do minor maintenance and 
some repair. 
Typesetter - Negotiable.• 
Terrace. Experience 
preferred or must have 50 
wpm typing. Excellent 
career choice. 
Carpeaters- DOE union 
wage. Dawson Creek. No 
accommodation supplied. 
Grader Operator - 
Negotiable. Must have 
logging and road building 
construction experience. 
Plumber - Union wage. 
Kamloops. Must he jonr. 
neyman or experience. 
Stenogrepher - $6189. hr. 
Terrace. Must have 50 wpm. 
Dictaphone. Must have 
grade 12 or related ex- 
Skins Lake Spillway is the site of initial Nechako Reservoir 
clean-up operations scheduled to begin this fall by Alcan In 
thorough knowledge of all coopezation with B.C.'s ministry of forests. For the first five 
equipment. Must be able to years of the long-term program to clear away dead timber 
Prisoners TA 
rights 
reeogl zed 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Dr. 
Keith Jobson, chairman of 
the local John Ro~vard 
Society, said today he is 
pleasantly surprised by new 
regulations for provincial 
correetional eentres an- 
mounted Friday by Attorney- 
General Garde Gardom. 
Gardom said the changes 
will give prisoners' Hghts 
greater recognition and 
essure prisoners will be 
dealt with in a fairer man. 
nsr. 
Jobson said he agreed with 
from the reservoir's surface and shoreline, Alean's operating 
costs are expected to be about $400,000 annually. (Courtesy 
of the Ingot, Alcan Smelters and Chemicals Ltd.) 
perienee. Security 
Sh i / i ' t '~ / ' r ' ;h~P 'g~"  -~e, lear .a~x, e r ~  ...... -::"~ .... ~e, .p .~: .hu . t .any~in -~ ....... !,~:, ~,~, ~,~, 
_ ".,"~'._'~P'-',~:~.'~;' "'~' ~ .... ~ . . . .  ~-= .... " .... ~troauetlon-ot ehangd is': . "  ,' 
Terrace rermanent  mu. 
' " Clerk - $3.00 hr. Terrace. usually met  with resistance time job. Expeienee 
preferred but will train. 
Must have own tran- 
sportation. 
Plumber or Apprentice - 
12.75 hr. Terrace, To do 
contract plumbing work. 
Temp. 
Sales Clerk - ~.50 hr. DOE. 
Terrace. Permanent perb 
time. Must be mature. 
Haniiling cash sales. Ex- 
perience preferred. 
General Office Clerk- 
Bookkeeping - ~ I0 -  $450 
month. Terrace. Per- 
manent parttime. Accurate 
typing. Bookkeeping -
payroll, filing, reception. 
Experience r quired. 
Assodate Dental Surgeon - 
Fee for Service. Must have 
min, of 3 years experience as 
dental surgeon with B.C. 
Liconce. 
Registered Nurse - $1124 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
to head nurse, Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
"~oard provided at cost. 
Executive Secretory - $1 ,000 
month. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, filing, transcribing, 
shorthand 'month end 
reports, esp with public. 
Vandalism 
in Trail 
Prefer experience. Must he 
willing to learn. 
Hrlcldayer- $i0..00 hr. DOE. 
Terrace. Must have own 
transport. Must be fully 
experienced. Prefer. j-m or 
equivalent. 
Desk Clerk- $6.60 hr. 
Terrace. Ability to control 
difficult people and patrol 
building also handle cash. 
from within the system. 
He said clarification and 
restructuring of the 
disciplinary processes i an 
important step because 
era'rest procedures are like 
kangaroo courts. 
Jobson said set- 
ring definitive standards for 
prisoner segregation and 
solitary confinement will 
make sure solitary is not 
abused. 
SCHEDULE CHANGE 
I [ QUEEN 
ICHARLOTI'E 
[ ISIAi DS 
Between Prince Rupert and Masset 
The following schedule is now effective 
Lv Prince Rupert Lv Masset 
Mondays 11:59 pm Tuesda~/s 4:00 pm 
Wednesdays 12 noon Thursdays 4:00 am 
Thursdays 11:59 prn Fridays 4:00 pm 
This is a tug and barge service between 
Prince Rupert, on the mainland, and 
Masset at the north end of Graham Island, 
for private and commercial vehicles only. 
No foot passengers boarded. Crossing 
time is 12 hours. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
FERRYCORIK)RATION 
• For information and reservations phone 
VANCOUVER 669-1211 
VICTORIA 886-3481 
PRINCE RUPERT 624-9627 
MASSET 624-9627 (collect) 
I 
Ferry traffic 
increased 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Traffic 
on the British Columbia 
Ferry Corporation's two 
main runs increased 
significantly in June com- 
pared with the same month 
last  year, Conny Yzen- 
brundt, a corporation 
spokesman, said today. 
Yzenbrandt, supervisor in 
the Crown corporation's 
traffic department, said 20-per-cent reduction 
June's figures how the level June, 197'/, will be felt. 
TRAIL, B.C. (CP) --  Van- 
dalism to water control 
equipment at two major 
reservoirs during the 
weekend almost left this 
aouthsastern British Colum- 
bia city without water, a city 
spokesman said Monday. 
The spokesman said 
valves and other control 
lulpment was smashed at 
e Violin Lake and Cam- 
bridge Creek dams early 
Saturday. 
City manager Ken Wi~eaer 
said a call by a resident 
averted a dangerous 
situation and supervisory 
personnel made temporary 
repairs to the dams, 
Trail's 75 civic workers 
have been on strike for 
almost ~ weeks .and 
resentment was building up 
after city council ast week 
reJeeted a report by 
mediator Hugh Ladner to 
end ~e strike, 
of passenger and vehicle 
traffic is nearly back to what 
It was prior to the doubling of 
fares in June, 1976. 
She said all traffic is still 
five per cent below what it 
was in June, 1975, but ferry 
officials expect hat gap to 
be narrowed in the next wo 
months when the effect of the 
of 
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Abattoir Equipment • Acids • Aircraft • Alarms • Alcohol • Ammunition * Autos • Apples • Artificial Limbs • Asparagus 
Baby Foods • Bags • Balls • Bandages • Bank Notes • Bar Lrley • Barrels • Basins • Bath Mats • Bathing Suits • Batteries 
• Beans•Bearings•Beef•Beer, Ale. Stout•Beeswax•B 3irdSeed•Blcycles•BilliardTables• j Blankets*Blue. 
berries •Boats • Bolts • Books • Boots ~ Shoes • Brakes. Lssieres •Buckles • Buildings •Buoys • A Butter • Cable 
• Cakes • Calendars • Canoes •Cans • Capstans • Carboc .,trachloride • Carpets andRugs • / ~Carrots • Caskets •
~/~Cast ings • Celery • Cement •Chain • Chairs Cheese. Cheesecloth • Cherries J I • Chickens 
| '~l~,,,/la ) Clamps • Closets. Sanitar¢ Chemical • Clothing •Computers • Concrete "/I I Conduits •
~ _  Corn • Cranes • Shovels •Crates. Croquet Sets • Crucibles • / I | Cucumbers 
/ "1  •Dado Heads • Decalcomanias. Deodorizers • Derricks / ] / • Disc Harrows 
.~  " )~U:""~ | •Disinfectants • Display Fixtures • Docks ~k Ramps • Doors • / / / Drills • Ducks • 
• u h .E  Candlers ~'~ Dustpans• Dynamotors• Earthenware Eavestro g ,d  ~ gg 
• Eggs, Electric Apparatus • Electric Devices ~ - • Elevators • 
Fabric • Fans • Fasteners • Feeds • Felt • Fencing fAIop Canad'mn .Fertilizers • ~ '~*""% Filters • Fire 
Escapes. Fire Places • Flanges •Fly Swatters Bagas inocm & la canad ienne  • Foods • Footwear •Forgings •Furnaces • 
Furniture • Furs • Fuses • Games •Garters • Gas • Gauges •Gears • Generators • Girdles • 
Glass • Glue • Go-Carts •Goggles. Golf Clubs • Gratings •Grain • Grease •Greenhouses • Gum • Gymnasium Equipment • Halters • 
Hammers" Handles •Hats • Heaters •Hitches • Hockey Pads. Pucks. Sticks • Hog Feed • Hoists • Honey • Horseshoes • Hose • Hosiery 
• Humidifiers •Hydrants •Hydraulic Devices & Equipment • Hydrometers • Hvdrotropes • Hygrometers • Ice. Artificial • Ice Cream 
• Incinerators • Ink • . ~ lnsect'ici'des • Insoles •Insulation. , f~]b .~ Jackets. Jacks • Jams * Jeans • JeCaellery •
Joints • Joists • ~ - - ~ ~  Junction Boxes. Kettles • Kilns f ~ f ~  • Knives • Knobs • Labels * 
Laces • Lacquers I ~ ~ j ~ " ~ " ~  • Lacrosse Sticks • Ladders • L-Z%/~ t ~ Lamb. Lamps • Lasers • 
Lavatories • ~,~~,~/ / , ,~  Lenses •Lettuce •Lift Trucks • /~  l "~ ~'~_~ Liquor * Loaders • Locks 
• Locomotives. g ~ ] , ~ /  Louvres • Lumber • Lye • Macaron i /~ , / - '~  I~.t/r~ • Machinery • Mandolins 
• ~ ~ • M=~ o • Mar arme • Marine Manhole Covers anure Spreaders Maple Butter ~ ~7",~I g 
Railways. Matches •Mattresses • Medals and Badges. Medicines. Megaphones. ~ Metal Stampings. 
Meters • Microphones • Milk • Mineral Wool • Mining Equipment. Mirrors • Mitts. Moccasins •Monorail 
Systems • Monuments• Maps • Motion Pictures • ~ Motors • Moulds • Mucilage. Mufflers • Murals : Mushrooms 
• Mustard •Nails • Napkins •Newsl~apers • ~ Novelties •Nuclear Fuels • Nuts • Oars • Oats • Oil Refinery 
Equipment • Otis • Ointments • Oni'on's • Ovens / '~¢ 'q .Nx  . Overshoes • Overalls •Oxygen • Paddles. Pads. Pails • 
Paint • Paintings • Pallets had Skids • Panelling. ~ ~ Pans • Paper • Peaches • Peanut Butter • Pears • Pencils • 
Pharmaceuticai Preparations. Pianos• Pickles ~ . Pipes. Pipeline Equipment and Supplies. Planters. Plastic. Plows• 
Plugs * Plums. Polish • Pollution Control Systems I J~ll • Polyethylene • Pork • Posters •rosts •rotators,  rots • tottery •rower 
Transmission Equipment. Preservatives. Presses /f~T~/'l • Propellers. Pulleys • Pumps • Pyrotechnics ° Radar Equil~ment • 
Radiators •Radishes •Railroad IIIIII I~ll Supplies and Eouipment • Raincoats • Raspberries. Razors • 
~l Record Players• Refrigerators IIIIII11111 • Reg is ters .  Re l~es .  Removers Paint and ~ Varnish• Rhubarb 
• I/~r~h~li II,~ .Rivets ;Road Material . /'lllllll~l Rockets. Rods. Rollers. Rompers •Room ~ Dividers• Rope• 
A~=~ '~ ~\ Rubber Bands • Rust • Preventative. Rye • Safes Safety Devices ~t~ _ Sailboats Salt 
~f.~-,"~\'~ ~ II • Sauerkraut • Saws. Saw Blades • Scales. Scors. Sealants • Sculptures. Sealants / /~\~, , '~ .  Searchlights 
iI., , . • 
((%~) 1 } ~ ~  • Sewers. Sewing Machines. Shampoos. Shelving• Shtps •Shtrts. Shoehorns. ~ Shoes 
~ Shutters.Siding•Signs. Skates.gkirts.  , , ,~S lacks .S le lghsand / /q~' l  ~ Sleds*Snow 
Blowers • Soap • Soil Conditioner • Solvents • / [~" l~"~ Sonobuoys • ,~  , /  J,,,l/ Soybeans • 
Soups opaghetti Spectacles-Spreaders Springs Sprockets . .~~ Squash Stap les . '~  /~ Steel Store Fronts 
• Strawberries. Straws. Sulkies • Suspenders. Switches • ~,~" - "~D[  Tables • Tanks • ,¢1 [oo ~ Tapers • Tarpaulins. 
Telemetering Equipment. Tents- Textiles * l~hermometers [ 1 I~  _ ~l • Tile. Tires. ~ Toilet Preparations 
• Tomatoes • Tools • Toques and Caps • Tracto'rs. Trailers ~ L ~  ! ~g ~ ~i • Transformers. Trousers •Trusses, Roof- Tubing. 
Turkevs• Turnips • Umbrel las.  Underwear ~,xUniforms. , , . ~ k , ~  Uranium/Components • Vaccines •Valves* Vanities 
.Varn' lsh.Vauhs. Veneers,Venti lators.Vl~s. Waddlng. ~ ~ Wallpapers.Washers.WaterPollutlonControlEqulp- 
meat • Waterproofing • Wax • Weed Killer #Weights. Wheat • Wheels • Winches •Windows • Wines • Wire • Yachu .  Yarns • Yeast 
. Yogurt • Zinc • Zippers. Zirconium/Alloys ° Abrasives •Airplane Hanger Doors • Almond Paste • Aluminum Doors • Axes and Ad 
f "x .  Every time you decide to buy 
t'-// a product of Canada, you help 
our economygrow andjobsare created. 
Whenyou shop, your Canadtan product selecuon m vl .rm, ally 
unlimited. Just about everything you need to maintain one of the world's highest 
standards of living is made, mined, grown or produced right here i n Canada. 
Think about each purchase! from your dady bread to your annual vacation you can 
usually find value in a Canadian product. 
The list m virtually endless. 
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EDITORIAL % 
A Vancouver Cab-Driver Reflects 
If all the psychologists and all the philosophers 
and all the government "experts',  in the world 
Were suddenly to disappear - you know what the 
world would do? Itwou!d turn to taxi-drlvors. I
am sure they could take over without losing a 
psyche, missing an opinion, or failing to start a 
new fad, trend or cult. 
F rom Vancouver comes a report of one 
average taxi-driver pundit - a man named Flint, 
Dave Flint, to be exact. 
Dave thinks -and when taxi drivers "think" it 
is a statement of fact, rather than a supposition 
that older drunks and prostitutes are among the 
best passengers taxi drivers get. (Remind me 
the next t ime I am thinking of calling a cab. 
Perhaps if I hoist a few quick drinks before the 
cab gets here, 1'11 create a better impression. 
You know what taxi drivers think of Editors, of 
coursed  
• " I t 's  the young guys drinking beer and 
smoking pot ... they're so unpredictable," says 
Flint, - .whose  credentials inc lude,  being, 
President of the Vancouver  Taxi Drivers 
Association. 
What  gets D.V. really uptight, apparently, "is 
"... when a man and a woman get.in a cab and 
start  swearing." (Dave does not say whether it 
is before or after  they are told the fare for the 
trip that this takes place.")  
" I  belong to the old school - if there's a woman 
around you just don't swear"  says reverend - 
pardon, taxi driver. Flint. 
Experienced? Dave has been hacking cab for  
more than 20 years, now (less than half the 
amount of years I have been at the wheel) 
averaging 40 customers on a 12.hour shift on a 
Fr iday or Saturday night. 
Do~ he ever get bored? ". . .every face is 
different." says Dave. (Who would have thought 
it? Who else could have been so discerning to 
make such an observation!) 
" I  like the challenge - you never know where 
you're going!" (You don't know where you're 
going, Dave.?) 
Fl int said that in an average week, drivers get 
into four or five disputes with customers. 
" I 've  had the odd fight. Once I was off for 
• three days because of a b ig,  dumb, 
longshoreman. He had pretty sore fists..." (We 
know, Dave. You wore him out using your body 
as a punching bag. That's how you won ! ) 
Asked what he would do if he was robbed at 
gunpoint Dr knifevoint. Flint said he would 
probably give the money to '~s assailant. 
The President of theNancouver Taxi Driver's 
Association does not like the idea of a protective 
shield sealing off the customers from the driver, 
because it would make his Job too impersonal 
and from the sound of things, he obviously is the 
"personal" type . . . . . . . .  
"The job is herd enough as.it is. With-iha-t 
(glass partition) we'd start talking to ourselves" 
• I always thought axi dri'vers did. Does that 
mean they have been talking to ME all these 
years when I took cabs - and I didn't realize it? 
Flint added, cab drivers do not carry weapons 
for protection except he odd tire iron under the 
seat. 
"Once the police heard this guy was carrying a
gun in his.cab. Well, they nearly took his cab 
apart, looking for it. Turned out it was only a 
starter's pistol." 
"For  a~vhile, some drivers started carrying 
Mace for protection. But that was outlawed. 
Now a lot of them are carrying arom3d aerosol 
ha i r  spray. It'll blind you, just like that!"  
(Funny, but I have never seen that mentioned on 
the T.V. hair  spray commercials! Ladies, - and 
gents - please take warning." 
Vander Zalm Says : 
'tell you a secret, Dave. I used to always carw 
an aerosol can of _oven spray, in my parka 
pocket. It works like a charm. But IT was for 
polar bears. Did it work? You bet. I never have 
been bitten by a polar bear -even once I
Finally, Dave Flint, President of the Van- 
eouver Taxi Drivers AsgOCiation, said there 
should be a system whereby drivers could pull a 
switch (I thought they'd been doing that for 
years!)  in their cabs if they ever got in trouble. 
This weald activate a microphone built into the 
roof in the car which would set off a signal at the 
cab company's office. 
But, " I t 's  up to the owners of the cab industry 
to spend the money," he said. " I t  would only 
cost f~0 a car ."  
And ff the cab company won't, Dave, may I 
suggest he drivers pay for it themselves. It 's 
the cheapest life insurance policy I've heard of 
yet. You know, I hear the business is getting 
pretty sticky, these days. 
Dave sure sounds like he's got something 
there, to me. What do our local cabbies think? 
And a Happy Tuesday to all our readers in 
Kitimat, Thornhlll, Terrace, Sue Narrows, 
K i tamaat  Vi l lage, Cedarvale ,  K i twanga;  
Stewart - and of course, Cable Car Crossing! 
Policies which emphasize 
the responsibility ofparents 
.in caring for their children 
were detailed today by 
Human Resources Minister 
Bill Vander Zalm. 
The policy clarification 
establishes guidelines for a. 
partnership betwem parents 
and the Ministry end spells 
out which services will be 
fully subsidized end which 
will require parental con- 
ladbutlons. 
Family services delivered 
by Ministry staff in support 
of parental efforts, in their 
own home will be delivered 
free of charge. These would 
include the Family Support 
worker proffam, the Infant 
.Development PROGRAM 
Parents Must Pay Towards Cost of 0hnld s Services 
should rest "with parents," 
said Vender Zalm. 
"Ministry services should 
play a supportive role and be 
provided with the par- 
tielpailon "and ce.operation 
.of parents." 
Vender Zalm noted that 
the guidelinos parallel other 
new programs which have 
recently enhanced the ability 
of Ministry staff to assist 
families within the home. 
"We have recently on- 
nouneed the hiring of 169 
Family Support workers who 
will be assisting families to 
deal with their own problems 
in the home." he explained. 
"In addition, we have placed 
child service coordinators in 
17 regi~s of the Province to 
bring together programs 
that will help families work 
out their difficulties. 
"Moreover, we have 
greatly expanded the income 
test so that even when 
contributions are required a
family will not face an im- 
possible financial burden; in 
fact, the most they will be 
asked to contribute is the 
normal cost of caring for a 
child. 
"As a Ministry and as 
government we should be 
there to assist families, not 
to take over," ha said. 
The level of contributiou 
will be determined by the 
same income test which now 
applies to persons seeking 
subsidy for day care end 
:homemaker services. The 
maxim~.un contribution from Under the income test posi~ 
any parent will be $114.30 par no contribution is required 
month, for the family's net income 
"We have tried to set a .up to ~90 per month• In 
reasonable cellfng that addition, ff one parent Is 
approximates the normal working there is an ad- 
cost of care that a parent d/tional exemption of $I00, 
might face each' month," 
said Vemder Zalm. "The 
$114.50 represents the rate 
paid to fester parents for 
earn of children age birth to 
five years. Foster rates 
graduate according to the 
child's age and we have 
selected the lowest rate 
paid." 
As an example of how the 
contributions .would be 
applied, Vander Zalm cited 
the case of parents with two 
children where one child 
needs fester placement. 
bringing the total net income 
ceiling to $780 befure a 
contribution would ' be 
required. 
"Let's say the family 
requires a service and the 
not family income in this 
case is SS00 per month. This 
would mean that the family 
has $20 available for the cost 
of service ($800 income 
minus $780 exemption). 
"However, policy 
has reduced the level of 
contribution to50 percent of 
me ava/mbie 'income" he 
said, "In other words, the 
family would only be 
required to pay 50 percent of 
or $10 per month and the 
Ministry would subsidize the 
remaining cost of the ser- 
vice. 
The Minister noted that 
under the old income test 
peliey the exempt income 
ceiling would average only 
per month and the 
family would be required to 
pay 150 percent of their 
remaining available Income 
for the cost of the service. 
"In other words, the same 
family with a net income of 
$800 per month would have 
been required to contribute 
$155 (~oo minus $645) to the 
cost of that same service. 
STAFF SOCIAL WORK 
SERVICES. 
Financial contributions 
from pare.his will continue to 
be expente¢l for service~ 
purchased from local 
agencies, such as 
homemakers, day care and" 
special services to children. 
Day care for handicapped 
children at integrated 
centres will now' be fully 
subsidized on a half-day 
basis. 
All families with a child in 
need of care away from 
home will now be required to 
make parental contributions 
towards the cos[ of such care 
as if the child were at home. 
"This approach isbased on 
the view that the first 
responsibility fur children 
"We are not imposing 
major financial 
requirements on parents 
who must relinquish some of 
their responsibility to the 
state. 
"b family would have to 
have net earnings over $1,000 
per month before they would 
have to contribute the 
maximum for service• 
Exceptional family cir- 
cumstances can 81so be 
considered. We are merdy 
asking for centinuing par- 
tielpation for the normal cost 
of care that all other parents 
have to assume. 
":lwant here to bea clear 
message that big, paternal 
government is not going to 
assume responsibility for the 
individual." 
VICTORIA ei[PORT @yrJl Shelford 
 erpin-B.C. s,FiRh Largestindustry 
One of the big issues debated this week was the 
heroin treatment act which no one claims will 
eliminate the problem. However we all hope it will 
bring some relief to an extremely serious problem. 
The extent of the problem is clearly outlined by the 
Hun. R. MeClelland in moving second reading 
yesterday. Quote: . . . .  
"Out out patient programs and community clinics 
are the backbone of thisprogram. The community is
the foundation upon which this whole program is built 
and upon which our hopes are built, just as the hopes 
for that member for Vancouver-East wfllhe built on it. 
To say that we're establishing some kind of a jnfi 
system for addicts, is not only without foundation, it is 
wildly imaginative. 
The only thing we've heard from the side of the 
house is: "Let's quit. Let's not try. Let's give up.'! 
That's the attitude that those losers have had all their 
lives. "Let's give up." 
Mr. Speaker, the member for Rosaland-Trafl (Mr. 
D'Arcy)  said the heroin problem is an industry. I 
think that's the way he put it. Well, you can bet your 
boots it's an industry. It's the fifty largest industry in 
tide province, generating probably in total 
million to ~}0 million in illicit money per year. 
I'd like to Just take you through a quick scenario, 
Mr. Speaker. Let me tell you about what happens to 
heroin and how the industry develops. It costs $7,600 
to buy a pound of heroiZ, 30 percent pure, in Hong 
Kong. Add ~8,000 to the courier and you find thatyou 
have a pound of heroin that can be sold. in British 
Columbia for as much as $42,000. So for an investment 
of Just over $15,000, the importer makes a profit of 
$26,000. The distributor who buys the pound of heroin 
from the importer for ;42,000 adulterates that put'- 
pose. After stepping on and cutting the original heroin 
twice, he has four pounds of a weakened product 
which he can sell for $4,000 an ounce. 
This will earn him S256,000, Mr. Speaker S214,000 
above the initial investment of $4~.,000. The mid- 
dieman buys heroin at $4,000 an ounce and is able to 
sell it at ~ for a bundle of 25 capsules. With 12 
bundles to the ounce, the original pounds, cut twice to 
make four pounds, can nowbe sold for ~58,000. The 
potential profit at.tb/s level, after the payment of 
~P~6,000 to the distribuier, is over $I00,000. The street- 
level dealer buys a bundle of 25 heroin capsules for 
Individual capsules are sold at different prices in 
the province, depending on where you are. But the 
cheapest price in Vancouver is about $25. 
So if all 22,500 capsules that are yeilded.from that 
original pound were sold at the lowest price, ,the in- 
come realized would he ~784,000. It could be higher. 
The minimum profit after the outlay of ~58,000 is 
deducted is ~389,000, The total potential profit 
generated by one pound of imported heroin is 
therefore over $730,000. You bet it's an industry.~That 
member went on to say there is little Justification for 
this hill. 
' With an industry fike that, there is tittle justification 
for this bill. Sixty percent of the crime in Brit/sh 
Columbia is heroin related. The Chief of Police for the 
tY of Vancouver, ~a  television s~tement the o~er 
y, said that probably-$fmillion a day Lk being sto|em 
'in Vancouver to support the heroin habit. Little 
Justification. What kind of crimes are being com- 
sifted to justify a bill of this kind? Morethan 60 
murders and 24 attempts thot the police o f  this 
province can tell you about• He called prostitution a 
victlmlees crime. Well, I suppose it is a vicfindess 
crime is some ways. But it sure isn't a victlmless 
crime for the prostitute who is on the streets at the 
mercy of a pimp who is forcing that per~m to 
prostitute her body so that she can get $I00 or $200 or 
~00 a day in order to maintain that pimp's habit. 
That's not a victimless erlme~ Mr. Speaker." ... end of 
quote . 
• This is only part ~ the story and doesn't eU of the' 
suffering of the addicts themselves and the heartaches 
caused to their family and friends. . 
In my travels amundthe province I find nothing but 
sympathy for the addict and complete contempt fo r  
the importer, the middleman and the distributor and 
condemnation f the Federal Government for doing 
away with capital punishment against he Wishes of 
the vast majority. In a recent survey in Victoria out of 
7,000 people 84 percent indicated they wished a return 
to capital punishment and a referendum should be 
held at the next federal election, I'mconfident it would 
pass with an* overwhelming majority. 
In my opinion anyone what creates an addict is 
guilty of a worse crime than murder as the suffering is. 
far greater. 
Auto deaths 
at ten per day. 
Canadians are killed in 
automobile accidents at the 
rate of more than ten a day 
and it has been estimatM 
that Mween five end ten,, 
percent of the bedsinour 
general hospitals are .on- 
enp~ed by trafflc-acemmt, 
victims. Our highways arc . 
awfully bloody. 
Faulty des!~n . and 
mechanical falmre nave 
contributed significantly to. 
the blcod.sacr'dtce enact~ 
from us for the privilege of 
having automobiles. 
Manufacturers, prodded by 
public opinion ahd govern- 
mental action and probably 
by their own consciences, 
are showing increasing 
resvonsibility in the design 
and making of automobiles. 
Most garagemen aces. to 
mm ~ basic honesty aim 
competence, but there is 
ample.evidence that some of 
them do cereJess work on our 
cars and trucks 
But ff every manufacturer 
ano garageman agreed not 
to vuIa v~hide on the road 
anUI it had received Ralph 
Nader's.parmnal stamp-of 
eppreval, we would still ha.ve 
serious roau earetv . 
problems. Wiwn we have 
said all that there is to be 
said about he makers and 
maintainers of automobiles, 
we still have to come to 
terms with responsibilities of 
drivers, your esponsibilities 
and mine. 
A few years ago the 
Roman Catholic Church in 
France declared certain 
driving faults to be"elr~",. 
which mestbeeomessen. A 
spokesman for the French 
b]shops pointed out that 
thee are all "pins of pride", 
ana among mere ne listed 
dangerous spoedisQ, illegal 
DaBBing, ano arunxen 
driving. We areailproud of
ourdriving ability: one gets 
the impression that about 95 
percont of all drivers con- 
sider themselves above 
average in driving ability. 
Many of.us, perhaps most of 
us, unoergo subtle per- 
sonality ehknges wnsn we 
get behind the wheel of a 
powerful eutomobile-- and a 
false and dangerous pride is 
an importan~ element in 
these changes, 
T'~arelessneas on the reads 
is sometimes a crime - it is 
always a sin." 
¥1ctor~, B.C. - That fir seedling Which Is the centre of 
attraction, and those chlidrem, will reach maturity at 
about he same time. The seedling was special - the 40 
mlitioath planted by coast division of Crown Zellerbach 
Canada Ltd. Ceremony took place recently in compeny's 
Nanalmo Lakes regina m Yanco-u~es: iHa id.-O-h-hei|d-io 
do planting henours, complete with bard hat, shovel and 
Wood Energy ConversionStudied 
• .u.C, Energy Commission Chub'man.Norman Gizb has 
nnnouneed the completion f • major study which evaluated 
eurrmt eclmMo~ for the conversion e~ wood wastes into 
¢uergy. ~ 
• .the study covered a wide range of te¢ld~ Iogy, particularly 
these systems uitable for operation ~awmllls, plywood 
plants and similar operatlens• 
• •Prepared by B.H. Levelton & Associates Ltd., the study 
was commhslened by the B.C. Wood Waste Energy Coor- 
dinating Committee, which is chaired by Glsh and includes 
representatives from the federal and provincial govern. 
meals and the Council of Forest Industries. 
• .The types of wood waste conversion systems examined in
the study Include suspmulnn burners, fluldiznd bed burners, 
gssUlers, and multi.chamber burners. All the systems are 
currently on the market or are in an advanced experimental 
stage, 
..The converulm systems were evaluated according to a 
number of crlterin, such as stage of development, size of unlt,' 
fuel requlremesta, caplinl and operating eeets, and en- 
vkenmentM acceptability, 
.."The report should be very useful for the forest industry," 
udd Glsh, "in helping them select he most appropriate 
system for their perticuinr operation. It has been designed 
for use as a reference, and includes considerable d tail on 
each system as welt 8s a summary chart. 
.."The ¢ompletlen of the report is also very timely since It 
coincides with the federal announcement of grants to the 
forest industry to assist conversion from fossil fuels to wood. 
waste nergy systems," 
..Copies of the report are available from the B.C. Energy 
Commlsslen, el00. 117T West Hastings Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. VSE ZLT. 
be~s-~ wan" Forests Minister Tom Weterlnnd. Children, 
who alas planted trees, are from Oyster nlver School in 
B.C. (Forest ~P.rvlee photo} 
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Plane's load not cause 
of Toronto crash According . _ _  our  
TORONTO (CP) - The The newspaper quoted an However, Maley said: ~ [ ~ O ~ ~ q ~ ; K ~ ~  
president of the Canadian unidentified Air Canada "They never got to that point 
Airline Pilots Associatior loading supervibor as saying on the runway, best deal in town 
, says the load distribution on the load distribution would "They aborted takeBff well • 
the DC-9 aircraft that have made it difficuit for the below that rotation speed." 
crashed at Toronto In- pilot to pull up the aircraft's He said that as far as he 
ternational Airport on June nose for liftoff and that about knows, from discussions 
26 was not a factor in the 500 pounds hould have been with the crew, all takeoff 
fatal accident, moved to the plane's back procedures were properly 
Ken Maley said in an in- end. , 
terview Sunday: "I can't " ' '~,L,.'0- followed, ' • However, "something 
• even see it as a contributing Cu, . . .~r=,  happened on the aircraft o 
factor." transp~. ,..,entry said give the captain cause to 
• The Sun said in published Sunday they did not know if abort." 
reports Sunday that two the aircraft was heavy at the ' H o n d a ~  at  
printouts from Air Canada's nose end. PURCHASES PLANES Testdrkea - - - ~  
central computer indicate Maley said 500 pounds LONDON (AP) - -  British TERRACE HONDASALES 
the aircraft had too much would have been a negligible , Airways said Monday it will 
weight distributed toward its weight but that it could have buy 19 Boeing 737s--worth ; ~k J  4842 Hwy. 16 West ' 
nose when it crashed on given the aircraft problems $225.6 million--and take . Terrace, B.C.VSOtL0 
', 635.6571 or 635.4325 
takeoff, killing two on rotation of the nose if the delivery on some of the ( HONDA Dealer Licence Number 020~A 
passengers and iniuring the weight was at extreme nose- planes before the end of next ~__ 
other X05 persons on heard, down position, year. 
m 
WhstawhsleofanappetitelTheVanceuverAquarlum'skillerwhaleSkanadowusI40 Beefnrices aregotngup] pound  of herrlng, squld, mackerel, nd cod very day. Skana and the Aquarlum's other ' • 0 
Idller whale, Hy~, get some of their healthy rations when they perform seven times a 
day during the summer, months, 
Police wounded in . , t  . . . . .  , .  ,_ . . . . . .  . 
Montreal prison escape 
MONTREAL (CP) - 
Provincial police were 
continuing their search early 
today for Yvan St. Louis, an 
escaped prisoner still 
missing after a seven-hour 
weekend chase that involved 
seven hostages and left two 
policemen and a police dog 
wounded. 
• A police spokesman said 
there have been no new 
developments in the search, 
but authorities said they 
believe that if the ~6-year-eld 
St. Louis has left the city, he 
may have travelled north to 
take'refuge" in  ~the LaU~m- 
Uan Mounibiua. 
The two policemen 
wounded have been released 
from hospital and the dog 
was reported in satisfactory 
condition. 
Provincial police officer 
Gilles Nadeau .and his 
tracking dog Tex were shot 
after they spotted the 
prisoner in the wooded area, 
police said. 
Tex spotted the escapee 
first and was shot as he 
approashed. Then Nadeau 
went down, wounded in the 
arm and leg. 
As Nadeau lay helpless 
nearby, St. Louis demanded 
that two policemen and a 
journalist join h im'as  
hostages in a marked 
Provincial police car "to get 
out of the woods without 
more shooting." 
Michel Temblay, a 
photographer for the weekly 
tabloid Dimanche-Matin, 
said he agreed to go along 
be~.ause "I wanted to do 
the back seat covering' 
Trembisy, Sgt. Gilles Prigon 
and Lieut. Gilles Belley. 
Belley managed to retain 
possession of his police 
handgun during the ride, but 
St. Louis took Frigon's gun 
shortly after the ear left the 
woods, Tremblay said. 
"St. Louis wanted us, to 
head for Montreal so he 
could visit his mother," 
Tremblay said. "Through 
the whole trip he said he just 
wanted to visit her and then 
kill himself." 
During the ~ ride,,.. Belley 
~ed to dissuade the escdpee ii 
from killing himself, and St. 
Louis "said that he shot 
Nadean aeeideatly - that he 
didn't want to hurt birn." 
When the sergeant got out 
of the car and made off, "I 
The driver of a car con~- something" to help. ran too," Tremblay said. 
mandeered by St. Louis in The car headed for "Frigon went south and I 
north-and Montreal told Montreal with St. Louis in we~t north. 
police the escapee had asked 
for quarters, fuelling astmtammsamtstmimmsamssMsmmsm 
speculation he was headed • • 
for the Lsur=tisn • 1978 .'. 
Autoroute, a toll road and the : 
main route north. 
The chase began shortly 
before noon Saturday when 
St. Louis escaped from a 
provincial detention centre 
in Sorel, 70 kilometres 
northeast of the city, police 
said, He was due to be 
arraigned today on charges 
arising from an armed 
rebhery. 
St, Louis was also being 
held on charges of sexual 
assault, illegal possession of
weapons, car theft• and ex- 
tortion. He was arrested in 
Montreal last month. 
After escaping from prison 
armed with a .45.calibre 
pistol, he commandeered a 
ear and seized the two oc- 
eupanis as hostages. He 
abandoned both ear and 
hostages after reaching a 
wooded area near Con- 
trecoeur, about halfway 
between Sorel and Montreal. 
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A visit from British Columbia Development Corporation 
Loans to businesses 
The Business Assistance Division of the British 
Columbia Development Corporation invites secondary 
manufacturing, processing and other businesses to 
discuss their financing needs with their representative 
who will be visiting your area on the •following dates: 
TERRACE VISIT 
July 13th from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Mr. K. F. Cassldy, Business Assistance Division, will be at 
the Lakelse Motor Hotel. Telephone: 638-8141. 
For appointment phone: Vancouver, 689-8411 (Collect) 
Or write: 
Business Assistance Division 
British Columbia Development Corporation 
272 Granville Square. 
200 Granville Street 
Vancouver, B.C. VGC 1S4 
~:~ ~ 
Why not mvest 
m a freezer! 
Which the overage family con buy 
with the savings effected on beef 
purchases over a period of less than 
18 monthsII| 
TODAY'S SPECIAL 
CU." F"'7 
McCLARY 
:REEZER 
FEATURES: i 
• 665 Ibm. Capacity. Pol.wn'ethane Foam Insu-:  
latlon • F lex i - l ld .  Temperature Warning 
Light * Safety lock • Recessed Handle and- :•  
Concealed Hinges. Interior light • Accurate 
Cold Control * Defrost Drain • Decorative 
Plastic Liner Lid * Ellgh Emeleney Compres -  
sor* Food Spoilage InsurHce . .i 
$38700 
ALSO AVAILABLE 8, 12, 16, and 23 CU. FT. FREEZERS 
AT SPECIAL PRICES. 
~U TERMS 
umvERv TO VIR,AO= a nT, mT 
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Williams 
on the  move 
Sunday afternoon Williams Moving travelled to 
Kitimat and took a doubleheader from Kitimat Hotel 
in Mens Fastball action winning 9-7 and 8-5. 
The first game saw Williams take an early lead and 
hangon for the win via a two run homer off the bat of 
left fielder Mike Ford who ripped the hall over the left 
field wall. This homer was the first this season in the 
Kitimat park in regular aeason play. The Kitimat 
cause was .heined b.v an inside-the-park homer by 
urad Riley wno hit ti~ ball to deep right field. 
Garry Rix picked up the win and R.J. Findlay was 
tagged with the loss. 
The second game was a close affair until the top of 
the seventh when Williams exploded for six runs to 
.win going away. The  inning was highlighted by 
another homer of the inside,the-park variety as Willie 
Chemko hit a ball to left field which handcuffed the 
fielder and rolled to the fence. Once again Rix was the 
winning pitcher. 
Alouette champs 
try for 9th win 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS AIS receivers Bob Gaddla, Six local ate/lea't/ will be upgrading nature trails in the 
The defending Grey Cup 
champion Montreal 
Alone,too will try to make it 
nine consecutive wins 
against Ottawa Rough 
Riders tonight in the opening 
game of the Canadian 
Football League season. 
The winning streak npans 
Peter Daila Riva, Larry 
Smith, and Brock Aynslsy. 
Rookie Ken Starch and vet- 
eran John O'Loary will start 
in the Als hack, field 
Terrace area during the summer with the aid of Department 
of National Defense funds. Hal Taren and Colin Abernathy 
(pictured obove) along with Edify Roy, Maryanne Brard, 
Devnn Delaney and another youth still to be hired, will be 
making and putting up sigun at the entrance of the district 
In B.C., the Bombers will 
he trying to avenge a 34-33 
loss to the Lions in the 
western semifinal last year. 
trails to help hikers find their way and doing other work on 
the trails such as shoring up pathways. Already most of the 
work on the Terrace Mountain trail is completed. 
Throughout this week we will be featuring other scenes from 
Terracc's nature trails to familiarize our readers with the 
enjoyable recreational pastime of Mking. 
Vida Blue tries for NL control 
two seasons and lnchzdes a
21-18 victory in last year's 
Eastern Football Conference 
final and a 254 exhibition 
win last month. 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
take on British Columbia 
Lions in Vancouver in the 
only other .CFL game 
tonight. 
The AIS won three of four 
exhibition games while the 
Riders lost three, and Ot- 
tawa defensive coach Bob 
O'Billovich says the game 
could he decided on the play 
cf the cornerbacks. 
Wayne Tosh and Larry 
Nelms have moved from 
safety positions to man the 
comers with Larry Cates 
and Larry Brune playing 
inside safety. Newcomer 
Ken Downing, acquired last 
week from the Lions, will 
The Lions won the game on 
the strength of a 46-yard pass 
from Jerry Tagge to Leon 
Bright with about three 
minutes left in the game. 
TAGGE STA]'gTER" " 
Tagge led the Lions to 
three exhibition game vic- 
SAN DIEGO (AP) --Vida 
Blue, the winning pitcher the 
last  time the American 
League won annAll-Star 
game, will try to keep the 
National League in control of 
this mid-season rivalry 
tories this season but sat out • tonight in the 49th annual 
last week's final tuna-up as 
Edmonton Eskimos blasted 
the Lions 46-1. 
B.C. coach Vern Rapp will League in the 1971 game at 
have seven new starters in Detroit. The American 
the lineup against the League won 6-4. They have 
Bombers including not woanone since and will 
llaebacker Sam Britts, try to end a six.game losing 
defensive back John Benton streak with Blue on the 
and running backs Larry mound for the National 
Key and Calvin Calve,. League. He switched leagues 
Tagge's prime receivers in a spring training Wade 
are Leon Bright, AI Charnk from Oakland to San, 
and Jim Young. Francisco. 
Rapp said inside National League manager 
linebacker Paul Giroday, Tom Lasorda nnounced his 
start at free safety, hampered by injuries during 
Als cornerback Vernon the exhibition season, will 
Perry, who led the CFL with start agalast he Bombers. 
nine interceptiqne l~st~ar,~.,- :Winnipeg :won tirade 
broke h~. a]~m~ga.innst" exhtbitiongam~ and. relies 
Torontolastwe~kandwillbe on the arm of Ralph Brock 
replaced by Jim Burrow, 
who played backup last year. 
EXPLOIT BURROW 
O'Biliovich said quar- 
terbacks Condredge 
Hqlloway and Tom Clements 
will try to exploit Bkrrow on 
the Als right side with 
receivers Ross Clarkson, Bill 
llatsnaka, Tony Gabriel and 
Peter Stenerson. Art Green, 
Richard Holmes and Mike 
Murphy will see action in the 
Rider backfield. 
Charles Anthony, another 
Lion castoff, will start at 
middle ilaehacker for the 
Riders, with Mike Widger 
and Tim Berryman playing 
cktside linebecker. 
Sonny Wade will be the 
starting quarterback for the 
Als and Rider defenders will 
bare their bands full chasing 
and the catcming of 
receivers Joe Poplawski, 
Mark McDonald, Mike 
Holmes and Gord Paterson. 
Richard Crump and Jim 
Washington provide the 
running attack for the 
Bombers, who finished the 
season tied with Edmonton 
and B.C. with 10-6 records. 
They were relegated to third 
spot based on their season 
performance against the 
Esks and Lions. 
Following last week's 25-27 
win over Ottawa, coach Ray 
Jauch said the Bombers are 
still a long way from being 
the type of polished team 
needed to win in clutch 
situations. 
"But maybe, just maybe, 
we've got a chance," Jauch 
said. 
right.h~nder, does better 
than he did a year ago when 
he was belted for firot-inning 
home runs by Joe Morgan 
and Grog Luzinaki. Morgan 
and Luzinski are beth back 
in the National Leegke 
starting lineup. THREE 
game. . LEFT FIELDERS 
Blue was the starting Martin took a swipe at the 
pitcher for the American fan balloting that gave him 
Bucyk retires 
BOSTON (AP)  - -  Veteran 
winger Johnny Bucyk, the 
fourth leading scorer in Na- 
tional Hockey League 
history,his ending his 23- 
year career but will remain 
with Boston Bruias in a non- 
playing capacity. 
Bucyk, 43, played 23 NHL 
seesoos--21 with Boston. He 
is second on the all.time list 
to Gordie Howe, who played 
25 seasons in the NHL before 
moving to the World Hockey 
Assoelation.n 
Bucyk began his playing 
career in 1955 with Detroit 
Red Wings. He was traded to 
the Bruim for goalie Terry 
Sawchnk in June, 1957. 
He finished with 556 goals, 
545 fornthe Bruins. Bucyk 
also scored 41 playoff- 
ngnsis-40 for Boston--but 
did not play in the Brulns' 
NHL Stanley Cup final series 
againft the victorious 
Montreal Cunadiens. 
Brulns officials say they 
plan to use Bucyk as a front 
office goodwill ambassador, 
and possibly as a minor 
league hockey instructor. 
Bucyk scored five goals 
and had 13 assists last 
season. It was the first time 
since 1966-67 that he had 
scored fewer than 20 goals. 
On the all-time scoring list, 
Bucyk ranks behind Howe, 
Bobby Hull and Phil 
Esposito. 
REJECTS MATCH RACE 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  "b 
match race is way out of my 
mind," trainer Laz Barrera 
said Tuesday after sondlng 
Affirmed out for a two-mile 
gallop in preparation for the 
Stakes on ~tarday. 
Bar,era was talking about a 
report of keen interest being 
shown by a television net- 
werknin a match race bet. 
were Seattle Slew and Af- 
firmed. 
selection ofnBlue on Mon- 
day. He will face Baltimore's 
Jim Palmer, the starting and 
losing pitcher .for ~ the 
American League last year 
when the National League 
scored their sixth con- 
secutive victory and 14th in 
the last 15 years, 7-5 at 
Yankee Stadium.n  
"He's familiar with their 
batters but that's not the 
only reason I'm starting 
him," Lasorda said of Blue. 
"Right now, I think he's the 
best pitcher in the National 
League." 
American League 
manager Billy Martin hopes 
Palmer, Baltimore's ace 
an outfield of Jim Rice, 
Richie Zink and Reggie 
Jackson. 
"Jackson (usually a right 
fielder) will play centre," 
said Martin. "That's 
because the fans voted for 
three left fielders." 
Martin, meanwhile, had 
injury problems to consider. 
With three players--catcher 
Thurman Mtmson, outfielder 
Carl Yastrzemski and third 
baseman Graig Nettles-- 
already withdrawn from the 
game because of injuries, 
shol"tS~op : Rick., Burleson' 
joined~"th~ list ::ofnailing 
players. 
Burleson banged up his' 
foot in a slide Sunday and it 
swelled on the plane to San 
Diego. "Then his eye began 
to bother him and when we 
landed, he went to the 
hospital emergency room," 
said Boston manager Don 
Zimmer, who will serve as 
an American League coach. 
"They found a cyst in the eye 
and that has to be removed." 
With Burleson scratched 
from the roster, Martin 
Brock's crisis 
ST. LOUIS (AP) -- Less progress. The owner of a .325 
than a year since inscribing 
his name in the record book, 
Lou Brock is at a crisis stage 
to his career. 
The speedster, who 
reached his 39th birthday 
three weeks ago, no longer 
generating the offence for 
National Baseball League's 
St. Louis Cardinals. Without 
him, the Cardinals are not 
winning. '
"What hurts the most is 
that we'~ losing and I cnn't 
do anything about it," says 
Brock, who has been out of 
the ntarting lineup during 15 
ef St. Louis' last 17 games. 
"It's a helpless feeling, 
sittJmg on the bench. I just 
wtmt o be out there where I
can do us some good and help 
us get started. I'm jura 
go!%~ to have to sit it out, I 
~aen|, and stay ready." 
Brock, whose 913 stolen 
basesrank him as baseball's 
top thief, began the 
soasun with 2¢834 lifetime 
hits and bright hopes for 
closing in rapidly on a total 
of 3,0O0, which would put him 
in additionally elite com- 
pany. 
IN  SLUMP 
But a slump which started 
early In the year has 
seriously impeded his 
Forego gets a rest 
finished second nine times 
and third seven times to earn 
$1,938,957. Had he won the 
July 4 Suburban Handicap at 
Belmont he would have 
surpassed Kelso's $1,977,896 
career winnings and become 
the ferst $9-million horse- 
but he finished fifth in a field 
of six in the tV4mtie race. 
Trainer Frank Whiteley 
Jr. said the decision to retire 
wear and tear." 
He said Manuel Gilman. 
the Belmont track doctor, 
confirmed the presence of 
bone chips in Forego's left 
front pastern. 
Forego, by Forli out of 
Lady Golconda, was Horse of 
the Year in 1974, '75 and '76. 
He was born and bred by his 
owners in Kentucky and was 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Forego, the eight-year-old 
three.time Horse of the 
Year, second only to Kelso in 
career winnings, was retired 
Monday. 
"The horse was good to 
us," said Mar,ha Geary, 
owner of the Lazy F Ranch. 
"It is time we were good to 
She said there are no 
definite plans as to where the 
gelding will be sent. 
In six years Foregonlmd 56 
starts, won 34 of them and 
hatting on May 3, he has 
since collected only 18 hits in 
125 trcps to the plate and 
plummeted to .Z56. 
Brock'f hit total, now sta- 
ttonarx at 2,972, leaves him 
128 shy of the 3,000 
mark attained by only 13 
players. 
He accepts his position 
with equanimity for the most 
part, however, and says he 
will return to play out his 
two-year contract in 1979 
regardless of what tran- 
spires during the final half of 
the current campaign. 
"It has to be taken in its 
proper perspective," Brock 
says of the 3,000 mark 
reached in early May by 
Pete Rose of Cincinnati 
Reds. 
"There's till a short list of 
players who are in the 2,900 
club. Sure I said I wpnted 
3,000 hits, but it may not be 
passible noSY." 
We're 
Listed 
Here/ 
named another Red Sox will be the starting catcher. 
infielder, second baseman First baseman "Steve 
Jerry Remy, to the. squad. Garvey of the Dodgers 
Earlier American League suffered a20-stitch cut In his 
injury replacements were chin Saturday night, but 
outfielder Larry Hisle for played on Sunday and will be 
NetUes,neatcher Darrell in the starting lineup tonight. 
Porter for Munson and 
outfielder Dwight Evans for 
Yantrzemski. 
BENCH IS OUT 
The National League had 
its own injury problems. 
Johnny Bench, elected 
starting catcher for the ninth 
consecutive year, pulled 
himself out of the lineup 
because of continuing back 
problems. 
Atlanta catcher Rift 
Poceroba replaced Bench on 
the roster and Lasorda said 
Ted Simmons of St. Louis 
Martin's selection of 
Palmer as his starting pit- 
c.her raised some 
eyebrows.i Left-hander Ron 
Guidry of the Yankees, who 
won his first 13 games this 
season, had been expected to 
start, n 
"My pitcher's a little 
tired," Martin said of 
Guidry. "In his last couple of 
starts, he didn't have his 
usual velocity. When they go 
to their left-handed hitters, 
I'll go to my left-handed 
pitchers." 
• . .AII .,St  line.up 
SAN DIEGO (AP) -- Jim be Cincinnati team-mates 
Palmer of Baltimore Orioles Pete Rose at third base, 
and Vida Blue of the San second hasomanJee Morgan 
Francisco Giants were and George Foster, who will 
named Monday as the play right field. 
Philadelphia's Greg 
Luzinski bets cleanup and 
will play left field, followed 
by Los Angeles first 
baseman Steve Garvey, with 
Simmons No. 6. CenWe 
fielder Rick Monday of the 
Dodgers bats seventh, 
fallowed by Philadelphia 
shortstop Larry Bowa and 
Blue. 
Billy Martin, manager of 
the American League stars, 
named Minnesota first 
baseman Rod Carew, the 
major league's leading hitter 
starting pitchers for the 1978 
All-Star Game tonight. 
Palmer, 10-7 with a 2.23 
earned.run average, will he 
making his second con- 
secutive start for the 
American League. He was 
the losing pitcher last year 
when the National League 
Scored a 7-5 victory--their 
sixth in a row in this mid- 
season competition. 
Blue,n12-4 with a 2.42 
ERA, will be making his first 
appearance for the National 
League after being Waded 
daring spring training from with a .349 average, as his 
Oakland to San Francisco. leadoff man, followed by 
The veteran let,hands, was Kansas City third baseman 
the winning pitcher the last George Brett and left fielder 
time the American League, Jim Rice of Boston Red Sex. 
won, in 1971 at Detroit. Richie Zisk of Texas 
National League manager 
Tom Lasorda said Ted Sim- 
mons of St. Louis Cardinals 
will be the starting catcher, 
replacing Johnny Bench of 
Cincinnati Reds. Bench was 
elected in the fan vote but 
withdrew fromnlhe game 
because of a lingering back 
injury. Simmons will bat 
sixth. 
The frst three batters will 
Rangers bats fourth and will 
play left field, with Boston 
catcher Carlton Fisk fifth 
and New York Yankee 
Reggie Jackson sixth. 
Jackson, .normally a right 
fielder, will play centre field. 
Don Money of Milwaukee, 
the second baseman, 
shortstop Freddie Patek of 
Kansas City and Palmer 
complete the starting lineup 
for the American League. 
The Nile River flows clear blue except at flood time when 
it is a reddish brown, 
Forego was not the result of 
his performance inn,he 
Suburban, but a 
"clflminatlon of old troubles, 
a big favorcte of racing fans 
because of his penchant for 
coming off the pace and 
dosing like a whirlwind. 
;w Business' 
Not misted in our 
B.C. Tel Directory. 
WATER L ILY  BAY RESORT • 798-2267 
TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL  CENTRE - 635.3300 
BOYDS BODY SHOP . 635-9410 
GEMINI  EXCAVATING . 635.3479 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
tf you wish your Business Phone 
listed for your customers please call 635-6367 
MK Bay Marina 
Fishing Report 
by Don Pearson 
Custom Sports ' 
Idgh fide this morning was at 5:30 a.m. at 12.9 ft. and 
low tide is at 11:45a.m at 4.3 ft. 
Douglas Channel fishing over the weekend was a 
mixture of weather, waves and fish. Sa .tu~la. y, our 
first rain in weeks put a damper en some f . i~ .  en 
and allowed others that went out to catch goes ran . .  
• As cloud in this couniry is better than sun for 
fishing, quite a number of happy fishermen over the 
weekend with more and more Coho coming ln~ 
I also saw some good eatches of crab. 
Hoispots were Kitsaway, Sue Channel, and the 
outside mind of Fooh Lagoon. 
I also hear many good things about the fish at 
Bishop Bay Hotsprings, and for those tlm. t haven't 
been there the Springs are piped to the homouses ana 
there is a float for boat mooring. 
British Open 
begins 
ST. ANDREWs, Scotland the green. Lord help you.if i 
(CV) -- The gigantic double you hit a bad shot, a really/ 
greens of the famous Old bad shot. 
Course may decide the LUCK A FACTOR 
winner of the 1978 British Both agreed that luck will 
Open golf title which begins play a larger.thun-nsual role. 
Wednesday. in this tournament. 
Imffact, some of the top "Twomencanhittdenttcal 
Prevlayars are planning shots into a green," said 
olutiunary action to cope Irwin. "Say the balk hit only 
with the enormous putting one foot apart. One can run 
surfaces in this 107th to the flag and the other 
championship, catch a ridge and run 40 feet 
Hale Irwin and Hubert away." 
Green drew lookf of con- While Green and Irwin 
sternation from the rank high among the list of 
groundsmen Monday by challengers for this andent 
saying they plan to chip el title, the favorites' arc 
some of the lsrger greens, if defending champion Tom 
necessary, rather than try to Watson and Jack Nicklaua. 
putt. n They're each listed at 8-1. 
"These are not greens," Green and Lee Trevino, 
said Invi~ "You could build winner of one tournament 
a house in the middle and and a five-time runner-up 
still have an acre of lawn left this year, are 14-1; Spain's 
over." Save, mann Bal- 
"I was putting from one lesterns, nMasters cmamp 
side of the green to the other, Gary Player of South Africa 
and it was so far I lost my and former British champ 
hall," said Green. Tom Weiskopf are 16-L 
The two American stars Other contenders are 
mayhave been exaggerating Irwin and Johanx Miller, 20- 
the size of the double greens 1; Ben Creashaw, Ray Floyd 
on the Old Course. But they aid Andy Bean, winner of 
were serious about some three titles in his last five 
adjustments hey will make starts, 25-1; George Burns, 
for the championship. Nick Faldo of England, 
DOUBLE GREENS Australian Graham Marsh, 
The Old Course, the birth- Tom Kite and Jerry Pate, 33- 
plaee~ g~.lf and in existance 1. 
Seven. greens.: service ..14, 3Uff = :,,_ _ - _ .  
he,.. The. o,tgo  ! zuoore 
holes parallel the incoming 
nine. On all but four holes, a 
single green serves for an 
outgoing and incoming hole. 
These double greens range 
up to an acre in size./They 
come complete with knobs 
and swales and ridges and 
leads in 
B.C. Open 
the famed Valley of Sin, a COQUITLAM, B.C. (CP) 
deep depression in 18th --  Gall Moore of Coquitlam 
green, fired a two-ands, par 72 
"You're going to be faced 
with situations where yck 
have tonchip on the greens," 
Green said after a practice 
round over the 6,933-yard, 
par 7 ~. layout on Scotland's 
East Coast. 
"You can be on the green, 
but so far away from the 
pin,nthat it's ridiculous to 
try to putt. There's no rule 
that says you can't chip on 
the green." 
"I agree," said Irwin, "1 
will not hesitate to chip on 
Monday to take the lend in 
the 36-hole qualifying round 
of the British Columbia 
women's golf championship 
at the Vancouver Golf and 
Country Club. 
Moore, the 1970 Canadian 
women's champion, had a 
foorshet load over Marilyn 
Palmer of Vancouver, Lynn 
Cook of Coquitlam and 
Dorothy Leighton of Rich- 
mond with 18 holes left to 
play today in the first part of 
the championship., 
11%!/" ~ " 
! ,  
k jThe Cenadlan Forces need I 
B,  ~women to train in over a hu 
: different trades, They're 9o~ 
qBBll Bu! you'll never know how~ 
~il~udo~'task.,% ...~. q 
A Mi l i ta ry  Career Counsellor wi l l  be 
in Terrace on Wednesday, Ju ly 12th 
at the Canada Manpower Centre 
from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
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Timbers second in NASL ! Now that Borg is No. 1 [ Boycott 1.980 Games 
playing in Cosmos shadowlcourt manners may change]  say~s~,Br~~t?~amf/r~Y~°~n ., 
' PORTLAND,  Ore .  (AP)" -- shootout  to hand the Cosmos  WIMBLEDON (AP) -- "This sort of massive However, t~ere are still moeracies should consider G in~ accused of ant- 
Por t land  T iN berg seem to be the i r  f i rs t  loss.  Now that Bjorn Borg has numerical dominance has youngsters who have ycotting the 1980 Olym~c Soviet agitation and 
the best -kept  secret  of the "You  can  look  at  any  establlshedhlmselfasNo, l always glven America more adopted his early court Lmes in Mmcow because of ix'opoganda, is m ~ 
N o'r t h A m • r ic a n S o c c e r s u c c e s s f u I s id • a n d s e e in the world of men's tennis, than her fair share of superb histronics and picked up ~ 8Drier Union's trials of Kaluga, le0 kilomelra m)ufl~ 
Le 'ague,  conf idence  and  a be l ie f  in apt to reign for years, there playm.s, Inevitably it must similar umpire-baiting midmts, d the Soviet capitaL . 
TheY 've  won 17 of 23 them se lves  on the par t  of the is hope for a widespreaa also burden her with more gesturing, cursing habits 8hades Boywn, the Op- Boy~osakithe two lzlais 
games ,  second-best  in the p layers , "  sa id  Don Megson ,  . change in court manners, than a fair sbare of brats." from the mad Romanian, llie ,sit[on Conservativ, follow ~ recent Sovi~ 
league ,  a re  locked in the who came f rom Eng land  to | -Thekids.quicldyadopta MANNERSBAD . Nastase, now under a three- trty's spokesman on ~ak  of diuldents, wbwe 
t ightes t  race  in the Nat iona l  coach  the T Im berg  th i s  ['hero, they ,always copy the He clted 19-year-oldJ~hn month suspension, ucation, saldina letterto ealyoffet~ewuthewi~to 
qonference  and have  shut  season .  "We've  got a good [cmampion, one highly. McEnroa, a semi.finalist a Borg, 22, has been a model )me Secretary Merlyn emigrate and to msum that 
out the i r  las t  four  opponents ,  gem e go ing- -  f l r s t -c las l  ! placed U.S. official wae yearago, as oM of the chief of court behavior since he ~s that he hopes the Labor humanr~are im~i t ted  
They  lead  the  Western  enter ta inment - - that ' s  what  heard to remark after offenders, recalling'-this came out of Sweden at age l6 vernment"willvigorously in Russia u nccepted by the 
D iv is ion  with t38 po ints ,  i t ' s  a l l  about ,  rea l ly . "  watching Borg sys- incident after | the to make a place for himseif id regularly protest Soviet government in the 
seven  more  than  Vancouver  Megson  was  known for his tematicaUy disect Jimmy DouSlastown, N.Y., pl~yer innthe adult tennis world. ,,almt the show trials by the Hekinkiagreement. 
had been eliminated-- He has never been seen to Whi tecaps  who have  a game t rad i t iona l  methods  in Connons innthe Wimbledon ,vlet government of He cltedthe e~clmion od 
in hand.  Eng land ,  but  he 's  t ran .  final. "They could have no gesturing and growling--on chew out a linesman or mtoly Sbcharansky and South Africa from the 
At one po int  the T imbers  s fo rm ed the Tim berg  f rom a better example than Borg." an outside court: umpire, to try to rattle an exander Ginzburg." Olympic Games bw.aum of 
won a league- record  nine d i ssens ion- r idden  team to In recent years, spurred "Isn't that the boy they opponent or to insult a Shcharansky, charged_itaapart~dracialpoUdm. 
games  in a row and  they ' re  one with p layer f  who can ' t  by the tennis boom and said was golng to be the nezt crowd. 
th reaten ing  seven  o ther  seem to say  enough n ice absence of authority, the Jimmy Connors?" someone Cool, poked, almost in . . . .  
NASL  marks ,  th ings  about  each  o ther ,  game has been moving asked, muman in his lack of W h a t  a 
Sti l l ,  they p lay in the "The  character  of the s ide toward a state of anarchy. "Yes," replied another, emotion on the court, he 
shadow of New York  and  the way  they get  a long  Umpires and linesmen ,,Imtnotifheplayslikethat. plays the game with a 
Cosm os, the team with the with one another  is f i r s t  have become open targets Let's hope he grows up as businesslike dcspatch, ira- ~ a 
league 's  best  record  at  18-4. c lass , "  said* M egson ,  who forabuse, thefansf~infults Jimmyhas." pervious to bad calls and 
Whi le  the Cosmos  feature  th ink f  w inn ing  wi l l  get  the and profanity. Kids have Connors who openly eats[de distractions. When 
c rowds  back  at  Pogt land  been learning to throw acknowledged that he was hlsworklsdone, heblmds ,+p o, apricemai  s tars  p lay ing  be fore  c rowds  soccer  games ,  raquetsbeforemast~ingthe once "a punk," has matured into the outside world, 
in excess  of 40,000, the The  T imbers '  exper ienced  proper toss of a se~ve. Thelr in the last couple of years, fulfilllng his obligations to 
T imbers  a re  for the most  success  ear ly  and  have  had  vocabulary would mare a He was epltome of grace and his legionnof auto.~raph- ~ 
par t  a bunch  of Eng-  d i f f icu l ty  l iv ing up to those showgirlblush, good conduct in his losJn~ seek~admir~s, the~blic 
l i shmennwi th  a few Nor th  ear ly  expectat ions .  In 1975, Brian James, writing in bout with Borg. end the press. 
Amer icans  thrown in. The i r  their  f i r s tyear ,  they  made it the London Daily Mail, took 
c rowds  have  averaged to the Soccer  Bowl  be fore  note of it during Wim- j 
s l ight ly  more  than 10,000 at  los ing to Tampa Bay .  They  bledon's~t~ ,~s--w~ Basset  to o in  Racers?  
r i ckety  Civ ic  S tad ium,  down haven ' t  been  c lose s ince ,  teen-age:s and first.round 
cons iderab ly  f rom a year  Megson  has  based  h is  losers took. over the outer 
ago  w hen  the T im bers  team.  on t ight  de fence- -  courts for the Consolation TORONTO (CP) -- John owned and operated b5 
f in ished las t  in the i r  d iv i s ion ,  resu l t ing  in conseeut iv (  Plate and the J'tmiors. F. Bsssett, owne~ of Blr- Nelson Skalbania of Va9 
cam p le ted  in tim e to make four gem es over  Rochester ,  gouged by shrapnel from the siderin~ an offer to merge "I have an offer to Jolt 
the Eastern  papers .  M innesota ,  Oak land  and San great American tennis ex.: his World Hockey Asso- Nelson in Indianapolis/ TERRACE HONDA SALES 5-0 plosion of the last I0 years," claUon franchise and all Bassett said Monday. "] 
don't relish the thought COSMOF Jose  The la t te r  was  a DEFEATED "' ' tr ts 41~Hwy 16West Terrlce, BC.VIGILII ew York  came to wh i tewash  before  Por t land  s James wrote, existing players con ac . . . . . . . . .  , ~1 ' - . - . '  - - - - - -  
_When N . . . . . . . . . . . .  i ,~u~,~ hnme crowd of the Pointlnu out that of the 256 with Indianapolis uacers navmg mves~ea m~. m. |Wl  63S~S71orS.IS.43~S mamrL,cenceo~g44A 
~foruana  ears ter  tns .  ,uunu- ,  " - - "  . . . . . . . . .  ' lhaveono sun . T imbers  won 2-1 in a season ,  more  than  15,000. singles entrants at Wire- Bassett would . ~.en ..money . _.per g ~ m__ ,  - • w~r__ J _ , _~ i~.  
the ,bledon, 106 came lrom the become part .owner m...t~ me_,w~_ a~no~mveasa~ HOND~ " |~( ] ] l~ar l~t~.  
I o~,,,, , ,n  '~MERA8 I jUS,headded' 
S T°.~AND~R I~ W S, Scotland I ' "  " 
' kJ'~ (Renter )  -- In f ra - red l  
" "  secur i ty  c~,meras  have  been[  
__  set  up on the old course |  
n wh~re  the  Br i t i sh  Open[  
J~  go l fnchampionsh ip  s tar ts  on l  
I Wednesday .  The  cameras[  
[ ~ are  des igned to prevent  the[  
[ 1 .1  repeat  of an inc ident  las t ]  
[ week  on' the 17th green , [  
I ~ where  an in t rudernremoved l  
I ~ the f lags t i ck  and used  the l 
[ g reen  as  a dar tboard  wi th  i t . [  
| _ _  HUBBARD SENT UP I i 
| t ATLANTA (AP) - -  A t lanta |  
I M* Braves  of the~ Nat iona l l  
[ Baseba l l  League announced[  
[ 8 . .an  inf ie ld shakeup Monday , |  
| i~q 'promot ing  second baseman[  
I ,~Glenn  Hubbard ,  20, f rom the[  
I ~ J .mlnor  leagues  and send ing[  
| 11 ' shor ts top  Pat  Rocket t  down / 
[ l~  to the In ternat iona l  League[  ~,+~i, 
[ i |  squad in R ichmond;  Vs .  The[  "~'/'~?'=~: 
I ,~."~". shakeup a l so : 'me 'Ves" : ;Yer ry [  
I I ! |  WILL  SEND TEAM / 
I V CASTRIES ,  St.  L uc.ia ~ 
J (Reuter )  - -  ' St. Luc ia  i s l  I ~  
[ 1~'  send ing  a team of s ix [  
I J .  a th le tes  tonthe  1978 Corn - |  
| monwea l th  Games  in Ed- [  
| -  monton  next  month .  The l  
~"  team compr ises  two/  
|~  spr in ters ,  L inus  A m bro ise  / 
l and  Gene Nestor ;  tw0/  
. ,~  midd le  d , i s tance  runners  ] 
John  Erys thee  and He l igar . |  
1 Ca lderon~ | II AssortedSt~e~, 1 I1  LL J- . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  -II Jackso? pulls out II ~eSo~l°crh I ~ Rp ,ep~lar~ ° *9 791m '~.~~1 
MISt ' - " .... 
I 
Re~e Jackson, the New position for Oakland In the 
York Yankees' controversial 19~_ World Series. o . , 
slander, stole the spotlight Jacv, son mmsea Man.any s 
fr'~'starting pitchers Vlda workout and telephones I ~-..~ :*t ~ ~ 
Blue and Jim Palmer on Martin at Sa Diego 
out of the 4~ha!-oS~aar ~eVde~i~atn~e~al?n?d I Johnson's I Cot; ~wtone I T rac_ll, i ~ U--M I ± @.S.W. ! Vinyl_ II I ~IIS~..~.~ I 
baseball ~ame Twin Bhde 
N~hfever. ~h%toS~eec~nt°~[aNert~t. I Baby I Suntan IHouse&lGarbagel  Coat J s  'sl _m!° I 
r~p - • , 
In an Ironic twist, Jackson Ues, who was runny-up in 
will be replaced tonight by the balloting at third base 
team-mate Gra[g .Nettles, behind Kansas City's George 
who earl ier nan Dean Brett. " i "" IS9 i nlS6 9 51 1  :  391S 291.S.14.99l sc0ratched as the Atom'[can Jackson aM Martin have 7 A I+~x_~ 9 t~ $ $ e/10 ,. $ 5 League's backup third been at odds since Jackson $ ~ _ 
basemanwithaninjuredtoe, was switched from right 
Jackson was scheduled to field to designated hitter 
be the AL's starting c~ntre several weeks ago and 
fielder and his remova, benched a mat leflhanoers " vpmm~ ~mv 1,1,-,jr " . -=. .w . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .  _ 
. L~ I' • 
came several hours :~fi~n Jack]on sat out the I I t~ ' le~ - . -r  .~_-.--, . . . .  ~-~,- . . . .  , ..... I.++-1 1 Can 0-ener "hand Mixer Ii 
manager Billy IV] Yankees game against 
ra the fan balloting Milwaukee on Saturday 
w~tcl~hgaveldman°u_.l~i.d.dnightbeca"ehehadac. °ld rdmor n i l  
c~ Boston's Jim Rice, meme and his eyes w~'e bothering 
Zlsk c~ Texas an d Jac .k~n, him; He also missednSun- 
none a true centre namer day s game. 
~' ~ "~ • U • ~ 1 h Stand loom wl~ Durable _ I .  / I  ~ XQuart [~  /~Quarts ,~e7724quarts wnp0.~.b~e.*r. ¢'ll~['~ 4DO PnasticJar $~ Ln  I 
- -  Car Chanin - -  Model R-~B each 1 7 .OO Model BP.44A .... ~'He l~=f  
g ~.~ . . . . . .  Coverage  Wo~ Gloves *0'+0-" . +.,,s1.70 Lelther Palm . . . . . . .  
" s up '  ai ' ; ', ¢1 F, hligl 
till n r Plastuc I Armor All Eveready Magnetlite 
• • | 
EDMONTON (CP) -- It Laplante .mt~ .~.  o, Pal euner as it 
would be lmpossible for the CBC's Involvement In $1 99 +" s,+ = o ,  
CBC to provide slE~ieant Games coverage Is.o large $ 1 0  O ~ tteries 
coverage+ of the Corn- that sit+native i With Spout I 
monwealth Games if CBC arrangements would be ! 12 Qt. size .... 1 •~ J ~ 4 oz... • Eveready galleries i 
technicians go on strike, difficult. 1 . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Assorted |A% Off i 
say~ a local uni~ official. He said contract ~ 
PhilLaplante, president of negotiations broke off June " Z,p Wax Brand l A. to  v+,,+,+... ~ .  ~ 
Edmonton Local 86 of the 29 and he was not sure -Casset te  Tapes-', 
National Association of whethm" any moves lmd bee. Car Wash ! '~ Sponge 
Broadcast Engineers and made for the parties to ' 9 8 1 " Sony Brand. Blank 
Teehnleians <NABET), was resume bargaining, ' $1 Bevelled . ' 7 /~ ¢ 4Stain .... sl.2SS0min,, ' . ! .6  
Edge U _'-1 90rain..,,$2.19120min..$3.|9 respo~dl~ to statements by The CBC had beam offering 20 f]. oz. • each ....... ~ v 
CBC president AI Johnson a six.per-cent wage increase Sales in Retail Quantities Only I I that the CBC was exploring and the union had been ~,,~ , ,, , ~ 
"alternative possibilities for holding cuL for an IS-per-cent d~][  t~rd~ ly oov,,,. ~ me ~.m.." ~-- ' .  PriDes Effeotive: Tue$ to Sa , du 11 to 16 
' About  =aS technicians 
Johnson had also said full would be Involved in the Terrace 
coverage would not be CBC's Games broadcast CANADA ISAF aWAY LIIMIITMO possible without NABET unit. ~ome o! the Items in this advertisement may not be available inour Disco Stores. 
participation. The Games begin AWl. 3. ,' . . . . . . . .  
t 
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4dr,, designers acoenl paint, alr conddionml| 
radio, tape player, tilt wheel, 306, auto 
LARRY SHERMAN'S 
..o 1978 Malibu Classic Landau 
3dr. coupe air oonditioning, 306, auto, radio, tape player, Foxy 
t l i~~iz  ~ts $91942z o o ,,Ls $87653~ ~i 
$ 7 6 7 2  .1 ,S7377 +4 
1978 Oldsmobile Delta 88 \ 
4dr,,"Diesel" Desipers aooont paint, lilt wheel, 
boautHul blue velour interior, air conditioning auto, nice 
/ 1978 6rande Lemans 
fro' 2dr. Landau 0Dupe 
305, auto, tip wh~el, radio, tape player, vinyl roof 
+~ " ~  . . .  o I I 0 ~IIP,$ ,mnr"oo66 
1215 ++ 
l +s  s+8 \ l i ra : IT  /.__.,_'YJ_2i.;__ I 
[0hevroletSuburban'~+ [ "  . . - ' " - " - ' - . '  '+'~ ( r°m,l,a.,?-,~,",o~:,:,"" I 
I ,/,TonSmS, auto, radio, _ I . |  ,, - -  i i i | / ~ i z m r a  amnt paint I 
o, av ln  .S..  i+';,++', l g.s:: L 
I ++'S @111~A09" / ~/~~0n these 1918 Demonstra+or++ N \ ,++ R_I11.41o +I 
• . - -++,~ 
I O l l r l l  / "r k. and oompan, driven vehJole,., \ v7®~1 ...I 
+ .~~~_~,~ 1918 Century 2dr. i)oupe I 
• ~] ]~\ '~~ V6, "Turbo", auto, radio, tape player, Landau, 
olear; 
O 
$'E16601 + 
TRADE IN ALLOWANCES WILL BE 
BASED ON CURRENT WHOLESALE 
VALUES AGAINST THESE SPECIAL 
PRICES. 
FOPPE VENEMA'S vinyl top, tilt wheel 
DEMO 
$9316 +~ 
,++$78013  
1978 Jimmy 4x4 High Sierra 
400, auto, high bask buck," ~ 1  wheels, wide tires, ~ ~UNE ..o . . ,  
DEJOHG'S McEWAN'S 
DEMO DEMO 
O O 
$874533 
$9828 °, 
1978 Buio k 0en!ury Station Wagon 
Wood Ira.n s,ding, tilt wheel, cruise control, 306 auto, very elaborate 
+. $76762, 
Jim McEwan 
Telephone 636-4941 
Dealer Li0enoe Number 14924 Terrace, B.I), 
b ~ 
I 
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India opposed 
to "'" "-" , pron]D1uon 
• NEW DELHI (Reuter) - -  
• Indian Prime Minister 
Morarji Desal's bid to turn 
India dry under a phased 
process of prohibition is 
meeting with growing op- 
position. 
Three months after 
legislation was introduced on 
April I, some states have 
taken o action to implement 
the ban and there has been a 
growing chorus of opposition 
by people inside and outside 
the ruling Janata Party. 
The ascetic Desai, 82, is an 
indefatigable advocate of 
The prime minister noted 
that prohibition had been 
introduced in some states 
since the original Congress 
Party took over state 
legislation in 1937 and had 
been part of India's t int  
constitution after in- 
dependence. 
Desai said that if one was 
serious about removing 
poverty in India, prohibltim 
was a must. 
Most people agree, 
however, that Indian 
Villagers are unlikely to stop 
producing their notorious 
prohibition and has said he "country liquor," illicit 
wou ld ,  rather see his alcoliol made from a wide 
goverfimeni fall .than with- range of plants, roots and 
draw his legislauon. . vegetables, which often has 
But his plan toimpose total deadly results On the tea- 
" prohibition within four years 
suffered a setback May 25 
when the Allahebad High 
Court in the northern state of 
Uttar Pradesh quashed a 
government order banning 
• drinking in seven districts in 
the state. 
The court, upheld a case 
presented by more than 2:000 
petitioners, mostly oar 
owners, that the ban went 
against the constitution 
which guaranteed them 
personal liberty to eat and 
drink what they like. 
USED AS MEDICINE 
Among the petitioners 
were traders of teddy, or 
palm wine, which they said 
sumers. 
It is firmly believed that ff 
prohibition is pressed to llm 
limit, i l l icit distilling will in- 
crease. 
Opponents also argue that 
total prohibition will make 
thousands of people jobless 
and cause a massive loss in 
excise revenue. 
Nothing in the direction of 
prohibition has yet been done 
in the huge Maharashtra 
State, where it is estimated 
that 35,000 people are em- 
ployed in a liquor trade 
earning about $50 million 
from• excise revenue an- 
nuaUy.. 
West Bengal is equally 
Strange _Rock Formations called Hoodoos dot the landscape in the Badlands of southern Alberta near Drumheller. 
'( Ca na ~lian- Gove.rn-mm-t -ofiic e o f Tin1 rls m Photo) 
Travel Alberta this summer 
by Velma Johnson 
is sometimes used as a reluctant to impose 
medici e. prohibition for the same In Alberta, they say, the 
The anti.prohibitionist reasons. Kashmir, which people are frieadler, the 
causenowhasheenjoinedby rellea heavily on tourism, mountains more beautiful 
a leading Janata Party has taken no step yet to and thehistory older. While 
legislator, Pilon Mody, who 
wrote a letter to Beeai 
saying: 
"As for drinking, everyone 
knows that I am not fend of it 
and can do without • it almost 
indefinitely, but don't think 
that I can live without the 
right to drink." 
Mndy said sodal reforms 
should be carried out by per- 
suasion, not legislation. 
Janata members also con- 
tended that prohibition was 
not part of the party plat. 
form in the 1977 general 
election and had been in- 
troduced without giving 
party members full op- 
portunity for discussing the 
issue. 
Dasaiwas unimpressed. In  ~S :published "reply he said: 
It is common experience 
that in the interest of 
national policy and welfare 
of the community, individual 
sacrifices have to be made 
and I would suggest that you 
view the matter in the light 
of these considerations." 
make any part of the state 
dry. 
The situation varies from 
state to state, but foreigners 
are largely exempt from 
prohibition. 
the rest of Canada boasts 
happily of historic sitef 
dating back a mere three or 
four hundred years, Alberta 
talks in terms of millions-- 70 
of them. 
geographical expedition in at  Wr i t ing -on-Stone  
1~7, first described the hills Provincial Park, zeur the 
as "a perfect oasis in the. Montana border. There, 
desert we travelled", you'll see ancient pie- 
The "desert" he travelled tographs of animals, mea 
was undoubtedly Alberta's and symbols. The first 
Badlands, otherwlso known European to see these 
as the Valley 6f the sandstone cliffs, where 
Dinosaurs. Located east of Indian tales of long ao are 
Calgary, the Badlands is a recorded, was James Dory, 
seml.dssert area with sun- in 1855. 
baked sandstone, cacti and Henoted: "They are worn 
New exec  for 
Arts Council  
The Annual General Meeting of the Terrace and 
District Arts Council was held on June 14, at  the 
R.E.M. Lee Theah'e. 
President Stefan Cieslik presided over the mesthlg 
and in ~s  report for the year he thanked the various 
Art Council members for their support during his first 
term as President. 
The Arts Council had a very busy year with the. one 
performance of the Pacific Ballet Theatre and the 
three successful performances of the Royal Winnipeg 
Ballet. Unfortunately due to lnclimate weather the 
Annual Outdoor Ar ts  Fair  had to be cancelled. 
A special scholarship fund has been set up from the 
proceeds of the Royal Wirmipeg Ballet to assist yo.ung 
artists from the Terrace area for mrmer eaucauon. 
Five scholarships were presented on June 29 at the 
Caledonia Awards Day to the following students: 
Holly Champoux, Lori Rudd, Rachel Reay, Ruth 
Pousette and Kathy Patershuk. 
A new executive was elected for the coming year: 
P res ident :  Stefan Ciesl ik, V ice-Pres ident :  Va] 
George, Secretary :  Joan Spencer,  T reasurer :  
Marllyn Kerr, Information Officer: EileenKenn.edy. 
Directors for the coming year  a re :  yon .,tin, ~tusr~ 
Mccollum, Jan MacLeod, Ken Mo:,ton, Molly Nat- 
tress, and Betty Patershuk. 
In New Delhi, foreigners Visit the Cypress Hills, the famous "hoodoos" - by the action of the weather 
are unable to get alcohol in also knwon as "the hills that reddish mushroom-shaped into a thousand fantastic 
restaurants or bars on two shouldn't be" and see for pillars created by years of shapes, presenting in places 
dry days each week-- yourself. Located in the wind and water erosion, smooth perpendicular 
Wednesdays and Sundays. southeastern corner of the Seventymillion years ago, surfaces,covered with rude 
But otherwise they can province, in Cypress .Hills dinosaurs reamed the land, hieroglyphics and 
drink to their heart's content Provincial Park, they rme as died and are now fossilized, representations of men, 
while Indians are barred high as 1219 metres (4,000 Displays of relins and fosslis horses, bows, shields, etc.,in 
from drinking alcohol in feet) above the prairie can be found in Dinowaur theusual Indlan style. 
public places, surrounding them. ProvinclalPark 192 km (120 Not all of Allferta's at- 
The ban Is having Amid beautiful forests, mlles) east of Calgary and in tractions are histoi'ically 
disastrous effects on su~ lnshmeadows, and sparkling "natural sur round ings  nignifieeat. In fact there's 
places as the famous olo lakes and streams, the hills throughout the area. something for just about 
Gymkhana Club where house the fossils of animals Follow the Dinosaur Trail everyone - towering 
retired colonels have to go that roamed the Canadian a 48kin (30 mile) loop just mountains, lively cities, 
without heir whisky or rum. terrain 70 million years ago, north of Drumheller. A life- wilderness hideaways, and 
The bar shutters are also preserving' part ~ of the ' s i~  replica of the Tyros- especially.if you're in Leth- 
eloaed at the New Delhi Oligseene Age, eroded away nossurus Rex is at the ca- bridge, beautiful gardens. 
Press Club, once a drinking long ago in the rest of ti'anco to the trail, reminding There you can see the 
haunt for journalists. The Canada. visitors of an age long past. famous Nikka Yuko 
club has a case pending CaptainJohnPalliser, who There's more history, Japanese Gardens, the 
before the supreme court headed a British though not quite as ancient largest authentic eaes in 
challenging the govern- 
ment's liquor ban as uncon- 
stitutional. 
Rumanian Jews have 
. hard time leaving 
BUCHAREST (Reuter) - -  migrants, the Romanians 
While Jewish emigration 
from the Soviet Union has 
rlsan dramatically this year, 
Jews in Romania re finding 
it harder to leave for Israel. 
Jewish sources say the 
emigration rate in the first 
four months of 1978 slowed to 
a level that has Israeli 
authorities and Jewish 
organizations in the United 
States serionaly concerned. 
The slowdown is attrihuted 
to a tightening ofexit.permit 
procedures and a vigorous 
campaign, led personally by 
President Nleolae 
Ceauseseu, to discourage 
emigration. 
Roman,an government 
officials, however, say the 
Jewish community is 
dwindling and that fewer 
Jews want to leave. 
U.S. organizations, which 
provide subsidies for Jewish 
communal activities in 
Romania, dispute the 
government explanation and 
say they have documeatary 
evidence showing many 
Jews are officially barred 
from leaving. 
Only 235 Romantan Jews 
left for Israel in the first 
quarter of 1978 compared 
with 1,450 last year, 2,200 in 
Growing number of 
career commuter wives 
TORONTO (CP) - -  As 
more Canadian women 
commit themselves to full. 
constitute Israeli's largest time careers, commuter 
single national group from marriages in which the wife 
Eastern Europe. spends much of her working 
The Israelis are par- week away from her family 
ticularly concerned because are becoming more corn- 
Romania is the only Com- mon. 
monist country to maintain Although no statistics are 
diplomatic relations with the available on the number of 
womea with family homes in 
Jewish state, one city and jobs in another, 
Ceausescu refused to social workers say the 
follow his Soviet-bloc allies numbers are small hut 
when they severed ties after growing. 
the 1967 ArabIsraeil war. He Caroline TaR (not her real 
has ,twice played host to 
Israel prime ministers, and 
has resisted Arab demands 
that he stop trading with 
Israel. 
AIDED PEACE MISSION 
The Romanisn leader was 
credited with a backstage 
role in persuading President 
name) accepted a job as a 
home economist in Toronto 
last year and commutes to 
her family's home in Ottawa 
every weekend. It meant 
leaving her husband Mike, a 
political economist, and two 
daughters aged I0 and 5, in 
the care of a housekeeper. 
"I know the children don't 
Anwar Sadat of Egypt to mind," she said. "They like 
undertake his historic the housekeeper and Mike is 
peacemaking visit to Israel a super father. I see them 
last year. Both Sadat and every Friday night until 
Israeli Premier Menachem Monday morning, but I still 
Begin have visited 
Bucharest. 
The Israelis ay Ccausoscu 
has been helpful in a variety 
of ways in explaining 
Israel's policy to Egypt and 
especially to the hard-line 
Arab rejectionist States and 
feel guilty." 
She considered refusing 
the job but her husband 
convinced her she should beldlng such units together is
take it. He said he and the the pariners' ability to pick 
children had had centre up where they left off," said 
stage for years and now it marriage counsellor Judith 
was her turn. Golden. "It's hard for some 
DEMANDS EXPENSIVE people to get hack into in- 
' The demands commuting ilmacy after being single all 
creates are expensive and week.." 
exhaust ing .  Caro l ine Marriage nunsellor Larry 
calculates it costs most of 
• her $20,000 salary to Cash agreed: "Many take a 
long time to warm up. They 
maintain the arrangement, only achieve a closeness by 
Though she and Mike usually manage to keep Friday Sunday night and then it's 
nights to themselves, she time to leave again." 
spends Saturday taking her He said women com- 
daughters to various lessons 
and all day Sunday cooking 
for the following week. 
Despite the problems, she 
says her married life has ira. 
proved. '
"Mike an~I really have a 
new appreciation for each 
other, a new closeness, and 
that's pretty nice after 11 
years of marriage." 
The loss of intimacy 
created by regular 
separation is one of the most 
difficult problems of a 
commuter marriage and ad- 
justed to with varying 
success. 
"What's important in 
muters find it more difficult 
to adjust to life alone in a city 
than men do because men 
are more exporlenced in 
creating shortterm social 
lives in different cities. 
Ms. Golden said she does 
not think commuter 
marriages are more prone to 
jealousy or breakdown than 
conventional marriages. 
"You don't have to live in 
two differeat cities to be 
unfaithful. Strong marriages 
will survlve~ If a commuter 
marriage falls apart, you 
have to look at the problems 
the couple had to begin 
with." " 
Single mothers learn skills 
NorthAmerica. As a symbol 
of Japanese-Canadian 
friendship, they were built 
by the city of Lothhridge as a 
centennial project in 1967. 
The serenity of the gar- 
dens will give you peace of 
mind to relax and enjoy the 
carefully arranged rocks, 
dwarf trees, shrubs, flowers, 
waterfalls, ponds and stone 
artifacts. Japanese women 
in their native costumes 
serve as hosts. 
The buildings were built in 
Japan under the supervision 
of a Japanese architect, 
dismantled there then 
reassembled in Lethbridge. 
They are constructed 
without nails or bolts, from 
knot.free, siralght.gralned 
wood. 
If you're in Edmonton, the 
provincial capital, visit the 
nearby Alberta Game Farm, 
where the animals roam free 
and tbe~peopleare caged inl 
An animal sanctuary 
created by zoologist AI 
Coming in 1957 to save 
animals whose survival was 
threatened, the farm now 
houses more •then 3,000 
animals and 4,050 birds from 
around the world. The kids 
will love the snow leopards, 
the herd of Tibetan yaks, the 
Siberian tigers and the 
cougars. 
Then there are Alberta's 
five beautiful parks in- 
eluding two.thirds of 
Canada's largest, Wood 
Buffalo National Park. 
Stretching 44w2km2 (17,3000 
sq. miles) it is utopia for 
nature-lovers. 
The remaining third is in 
the Northwest Territories. 
Most of the park has been 
unexplored, untouched and 
uncontaminated by man. It 
was established asa national 
park in 1922 to protect North 
Amorica's last remaining 
herd of 1,500 wood bison. 
Today, II,000 buffalo roam 
freely. 
Further south is Elk Island 
National Park, established 
in 1906 as a wild animal 
preserve. It boasts the 
biggest fenced-ln wild 
animal preserve in Canada. 
To the west, in the Rocky 
Mountains, are Jasper and 
Banff National Parks, both 
noted for their spectacular 
mountain scenery. 
Jasper, with its blue lakes 
fed by glacial waters, its 
waterfalls and, of course,. 
mountains, attracts more 
than 1.5 million people very 
year. 
Banff is Canada's oldest 
national park, established as
Rocky Mountain Park in 
1887. Its breathtaking 
beauty, dry climale and hot 
28 attend 
dance workshop 
Last month's dance workshop sponsored by the Terrace 
Dance Association at Clarence Michiel school was very 
successful, according to an association spokesperson. 
Tweaty.three local children attended as well as five other 
youngsters from Kitimat and Smithers.. . . 
Theworkshopwns open to anyone over me age ot rex. 
The guest eacher, Sheiis Marshall of Victoria, gave a well- 
constructed program which included ballet, tap, medern4azz 
and acrobatic gymnastic dancing. 
All dance students and gymnasts that attended benefitted 
from the program. 
Strokes strike 
young and old 
HALIFAX (CP) - -  Con. vessel carrying blood to {he 
trary to popular belief, a brain, can be cleaned out 
stroke is not a disease x. surgically in some patients. 
elusive to older people. 
Dr. S.J. Peerless, 
professor of neurosurgory at
University of Western On. 
tarto in London, said on a 
recent visit that strokes also 
allllct young people. . 
• He said 28,000 people died 
of strokes in Canada last 
year "and.many were leit 
worse off than if they had 
died." 
Peerless is one of several 
Canadian surgeons and 
patients taking part in an 
international survey to see 
whether surgery is 
,preferable to medication i  
preventing major, 
paralysing strokes. The 
study is being carried out in 
Canada, the United States 
and Japan. 
A surgical technique 
known as cranial bypass has 
been developed in which a 
healthy artery normally 
supplying blood to the scalp 
is rerouted through a hole in 
the skull and connected to a 
blood vessel inside the skull 
above the segment which is 
diseased or hardened. 
SOME SURGERY 
POSSIBLE 
Partial blockage of the 
carotid artery, the major 
"We're in the midst of an 
epidemicafar- 
te r iosc le ros i s , "  said 
Peerless. "It's the third most 
common cause of death in 
North America. In Japan, 
stroke is sometimes the 
leading cause of death." 
Success of surgery 
depends-largely m l ~the .ex, .... 
tent of the disease and the 
site of the damaged artery. 
Prior to development of 
the bypass technique, it was 
believed brain function could 
not be restored after an area 
was starved of its blood 
supply. 
But Peerless aid that in a 
number of cases this theory 
is incorrect. 
Of the 116 men and 34 
women who had cranial 
bypass urgery in London, 
almost all were smokers and 
most of the women had been 
taking contraceptive pills. 
No deaths occurred as a 
result of surgery and no 
one's condition worsted as 
a result. Seventy-three 
former patients now are 
entirely free of symptoms. 
Evaluation of the 
technique began last S.ep- 
tember. 
New diagnososis 
for lung cancer 
HALIFAX (CP) - -  A new 
examination technique 
which may help diagnose 
lung cancer in lymph glands 
of the chest has been 
developed by a young 
Halifax physician now 
working in Montreal. 
Dr. Drew Bethune, 28, who 
is currently doing his 
surgical residency at 
Montreal General Hospital, 
was invited recently to 
present a paper on his in- 
vention to the American not  
Academy of Thoracic 
Surgery, a distinguished 
association of chest 
In the case of partially af. 
fected glands, there is no 
way short of surgery to he 
certain of the presence of 
cancer, Bethune said. 
However, his research to 
date had indicated certain 
patterns that indicate ab- 
normalities. 
Success 
easy 
1976 and 2,400 in 1975. Of- the Palestine Liberation 
ficials say provisional Organizatiou, which has an 
figures for April are equally office in Bucharest. 
low. " While Romanian leaders 
RUSSIAN FLOW IN- 
CREASES' 
By contrast, figures for the 
Soviet Union show a sharp 
rise in the first third of 1978- 
about 8,000 Jewish 
emigrants, nearly double 
last year's rate. 
Israeli authorities are 
worried because Romania's 
Communist government has 
been the most tolerant in 
Eastern Europe in allowing 
large numbers of Jews to 
support mainstream Arab 
opinion'in calling for Israeli 
withdrawal from occupied 
territories and favoring a 
Palestinian state, they also 
uphold Israel's right to exist 
within secure borders. 
"The Romanians are our 
only link with the socialist 
world, and it is a connection 
we value," said a senior 
Israeli official. 
Barred from visiting other 
Soviet -b loc 
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) --  
Single mothers are learning 
new skills and being 
gradually weaned oft 
mothers' allowance" al 
Comfort Clothlug Services, a
factory opefied recently by 
the St. Lawrence College 
communi ty  learn ing  
been decreased each week 
since May 1. By the end of 
July they should be living 
entirely on their earnings of 
$3.50 an hour. 
The secretary-book.keeper 
of Comfort Clothing, Lesley, 
has four children and her 
salary amounts to less than 
what she would get in department. 
With the help of a local era. mothers' allowance, but she 
ployment asststunee grant, says, "It'sworth it to me for 
the business employs 1(' the work experience, even 
single mothers, some of though I can't afford it." 
whom have never had a job PREFER TO WORK 
before. 
Few of the women have Another mother who has 
countr ies  any experience in sewing but three school-aged children 
Baker of St. Lawrence 
College had the idea. 
The college was already 
operating a learning centre 
in north Kingston, but it 
became apparent that some 
of the women wanted jobs, 
t educational upgrading. 
n°"we tried to think of on. 
thejob training positions 
which would alleviate many 
of the kinds of poblems these 
people face with day care, 
transportation a d money," 
said Eleanor Rush, the 
company 's  personnel  
manager. 
Subsidized day care is 
amigrate. 
Of the 350,000 IsraeliJews 
of Rornanian origin, 2~,000~ 
emigrated after the Second 
World War, mostly in the 
early postwar years. As late 
as 1970, 5,000 were allowed to 
leave. 
In a country of ira- 
Israelis often come to after twomonthson the job 
Romania for meetings with they are turning out products 
relatives from elsewhere in aimed at handicapped 
Eastern Europe. E1 AI, people, including wheelchair 
Israel's national airline, cushions, aprons, night-wear 
maintains a regular service and dressing-gowns. 
to Bucharest and 200 Israeli The women work a 3½-day 
students attend Romanisn week and their mothers' 
colleges, allowance payments have 
started at Comfort Clothing available for some of the 
after taking educational up- mothers, she said, but some 
grading courses at the mnstpay forhabysitters. 
coilege.Shessid,'Tmlesing The local employment 
money by taking this job but assistance grant will be 
I prefer it to 'being on gradually eliminated over 
mothers' allowance." three years, when the  
The business took two company is expected to be 
years to establish efter Dou~ self.sofficient. 
mineral springs bubbling 
from Suphur Mountain, have 
won it world-renown. 
Last is Walertun Lakes 
National Park in southern 
Alberta. Linked with 
Glacier National Park in 
Montana, U.S.A. in 1932, it 
was the first International 
Peace Park. 
If a national park is your 
destination, please heed the 
Canadian National Parks 
Act of 1930, which stipulates 
the parks are "dedicated to 
the people.., for their benefit, 
education and enjoym..ent" 
and must remain unim- 
paired for future 
generations." 
Activities available to the 
Alberta vacationer are as 
varied as the scenery. 
If you're outdoorsy and 
adventurous, you can golf, 
horseback-rlde, mountain- 
climb, whitewster-cance, 
fish, hunt, swim or camp. 
surgeons. 
His technique, ea- 
dobronchtal lym. 
phnscintigraphy, uses tubes 
that have been in use for sev- 
eral years to reach the chest 
via the nasal passages. 
Bethune invented a needle 
which can he inserted into 
such tubes to inject a small 
amount of radioactive 
material, or colloid, into 
lymph glands in the bron- 
chtal tree, an area that is 
difficult o x-ray. 
After waiting several 
hours for the colloid to 
spread through the lymph 
glands, the physician places 
the patient in front of a 
scanning camera that photo. 
graphs the area. On the 
resulting picture, non- 
cancerous or partially 
cancerous glands show 
traces of the colloid. Can- 
cerous glands how no trace 
of it. 
CALGARY (CP) -- Janiee 
Young says pushing the idea 
of success is not an easy 
task. 
Miss Young, general 
manager of Seminars In, 
tcrnattonal Ltd., comiders it
a "monstrous proposition." 
Seminars International 
organizes seminars and 
rallies to motivate people 
toward seeking success in 
whatever they do. 
Miss Young says the 
rallies, which "spread the 
word of free eaterprise," 
involve tedious juggling of 
speak~m, dates, locations 
nna promotions. 
They're expensive, but 
MISs Young hopes the rallies 
will pay off. 
She said Seminars Inter- 
national, formed early in 
1977, will held about eight 
rallies each year in Westorn 
Canada, along with smaller 
seminars. 
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People in the News 62 arrested at Nazi ,'White Victory " rally 
Patty Hearst too young ~. ,o ,oo  (AP , -Naz l  stoning of Dr. Martin Luther poliee hads iayedawayso Five policemen at the theN.  toob ia ina i~mi t  
leader Frank Collln stood King Jr. when he attempted that Nazi supporters could scme were treated for in- to assemble in the park. 
• have attacked the counter- juries at a nearby hospital The Nazis had vowed to atop a white van and spoke to lead opsn.housing mar- 
ATLANTA'(AP) - Patty later told Mrs. Vanderbilt marry her Rusgian friend at poasionatciy of a "1978 white nkesinthe1960s, demonstrators, and released, mareh in the heavily Jewish 
revolution" in which he said suburb of Skokie. Whm the Hearst, resisting suggestions 
that she write about !~" ]fie, 
says she's too young to write 
an JmtoMograpby, 
"People tell me I should action and plans to ask the 
write a book," Miss Hearst, city council on Wednesday to
se~ a prison sentence at enact a rent-control or- 
the Federal Correctional dinance, said Regina An- 
Institution in Pleasanton, derson, chairman of the 
C, alff., said in an interview tenants' association. 
with the Atlanta Jourmd- 
Constitution. "My feeling MOSCOW (AP) - With a 
that he was going to raine the some later date, Miss 
ront- to $2,950 a month. Onaasts told The Associated 
bh's. Vanderbilt is Press in a telephone in. 
"outraged" by Casey 's  terview: "No, I really mean 
no, "  
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - 
Comedian Pat Cooper says 
his father is proud of him 
now, but it wasn't always 
that way. 
"I worked 12 years as a 
has been that anything that 
smacks of an autobiography 
at 24 is arrogant to say the 
least." 
Miss Hearst is serving a 
sev,~.year sentence for her 
part in a hank robb~y 
staged by the revolutionary 
Symbionese Liberation 
Army. will be eligible for 
parole in 14 months. 
She apparently maintains 
a seme of humor about her 
ordeal: "I'd rcaUy like to 
travel again - anywhere but 
Italy," she said. "There's 
too much kidanpping there." 
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) " 
Faced with a threefold in- 
crease in her rent, Louise 
Vanderbilt, who belonp to 
Gee of the wealthiest and 
most d i s t i~ed families 
in the United States, has 
decided to fight. 
Mrs. Vanderbilt, whose 
late husband's grandfather, 
Cornelius Vanderbilt, owned 
the Breakers, perhaps 
Newport's most-opulent 
mansion, has Joined the 
Newport County Tenant's 
Aesodation. 
Since the Vanderbilts no 
longer own the Breakers, 
Mrs. Vanderbilt has been 
renting two apartments in 
another Newport mansion, 
Mailands, for $950 a month. 
In May, Maiknds was 
haught by Newport County 
Sheriff Harry Casey, who 
4 held 
hostage 
NEW YORK (AF) -- A 
man threatening todetonate 
what he said was 80 pounds 
of dynamite with a hand- 
ngrmade and claiming to 
speak only. Polish was 
holding four parsons hostage 
in' the World Trade Centre 
today, authorities said. 
Several thousand persons 
were m'~cnsted from the 
hallding. 
Members ofnthe police 
hestagu-negotiating team 
were talking to the man via 
telephone through a Polish 
interpreter, a police 
, spokesman said. 
The spokesman said said 
eyewitnesses reportec 
seeing the man holding a 
Second World War grenade 
in the hearing room of the 
state Workmen's Com- 
peasation Board on the 36th 
floor of the centre. The 
centre is the world's largest 
commercial office building 
complex. 
Several perfons said the 
man was a claimant and that 
his case had just been 
postponed for two months to 
allow neurological and or- 
thopadic testing when he 
pulled out the grenade. 
The man also was seen 
pulling a cart, on which he 
claimed to have the 
dynamite, the spokesman 
said. 
The four hostages were 
identified as a judge, a 
lawyer, a state insurance 
representative and a court 
reporter. 
Ford V-P 
of bribes 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The 
Times says a fermer Ford 
Motor Co. official was paid a 
large bonus shortly after he 
was forced to retire because 
of his alleged part in a 
briberx scheme in Indonesia. 
The newspaper quoted 
company sources as saying 
that Paul Lorenz, who was 
Ford's executive vice- 
president for diversified 
prodaet operations, received 
annunexpected bonus last 
year that may have been as 
large as St00,000. 
It says officials of one of 
the divisions for which 
Lorenz was responflble, 
Aeronutreaie Ford, agreed 
in 1975 to pay about $1.9 
million in bribes to an In- 
denesian general I~onobtain a 
t10-millien communications 
system contract. 
Companx auditors were 
.reported to have uncovered 
the bribery plan In August, 
1975, and Lorenz retired a 
year lat~ at the urging of 
Ford president Lee lacoeca. 
The newspaper said that 
Henry Ford II, chairman of 
the compsnx, authorized the 
t~r~. .yment  shortly af-. 
firm"No, no, no," Christina bricklayer and I finally 
Onaseis, daughter of the late quit," Cooper said in a 
Greek shipping magnate recent interview here prior 
Aristotle Onaseis, has denied to performing at an area 
reports that she will marry a 
Russian bureaucrat in 
Mzcow. 
The 27.year-old Miss 
Osausis arrived in the Soviet 
capital on June 25 amid 
reports she has been dating 
Nikolai Kaosov, a former 
official of a Russian frdght 
organization. The reports 
say she met him in Paris. 
But Moscow sources here 
Insist that despite Miss 
Osassis' denials, she may 
marry Kaesov as soon.the y. 
have all the necessary legat 
documents. Published 
reports claim the wedding 
date was supposed to be 
summer theatre. "I  said, 
'Pop, it's not in me.' It broke 
his heart." 
"Yes, my father though I
was nuts - but I did not quit 
working untilI found out that 
I could make a living 
working at show business," 
said Cooper, whooe 
trademarks are his rapid- 
fire ethnic l~alian delivery 
and his black-rimmed 
glasses. 
Cooper, who celebrates his 
49th birthday this month, has 
been in the bnsinem more 
than 20 years now and has 
established himself by ap- 
pearing on TV talk shows 
today, but the sources ayit and by performing regularly 
will be sometime later, in some of the top nightclubs 
Askedwhethersheplana to in the U.S. 
Soviet dissidents 
plead not guilty 
MOSCOW (AP) - -  Two. under medical care for 
Jewish dissident leader~ 
wont before Soviet courts 
Monday in trials that are 
drawing the United States 
tntoan major human rights 
confrontation with Moscow. 
The wife of one of the 
defendants, Anatoly Sh- 
charansky, appealed to the 
United States to intercede 
and help free her hnsba~d, 
who faces a possible death 
penalty if convicted of as- 
pionsge. 
In Washington, U.S. State 
Secretary Cyrus Vance 
asidnthe trcals raise serious 
questions about Soviet 
compliance with the Helsinki 
human rights accords but he 
rejected the idea of post- 
posing this week's nuclear 
arms negotiations in protest. 
ShnkaranakY, ap- 
pearingnbefore a three- 
judge panel in a tree-fbaded 
central Moscow courthouse, 
pleaded not guilty to the 
treason charge against him, 
rejecting as "absurd" alle- 
gations that he spied for the 
Central l~telligence Agency, 
his brother Lecnid said. 
In the city of Kalugu, 160 
kilometroo south of here, 
Alexander Ginzburg, ac- 
cused of anti-Soviet agitation 
and propaganda, lso denied 
the charges against him. 
Irina Ginzburg said her hus- 
band, who could get up to 10 
years at hard labor, told the 
three judges he might 
modify his plea if his guilt is 
proved at the trial. 
• FOLLOWS CAMPAIGN 
The prosecution of the 30- 
year-old Sheharansky, a 
computer expert who 
becamea key member in the 
Jewish emigration 
movement, and the 41-year- 
old Ginzburg, a long-time 
human rights activist, 
followd an 18-monih Soviet 
campaign against dissent. 
Two other trials also got 
under way Monday, one 
involving Lithuanian haman 
rights activist Viktorus 
Pyatkus and the other a 
mystery figure accused of 
espionage and identified by 
theTass news agencx only as 
A. Filatov. 
Shcharansky's  wife, 
Natalia, told a news con- 
ferenee in Paris she believes 
further statements by 
President Carter and the 
Congress might enable her 
husband to "he free and go 
out from Russia." 
Mrs. Shcharansky, a 
resident of Israel who said 
she went to Paris to help 
mobilize world opinion on 
her husband's behalf, 
suggested that Congress 
pass a resolution i  the case. 
In New York, thousands of 
American Jews and others 
gathered at a noon rally to 
protest the Shcharansky 
trial. Three hours earlier a 
bomb exploded near the 
Manhattan offices of the 
Soviet travel agency In- 
tourist, causing little 
damage and no injuries. No 
one immediately claimed 
responsibility for the blast. 
Western  repor ters ,  
diplomats, including U.S. 
Embassy representatives, 
and the defendants' 
comrades from the dissident 
movement were barred from 
the trials in Moscow and Ka. 
Inga. They waited outside for 
word from the detendantg 
relatives or coUrt officials on 
what was happecing. 
Mrs. Ginzburg said her 
husband, who has been 
apparent ulcers and 
tuberculosis during his 18 
months in detention, "has 
gone completely grey" and 
looks like a man of 60 rather 
than 41. 
Standing before the three- 
judge court, he was asked his 
nationality, Mrs. Gtozburg 
said. He replied, "ZEK," an 
acronym for political 
prisoner in Russian. Ginz- 
burg is a veteran of seres 
years in Soviet prisons for 
two previous convictions on 
similar charges, n
SAID AIDED Mt~DERERS 
Teas said Ginzburg was 
accused of financing "with 
money received from abroad 
• . .  the hostile activities of 
criminal elements, Including 
professional murderers, 
former members of gangs 
and henchmen of the Ger- 
man fascists who took part in 
mass hootings of Soviet dti- 
This apparently referred 
to Ginzburg's administration 
of a fund, financed by exiled 
Soviet author Alexander 
Solshyenitsyn, to a id  
political prisoners here. The 
referees to criminal ele. 
meats and Nazis was net fur- 
th~ explained. 
Jews and blacks would be 
"wiped off the face of the 
earth." There was no ap- 
plause. 
Police say about 4,000 
persons were looking on as 
Collie gave his "White 
Victory" speech in 
Marquette Park. The park, 
situated in a white working- 
class neighborhood, has been 
the scene of past rac ia l  
clashes, including the 
Hundreds of pol icemen 
separated about 20 brown- 
uniformed Nazis and small 
hands of counter- 
demonstrators, whose shouts 
of "Death to Nazis" at times 
made it impossible to hear 
Collln. 
Collin said there was a 
"minimum of violence" at 
Sur,day's rally that left 62 
persons arrested and esvea 
injured. He said he wished 
Manson says he 
didn't want to kill 
VACAVILLE, Calif. (AP) - 
Convicted mass murderer 
Charles Manson says he 
wont to prison "for cutting 
people for shooting people," 
but in a prison interview" 
says he didn't want to kill. 
"In n copyright story 
Sunday in the Vacaville 
Reporter, Manson said he 
murdered, "not because I 
wanted to, but because I was 
forced to." 
"That's part of the game of 
being an outlaw and I've 
always been an outlaw," 
said the 44-year-old Manson, 
serving a life term for 
masterminding the 1969 
murders of actress Sharon 
Tats and four persons at her 
home and L~o and 
Resemarie La Bianco at 
their home. 
The leader of the so-called 
"Maeson family" normally 
also behind bars for crimes 
ranging from the Tate-La 
Bianca killings to the at- 
tempted murder of former 
president Gerald Ford~ 
Manson said: "This thing 
just happened. This person 
had no place to stay and this 
person was loot and had no 
place to stay, and I didn't 
have no place to stay. 
"They were not~xty and I 
was nobody. They were out 
in the streets kinked out of 
their houses and I was 
kicked out of my house, It 
just happened, and another 
thing happened." 
Manson would not 
elaborate on . what 
specif ioal ly happened 
saying he s saving that in.. 
formation for a new trial he 
hopes ot get. 
Manson Is a lflgh-m~urlty 
turns down requests for prisoner at Vacaville 
interviews, prison officials Medical' Facil ity, a 
said, butagrsedtomcotwith California prison about 80 
reporter Chris Weinstein kilometres east of San 
because of a reeom. Francisco. Under statelaw, 
mendation from another he becomes eligible for 
prisoner, parole consideration later 
As for the "family", many this year. 
Irish constable 
killed by IRA 
BELFAST (AP) - Police The IRA's militant 
and troops recovered the provisional wing said they 
body of a kidnapped police executed Turbitt June 19 
eonstabk in an=old lug. after interngating him about 
rehouse today after police and army intelligence 
receiving a tip from Irish operations. The guerrillas 
Republ~eanArmygueryillus killed a local Catholic 
who killed him, police said. several days later, claiming 
Constable William Turbitt, he was an informer idea- 
42, was dragged from his tiffed by Thrbitt. There was 
patrol ear by guerrillas June no explanation why they kept 
17 after an ambush in which Turbitt's body so long. 
he was wounded and his The confirmation of 
partner was killed. Turbitt's death raised the 
The body was found in a known death toll of nearly 
farmhouse about 100 metres nine years of sectarian. 
from Northern Ireland's conflict to at least 1,850 
border with the Irish killed, inclnslng 115 mere- 
Republic and 16 kflometres bors of the predominantly 
from the site of the ambush, Protestant Royal Ulster 
the IRA's South Armagh Constabulary, the province's 
County stronghold, police force. 
I. 
Car Tips By Totem Ford 
TIRE DECAL- Tires for new cars are selected for the best combination f reliability, traction, 
weight-carrying ability, stability at high speeds, tread life, and riding comfort. To maintain this 
balance of performance, r commended cold inflation pressures, load limits and weight distribution 
should be followed. Ford of Canada Servic~engineers point out that a decal on the right hand door 
latch face of all Ford and Mercury cars gives cold inflation pressures and load limits of standard 
approved optional tires, t 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 
636-4984 D00"/2"/A 
, I 
"Our objective was to get 
the community out and 
mobilize the support of the 
community and we did," 
Collie mid, standing in the 
barricaded party 
headquarters about "four 
blocks from the park. 
Authorities aid moot of 
thooe arrested were young 
people charged with 
disorderly conduct. No 
Nazis were arrested. 
Another policeman, who 
was treated for heat 
exhaustion, was admitted, 
One civilian was treated 
for minor cuts and bruises 
and relea~.ed. 
Groups of Jews and 
blacks, some in bard hats 
and carrying sticks and 
garbage cn lids, were turned 
away from the rally area by 
police. 
The ra l ly  culminated a
year-long leg el struggle by 
courts cleared the way for 
Sunday's rally, the Nazis 
dropped their Sknkie plans. 
Collie said his Nationalist 
Socialist party of America 
will stage more "white 
rower" rallies in Chicago 
parka this summer pen- 
~ll~the outcome of a court 
bearing Friday to det~.mine 
whether i l~ Nazis must pos~ 
a ~0,000 insurance bond to 
hold another ally. 
I 
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tm ASPEN SE ' $4995 i 
Station Wagon. Auto Trans. 6 cyl., power windows 
1'1977, OOUGAR XR7 . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  ' ~r ~ ' ' l~  k ~"  I 
V8, P.S., P.B., Air, .Stereo, Cruise • ,_ ,.,. . . . . . . .  f t .  
1977 TOYOTA OELIOA 
Liflback G,T. 5 Sp. with Stereo in excellent cond. 
1976 BRONO0 4x4 
VO, Auto, P.S., P.B. 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE 
Door, V6 Auto. Trans.' 
1976 GRAN TORIHO 
4 door. V8, auto trans. 
1976 GMO ¾t, PIgKUP 
V8 auto ' trans., power steering 
. . . .  !$5896 
$5896 
$6996 
$6496 
$3395 
$4895 
Transportation Special 
1974 MERCURY METEOR 
4 door ve auto trans. 
1974 OHEV PIOKUP 30 Series 
V{I 4 speed 
1972 FORD F100 4x4 PIOKUP 
V6 4 speed 
1973 FORD F260 PIOKUP 
V6 auto trans., Camper special 
1976 MUSTANG MAOH 1 
302 VO 4 speed 
1974 PLYMOUTH FURY III 
2 door V!  auto trans. 
1-977 NOVA OOHOOURS 
,$1ou 
$2905 
$2895 
$3395 
$4195 
$3595 
.-.4..-$6696 
D00727A 
In recognition el progressive n~enagement,.. 
modern sales gad service fecilRles,..sound 
merchandising prncttcee.,.high quality ntsn- 
derds.,,and continuing interest in r:qdering 
superior service to owners of the Ford family o' 
fine products, 
~RESENTED 
TO: 
Terrase Tote Ford Sales Ltd. 
4631 KelIh 6i 1{i84 
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"Kat", "S]ocan" And 40 Others Keep Northern Foresters Busv 
With the forest fires less than a dozen miles 
south of Terrace Forestry officials saidSunday 
evening, the rain which fell over the weekend - 20 
nun at Prince Rupert, 0.7 nun at Terrace and 21 
nun at Smtthers had only dropped 4 mm (1/4 in.) 
~n the 7,000 acre blaze which was well into its 
second week, almost half way between Terrace 
and Kitlmat. 
• Terry Walker said although the rain did not put 
out the fire, it did slow it to the point where more 
gains were made on all fronts. C'.,,a~d~ w~r,~ 
What cavalryman father wmld not be proml to see his 
heautiful daught astride athoroughbred of her own, petting it 
through Its paces? The daughter, Mien Kavanagh. The 
horse, INN HORSE, an S year old geldlag who prom~es to be 
completed on portions of the northwest and the mountains were too steep for tractors. 350 
southeast corners of the fire. men would be needed on the job for Monday. A 
Monday morning mop up operations were  few of the 90 "cats" may have to be laid off, but 
beginning in those sectors. Walker remarked all 17 tanker trucks would be kept in service. 
The fire - named KAT (each fire is given a 
name, similar, up to a point, to naming of 
hurricanes, though not preselected-) was infra- 
red.ray seauned by Intertech, Friday. The plane 
flew at 17,000 ft. coming up with a good chart of 
there had been no problem in finding volunteers 
to fight the fire and that beth Terrace and 
Kitimat ranger stations have long lists of names 
of men available. 
More than 3oo men were reported on the fire 
lines Saturday, but B.C. Forest Service Media all the hot spots. The Scanner plane went in 
Rap. Walker said, Sunday night, thatnow the fire again to record progress Saturday morning but 
had reached the labour intensive area - where was not' able to get as good a picture due to cloud 
. . . . . .  cover : .... 
Sunday aftemoofi, the cloud having lifted, a 
third scan showed progress was being made and 
in most areas the fire was being retained. 
Meanwhile, Sunday, a new fire near the 
Alaskan border, where the Alaskan highway dips 
into the B.C. boundaries before returning to the 
Yukon, a fire named SLOK broke out. Undar a 
reciprocal agreement between the Yukon and 
B.C. Forest services on whoever is closest fight it 
until the right guy can get there basis - the Yukon 
Forest fire fighters went in first, and were 
fighting it with 33 men. The men had their hands 
full. More were needed, so the Prince Rupert 
district recruited 9 more men at Stewart, B.C. 
and they went in aboard a Grumman Goose that 
landed at nine p.m; Sunday night. 
Meanwhile a 3,000 acre blaze south of Dawson 
Creek was brought under control, in B.C., 
Saturday, following two nights of rain there. 
However, North of Telegraph Creek, B.C. there 
was still no rain reported and the woods were 
said to be tinder-dry with extreme fire hazard 
conditions existing. 
A third fire, near Atlin, in the Prince Rupert 
Forest district was also under control having 
reached a size of 170 acres. 
I i In the Prince GeOrge district' on MOnday the Thmk small forest fire hazard remained high, despite 
byJimSmith 
A Taxing Problem 
Let's assume, inthe begin- 
ning, that (lucky you) you are 
not a columnist and, there- 
fore, have money to invest. 
And let's analyze a few of 
your options. 
You can invest he money 
in oil exploration and claim 
an immediate income tax de- 
duction. Ottawa encourages 
that was needed to set up all 
kinds of local businesses. But 
capital gains taxes took away 
the incentive for investing in 
independent businesses and 
entrepreneurs found that 
their source of capital had 
dried up. 
The government tried to 
correct he problem by set- 
oil exploration, ring up the Federal Business 
You can invest he money Development Bank, a public 
in apartment construction agency which hasthe power 
and claim an immediate in- to invest in private compa- 
come tax deduction. Ottawa nie~But bureaucracy isnever 
encourages apartment con- an adequate replacement for 
struction, the free workings of private 
a good Jumper, has a good tempe~'~ment, a d already is Or you can invest the markets. 
rearing the bars at five feet. The father, who is also a 
professional quality photographer, and who took this money in Canadian movie In recent months, Ottawa 
photograph, Is Eric Brernp. production and claim an im- has indicated that it realizes 
mediate income tax deduc- there are serious problems• 
tion. Ottawa encoumges pro- The feds have decided that, 
duction of Canadian movies, if you lose your investment, 
High Blood Pressure But, ifyouinvestthemo- you can now write of fha l f  
nay in formation of a new of that loss against other in. 
Strikes Without Warning busmess, Ottawawon t alia come. It's better than before you to claim an immediate but it's still not enough. If • income tax deduction. In 50%isgood, whynot 100%. 9 
GENEVA (Reutor) -- "It Hyportem]on is a strange and---industrialized, and various forms of other words, oilexploration, If, for example, a local era- 
is a shame that high blood medical beast. It has been "The majority of African meditation could control apartment construction and ployee is trying to recoup his 
pressure doesn't hart, at associated with hexeditary communities have blood- blood pressure. But they 
leas~t.ff~i~t~"jaid Prof. factors, stress, smekiagand ...pressure patterns.sire.flat ~ found that.only drugs can re- movie production (.97??)are losses from a previous mall 
~Fra i~' ,~diF ,  i,West Ger- ' diets high in animal fats and. moss ot econom~caay u- li.eve hypertension. ._ all considered more Stupor- business venture that failed, 
"' " salt. But its cause or, ~nsi'e vanced countries and. a. Dr. James Robertoun of tant than development of a: why not reduce ,his taxable 
probably, causes have yet to similar prevalence of Glasgow noted that new solid Canadian business base. income by the amount ofhis 
~r~,  a member of ~ be pinned down. hypertension, occurring medicines on the market, Just to refresh our memo- lost investment? World Health Organization s 
(WHO) expert committee on LEADS TO STROKES meetly in persons over the especially the so-called beta- ties, independent businesses Investors are cleverpeop!e 
hypertension, the medical It kills no one directly but age of 40," he said. b lockers ,  cont ro l led  provide jobs, increase GNP, - which explains why they 
name for high blood 0~ten leads to strokes and--- MORE RESEARCH pressure without some of the improve the balance of pay- have the investment capital in 
pressure, made his remark though this link is not so well NEEDED during the committee's ostabtished--coranary heart The committee urged the unplensantside-effeCtsold pills, f the ments, create more new pro- the first place.Consequently, 
recent review of the last lS diseuse, thebivgestkfllersin WHO to support and co. Though worldwide, the cessesandproductsandkeep they put their money whero 
years of research into blood industrialized nations, ordinate anti-hypertenston condition varies wildly with the country less dependent the return is best. As long as 
pressure. To get hack to Gross's programsallover theworld, peoples, places and llfe- on foreign control. But, un- Ottawa refuses to treat invest- 
He was saying hyper- point, itdoesn'thart or cause It recommended that more styles. - der existing tax laws, inves- ment in small business as 
temlve patients would follow any symptoms a patient can children be studied to find 
health care instructions see or feel. Thus doctors find types predisposed to hyper- The residents of the North tots are encouraged to put generously as investment in 
more closely ff they felt it difficult to persuade tension and, since most Kareha area of Finland lead their money into oil, apart- oil, apartments or movies, 
some discomfort, patients to take pills, often birtheontrol pills raise blond that country in hypertension merits and movies mtherthan there will not be enongh 
Theexportsfoend they had for the rest of their lives, to pressure, that women on the andFinland leads the world, independent business. So it's money to meet he needs of 
learned little about what control a condlti0n cassing pill be warned of the Yet these people are mainly causes one man's blood them no discomfort, dangers, farmers and lumberjacks, not surprising that Canada's independent business in this 
pressure to shoot up Yet the blood-pressure Most of its • recom- American blacks and New small business community country. And a Canada with 
dangerously and another's to test, a few seconds with a mendstions called for fur- Zealand Maoris have higher lacks investment capital, a weak small business sector 
remain safely low, but they collar trapnd around one's ther research, especially blood pressure than their Before our taxes were "re- is a weak Canada. 
hatter drugs to control the medicine, drinking, smoking, exercise The blood pressure of tax introduced, entrepreneurs message from the CanacHan 
problem. Dr. D. O. Akinkughe of Ni- and psychological and many residents of Pacific I I Federa ,on  of Independent 
Andlt is a worldwidepmb- gerla, another committee behavioral factors. Islands and of certain tribes could draw on many indivi- Business@ 
lem, they decided, affecting member, emphasized that The 15 doctors from in Africa and Asia does not dual investors for the money 
about 10 per cent of the high blood pressure is not around the world examined ' rise with age, a syndrome 
planet's peovle, only a condition of the rich claims that exercise, yoga normal in the West . . . .  
GLUT ' THEY STILL READ 
i JOHANNESBURG (CP) 
I f n  S _ A survey of four large Ontario it's Strawberr es South Afrieaneltiesshowed that despite television, the 
vast majority of evening Britai 's the P uswspaperrcadersstll]sean n it o ta toe  their papers with the same, 
or greater regularity than 
such as the price of fish, oil before the advent of TV. The 
and wages, have all gone survey used a quesUonnaire 
up." drawn up with the advice of 
experts from the bureau of 
market research. 
- FOR PRIVATE USEOR BUSINESS_ 
AUTOVEST ~ 
Before you boy, Investigate the advantages e l l i s  rent- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. IMW 
lie up your cash or borrowing POWer. Ist end lsM 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
J 
75 F 250 pickup 
$140.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.ea 
cr simply return 
7e Camaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
MANCHESTER, England 
(C?) -- A glut of potatoes is 
mounting on Britain's farms 
and Is expected to cost the 
taxpayers about &12 million 
(f~A.7S million). 
A cash handout from the 
British government will go to 
• potato farmers under a price 
guarantee deal. But a huge 
surplus of potatoes is 
building up as the old potato 
season ends and the Potato 
Marketing Beard fears it will 
be left with three million tons 
on its hands. 
The surplus arose because 
at the start of the season, 
when prices were high, 
many housewives stopped 
buying potatoes. And far- 
mers, tempted by rich 
returns, had already planted 
many more spuds than 
before. 
Prices slumped and now 
100,4)00 tons of potatoes are 
being used each week in the 
nation's kitchens. Latest 
government statistics how 
that he people of Britain are 
eating 24 per cent more 
potatoes then last year. 
"But with the new cron 
reaching the stores, we are 
unlikely to eat. oar way 
through the mountain of old 
potatoes," said a marketing 
board spokesman. 
An official of the Fish 
Friers Association said 
Britain's thot~sands of fish 
and chip shops now are 
paying about &80 a ton for 
potatoes compared with &170 
in Wrt. 
"But the price of fish and 
chips as sold over the 
counter or in restaurants i  
unlikely to come down," the 
official said. "Other costs, 
Conrad and Montagu Black 
Win Control of Argus Corp. 
gives the Blacks a 69.5 per 
cent interest in Raveleinn. 
Earlier, the Blacks took 
steps to force the sale to 
them of shares held by 
companies and trusts associ- 
ated with Maxwell Melghen. 
These shares give the Blacks 
about 96 per cent of 
Ravelston. 
The remaining 
shareholder, Gen. Bruce 
Matthews, continues to hold 
3.99 per cent of the com- 
pany's tock. 
TORONTO ~cP) --'l~ae time chnirnmn of Argus 
Star says Conrad M. Black whichcontrolsanchglantsas 
and his brother G. Montegu Doniinion Stores Ltd., 
Black have taken control of Masoey-Ferguann Ltd., and 
Ar~s Corp. Ltd., the giant Standard Broadcaetinl~ 
holding company that Corp. Ltd. 
controls some of the most The Blacks acquired the 
important firms in Canada. 46.4 per cent interest in 
Black, 33, and his 37-year- Ravelston held by the Mc -~ 
old brother acquired the Douguld estate and by the: 
holdings of the late John A.! family of the late Eric 
McDougsld In Ravelaton Phillips, a McDongald an- 
Corp,, the enmpony that soctate. Price was noc an- 
mntrois Argus. nounced. 
McDongald was the long- The Star eays thepurehase 
• i t 
i TO EconoIIM Van 
S134.00 per month 
te~se end price 
$1,WS.ea 
or simply return 
70 ZePhYr Sedan 
Si24.ea per month 
lease end price 
'TS C 100 Chev I~U 
lsese end t~ke 
SIA75.00 
or simply .retorn 
70 Dodge Van 
$129.M pa¢ mo~th 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 Sl,025.00 $1,075.00 : 
.or simply returnl or simply return| or slmplytreturn II 
7e Fiesta 3 dr.' 1 70 F150 dl X'4 170 aids Cuttass i 
$99.00 per month ] SlSS.00 per month i S139.00 peVmonth | 
lease end priceilesse end price J lease end price i 
$14Go.oo I . ,m.oa I s,,m., i 
tar simpt~ return Jm" simply return J.or simply return ! !o OTOl 
CALL LARRY HAYES-  RICHAROS 
COLLKCT987-7111 
BELMONT LEAsiNG LTD. 
1140MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.0047tA 
periodic rains during Saturday and a spokesman 
for the Forest service said 39 fires had been 
reported in his district. 
Fifty-two men, using four bulldozers and three 
helicopters were being used to fight these, the 
spokesman, Russ Campbell, said. 
HE added, the campfire ban, issued Friday for 
northern B.C. because of the hazardous con- 
ditions was still in effect, except in the Fort 
Nelson area. 
The ministry said the ban in the Prince George 
and Prince Rupert districts did not apply to 
provincial parks, provincial campgrounds, 
supervised pxcmc areas~ or any municipal 
grounds. 
 U LIlr 
Q~llee Dl]akeer, ear,,,,, gaam 
FORMAL DINING 
Mon.Thur.gasms-12p.m. 
Fri.Sat.8a.m.-la,m. 
CLOSED Reservations 
236 CiTY CTR. SUN.  632-3636 
beef &:bottle :: 
presents 
& 
HNOING 
Reservations at the Tudor up until S p.m 
WED.-SUH. 
6 a,m,-I a,m, 
145 City Cir. il32-72N 
Caught 
salo, do,ju')v°" 
_j" s?a, whe. era/d 
I tilOE/IfltlMilT / 
COORDINATING FABRICS such as bedspreads and curtains ts a popular way to unify bedroom scheme;fabric can 
even go on walls to carry through overall pattern th'eme. 
.i •i~ ¸:::• • eli! ::; 
C* 
THIS WEEKS FEATURE HOME IS ONE YOU'VE PROBABLY 
ADMIRED FOR YEARS. Now it is listed for sale with WlGHTMAN 
& SMITH REALTY. Nicely situated at Walsh and Eby on over half 
an acre of beautifully treed and landscaped grounds. Four 
• bedrooms, two full baths, brick fireplace, double carport, detached 
storage building, natural gas furnace with electronic air filter are 
just a few of the many features. This residence is priced in the low 
70's. Call today to 635.6361, Wightman & Smith Realty for an ap- 
pointment to view. 
LISTED WITH 
WlGHTMAN & SMITH REALTY  LTD.  
Wlllllllllllllllmllllllll|llllllllllllllllll~ 
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= Care And Firsl Aid For Furniture Finishes 
~hen" you give your fur. 
- - e _ _ _ .  c 0 an 
look better, feel better and satin finishes 91owing.  
have a longer life--just as we For a booklet of additional 
do when we take proper suggestions on the care of 
_ o, o_ , .  . oe  , . t . -  
10 cents to: Director of 
, ~ j~ ~-'~./J.J I I~ :~ Drew, Inc., P,O. Box 489A, 
~ / ~ . ~ ~  North28659. Wilkesboro, N.C. 
• J :  DOUGLAS ~  -/ORlllWfSr 
• l l |  ~\ I~HANNEL .1 -  . . . .  
WAXING PROTECTS sur- & ~ ~1~'~ REALTY ~ 
faces and maintaim shines. • ,~ l - .& -~ LTD.  ~ ~  • 
These suggestions for 
routine maintenance can • , -~ . ,~ l~ l~ I~  !~ ,~ l l~ ' / i  • 
keep your furniture looking • 632-4721 , * 
its best for years to come: 
• You should dust at • 
least twice a week, wiping • ' " ~ ~ i  
with the grain. Old diapers, a l l ~ R ~  
terry towels, cotton knit- W DAVE SERRY 
wear and cheesecloth make t 6324426 t 
excellent dust cloths. : 
• Wax, essential for OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS 
beautifying and protecting ; A~,  1,,KITIMA'T 
your furniture, should be ~ 
applied once a month to 
areas that are used often. 
Seldom used surfaces need ~ ' 
wax only two or three times 
ayear Property management • 
Waxes should be selected • 
recreational cabins drop in and ask about the 
according to the amount ~ ~ possibilities of getting away from the crowds. of shine and type of appli- ~,r~n 
cation you prefer. These ~ Lot sales - deve , , , , ,ment  • 
recommendat ions,  from ~ • 
American Drew, a manu. 
facturer of fine furniture • • 
known for its interest in • Canada  w/de  • 
helping the consumer, will 
help you keep your pieces • l ete--al service • 
in the best light: • "~ J ~ ~ • 
1. High Gloss Finishes: 
Spray or liquid waxes are • • place for horses and other 
farm animals. How about 
most often used on these, • ~,= _e,~Ttfo, '~---~e advice • 
but paste wax can provide • • awoodlandnice 5 aCreparkParCelalreadyln 
longer-lasting protection for 
furniture that gels heavy • d • developed for such pur- 
wear. • 2. Low Gloss and Satin • /~  poses and complete with very comfortable 3 
Finishes: You should c~aoose • • bedroom full basement 
a low luster polish or clean- • Assistance • home. Available for tru- 
ing • wax without silicones. • • mediate occupancy. 
3. Oil Finishes. After re- 
moving :any.:, ::wax with :We '  a re  hem'to:*help you Professionail1: 
mineral spirits,, you should . . . . . . . .  
apply a coat of boiled T ~  
linseed oil  and rub • Just . . ,  Us! • 
thoroughly. When most is • • 
absorbed, wipe clean. 
4. Painted Finishes. Usea ~ • • • ~ • ~ • • • • ~ • ~ • ~ • • •  
cleaning or dusting wax for 
the shine you prefer. 
Furniture, like people, 
meets with occasional acci- 
dents that-require first aid. 
TREAT SCRATCHES with 
all the care you'd lavish on a 
cut finger or scraped knee. 
1 [] LAKEI.'$ELAKE RESIDENCES RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES [] [] 
[] Beam Station Road 1.48acres, 2 bedrooms, [] • [] 
• large living room with heatllator fireplace, 3945 Simpson St. 3 bedroom mobile home, [] 
• modern kitchen and bathroom. Large 
[] •chine shed, workshop, power plant some furniture and appliances with oll [] 
[] building. Shared wharf. Appliances in- dltlonheat' wlthfamilyl0XS0roomlarge4th bedroomcedar finishedand woodad" [][] 
[] cluded. Asking $50,0~. MLS 2956. 1 • stove. Greenhouse, wood shed, a nice 
IBm 
[] [] 90' Frontageon lake, 3 bedrooms, spacious package all for only $20,500. MLS 2895. • 
[] living room with bar and fireplace, [] 
• basement with extra rooms, modern 2571 Clarke Dr. 3 bedroom double wide [] 
• residence, 1175 sq. ft. landscaped, extras Safeway Diplomat on a basement 1200 sq. [] 
[] Include patio, new power plant, water ft. nicely kept, forced air furnace, rec : heat a ~,~olstened blotter 
• pressure system, double carport, some room, entrance boot room, plus double [] (woolen cloth or felt). • i placed over the area with 
• furniture Included. Asking $60,000. Open garage heated, large lot with 200' on 
[] to offers. MLS 2917. Clarke Dr. Good buy at $32,000. MLS 3006. [] the tip of a wm'm iron. • Repeat if necessary and 
• LAND [] • Nail Polish. (1) Rub [] 3160 Muller St. reduced to $31,500. 2 • rew~x. 
• 13~acresof raw land on highway 16, about bedroom duplex units, drilled well, new [] 
• 35 miles east, frontson Skeena Rlveralso, septic tank, well kept, carpeted floors, [] into the stain and wipe [] [] ample birch, two creeks. Asking $45,000. ranges and frldges, MLS 3001. [] immediately with a clean 
[] cloth. Repeat if necessary, [] 
[] Two 33' resl'dentlal ' "" ,m Lazelle Ave. Kalum Lake Road. 3.1acres, 716' frontage, : (2) If this fails, apply paste 
• Overlooks Lakelse ~v,,. ),000 each. 2 bedroom modern home well insulated, : wax with fine steel wool, 
[] " newly redecorated, new plumbing, plus rubbing with the grain. 
• Paint, Water-based • 127'x100' serviced trailer lot on Hagen St. one bedroom mobile home with large Joey • [] [] Power pole, septic tank, driveway and shack also clean, subdivision potential. [] paint can be removed with a 
[] water main. $7,500. Good value at $40,000. Open to offers. : water-~ampened cloth, and 
oil-bas~, with fine steel 
[] ~ _1 wool ~ped in paste wax, [] [] 
• case, ~e  area should be 
[] A.E. Le Page Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service unless "it has dried. In that 
liP_ ' _11 treate~°with boiled linseed 
" ' . • ~ *'I~VE:NING. .. P~ONES ..:, ' removed with a paste of 
." , . . Harry Snli lh , . . .  n35-1826 ''~ pumice powder and mineral 
- 4611LAKErSE AVE. " o ,  
' I I: I lf lAULf U.U. , ~ Bob Ripv,,ee~t'e:P . i  r ' ~ ' : m * "  ' " " " 
[] [] There are said to be two 
[] AND RES IoENT IAL  PROPERT IES .  
~liligllllmglllll[]lggllgg[][]g[]glll[][]llllglllBIl~l system.milli°n comets in the solar 
Here's how to treat the 
following injuries: 
• Burns. You should not 
try to repair a severe burn, 
but you can remove the 
charred material of a minor 
one with a sharp knife or 
razor blade. Next, you 
should swab it with naphtha 
and smooth with fine steel 
wool wrapped around the 
tip of an orange stick. Then, 
fill the dent with a lac stick 
in a color to match the 
finish. 
• Candle Wo~. This 
material can be hardened 
with an ice cube wrapped in 
a plastic bag and then scrap- 
ed up gently with a plastic 
spatu a Mineral spirits or 
naphtha will remove the 
residue. Then apply polish. 
• Den~s~ A minor dent 
will disappear when you 
mineral or camphorated oil 
Executive home on Galr 
Over 2200 sq. ft. on the 
main floor, Including a 370 
sq. ft. master bedroom 
with a Roman beth. A 
convenient kitchen area 
with family room and 
dining area adjacent 
compliments this spacious 
home. Located on Clark 
Avenue in Thornhill and 
asking $58,000. Call Kelly 
and lets talk offers. 
Avenue. Features three 
bedrooms, family room 
and a den guest room. Split 
level (design sundeck off 
dining area and fully 
fenced lot. Asking $72,500. 
Call Kelly today and lets 
talk homes. 
Well kept family home on 
Queensway. 1248 sq. ft. 
has 4 bedrooms, ensuite 
plumbing end wall 10 wall 
carpeting. Double garage 
I 
CIose to schools, downtown 20'x28'. Asking S38,900. 
and recreation, this three Call Horst or Christel to 
bedroom, two fireplace view this interesting 
home is a must on your property. 
viewing list. Asking ,t~ 
$49,900. Call Kelly. for a ,.~tr~ "qi full. rundown. 
~,~ . . . .  . . . . .  , .~ • . ~  
Well kept 1 bedroom, full 
basement home. Features 
2 fireplaces, built-In dish" 
Over 1200 sq. ft. Lovely 3 washer. Nicely land- 
bedroom homeon Straume soaped, located on bench 
Ave. Close to schools, lust blocks away from 
Across from new tennis school. Asking $S9,900. 
court. Large landscaped Call Christel or Horst to 
yard. Call Frank. view this property. 
Attractive three bedroom 
family home on large lot in 
choice location, close to all 
schools and downtown 
shopping. Features 2 
f i rep laces ,  ensuite 
plumbing, large re¢ room 
and 2 extra bedrooms in 
finished basement. Nicely 
landscaped. Asking 
$59,000. Call Christel or 
Horst for more in. 
formation. 
located on Clark Street on 
%acre lot. Close to schools 
and shopping. Big garden 
with flowers, shrubs and 
trees. A suitable home for 
a young family. Asking 
$30,000. Call Horst or 
Cbristel for more in. 
formation . . . . . . .  
Thornhill on large lot, 
including fenced corral and 
horse barn. Asking S32,000. 
Call Chrlstel or Horst. 
How about this revenue 
property. ] bedroom side 
by side duplex close to 
centre of town. Stove and 
fridge included for each 
unit. Very low vacancy 
rate. Lot in developing 
commercial area. Llsted 
at $22,000 and owner open 
to riflers. 
AFTEll 0FFIOE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSK I  - 635-5397 
FRANK SK IDMORE - 635-5691 
A master bedroom large 
enough to accomodate your 
suite adjoining ensuite 
facilities and featuring 
patio doors direct onto a 
sundeck. Many other 
extras make this 3 
bedroom family home 
unique and an excellent 
buy. Listed at $45,000. Call 
Frank for an. _~po!ntment.a 
A comfortable starte~ 
home for the young. 
Recently redecorated 1 
bedroom house with 
electric heat; fireplace. 
, Big fenced yard. Located 
within walking distance to 
centre of town. Why pay 
rent When you can own this 
property for only $19,500. 
Call Horst or Cltristel for 
viewing. . . 
i*:'~ i"'): ':~!:/ 
* III "1 I 
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,~gar Avenue. Askln] 
$26,500. Half acre lot 
paved street, all munlclpa 
services. Call Frank. 
KELLY  SQUIRES - 635-7616" 
CHRIsTEL  GODLINSK I  - 635.5391 
Beat that summer heat. Head for Lakelse Lake and 
your own water front property. We have listings for 
Mobile is 3 bedroom 12x65' 
with all appliances In- 
cluded water supply from 
spring. Lot nicely treed. 
Sundeck on mobile. Agood 
buy on quiet street. Askln 
$19,000. 
Large chicken pen with 
coop. Very comfortable 3
bedroom home. Interior 
well kept and updated. 
Exterior newly refinished 
In siding. A fine buy for the 
~me garde_n_er.. 
COST OF ELECTRICITY IN USE ts shown in cents per hour with new devtce 
the Fdch Energy Monitor Monttor measures trength of fl0w of eleutrtcity and 
mstantlv conveds ~t o the amount of energy bemg used at that moment. 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
BOx replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
withln 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement w!ll be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertlsoments must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
verftsement as pubUshed 
sha l l  be limited to  the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
C:LAS-~SIF lED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
;nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertlen. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate Ilne. 
Minimum charge $6.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT • AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
COMING EVENTS AND 
NOTICES: 
No charge for Terrace, 
Kltlmat and Thornhlll areas. 
Otherwise $3.00 per in. 
sertion. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge for write-up. $5.00 
charge for picture 
reproduction. Prepaid. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
'years, unlessthe condition is NOUNCEMENTS: 
'Justified by a bona fide B i r th ,  Engagements ,  
brequlrement for the work ~arrlage_ s- ,~Mem~or!als: 
,~! ! " ' ' " - ' - ' " ; " *  '": ....... .... ;:, ..... ~!~~n~g 0 , * i  /.. ~:"::;/"". ~' /:"~ / i 
Publ ished at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
~Mon..Frl. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Laur ie  Ma l le t t  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October I ,  
1977 
Sing le Copy 20c 
By Carr ier  mth 3.00 
By Carr ier  year 36.00 
By Mai l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Mai l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace-Kitimat & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) wUl hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from 1Otll 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13..~Flrst meeting of 
Fall session. Presidents 
Visit, 
November .,t...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar. 
'INCHES AWAY CLUB 
every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 
A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
beldg formed with the In. 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interee;ed persons should 
coated Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as sore as possible. 
dal{y. 
DEATH AND FUNERAL 
NOTICES: $6.00 for first 10 
lines and $.50 each additional 
line daily. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior fo 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
3-00p.m.t. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services - 
• Activity Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
. Day Care for working 
people 
• Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635-2265 
Welg-M- W~¢h~S meeting 
held wary Tuesday st ? p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hell, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop: 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8p.m. and 3 p.m., we wlll try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
De You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
Available I 
Phone 635-5036 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
,10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel.. 
Mills Memorial Hospitul 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summerl 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00 • 4:30 p.m 
The following Neigh- Skeena Health Unit 
bourhood Watch Meetings 3215-2 Eby Street 
havebeenscheduled. Please Terrace, B.C. 
note specific areas for which 635-6307 
these meetings are Intended. The following are a few of 
Meetings wil l  be held the services offered locally 
throughout the summer and by your Health Unit Staff: 
householders are an- CHILD HEALTH CON- 
couragedtoeffend meetings FERENCES. 
arranged for their respectlve - Held weekly at the Health 
areas. Unit every Tuesday from 
Tuesday, July II, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Wilmot 
4829 Welsh Ave. 
For 4800 block Welsh and 
Loen Avenue 
Wednesday, July 12, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the home uf Mr. and Mrs. 
Moore 
4819 Tuck Ave. 
For 4800 block McConnell 
and 4300 block Tuck Ave. 
Monday, July 17, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of Mr.and Mrs. 
MacKInnon 
4926 Welsh Ave. 
For the 4900 block Olson, 4~00 
block Welsh, 3400 and 3500 
block' Bruce. 
Tuesday, July 18, 19/8 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Edward Parry 
4901 Davis Ave. 
For the 4900 Davis block, 
Park block, Lazel|e block, 
1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
- Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:301- 3:30 p.m. . 
Please phone• for an ap- 
pelntment. " 
. Babysltters ~vho bring 
children must hove parents 
written consent for Im. 
munizatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. bY ap- 
pointment only. • 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing cace In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware, air brushing 
available- custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
Location • Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Mon. to 5at. 
Phone 624.5639 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Q~Jeensway Dr. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
centrl¢. 
"House wiring. 
; 1,1LS-SI16 
(ctl) 
Full or part.time. Here Isan 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
interviews Call Marnie 635. 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
VACANT POSITION 
Courtworker 
The native courtworker and 
counselling assodaflon of 
B.C. is accepting ap- 
plications for the position of 
courtworker In the Hazelton 
area. First hand knowledge 
of local Indian language and 
culture would be an asset. 
Also helpful would be 
knowledge of court system 
and an ability to speak In 
court. Further 1raining will 
be available. Please apply 
by letter with. resume 
ouftlning past work record, 
education, reasons for ap- 
plying, etc. to: 
Mr. Emsley Bolton 
Box 455 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VeJ 3P9 
Closing date: July 15, 1978. 
For Sale: 4 man raft with Bedroom suite for rent. 
engine mount. Phone 632. Near town, frldge and stove. 
3643 (stf5-9) partially furnished. Phone 
635.9460. (p.4.6) 
Greig block, and Hwy. No. 
16. 
Wednesday, July 19, 1978 
8:O0 p.m. 
At the sacred Heart Church 
Meeting Room 
4836 Straume Ave. 
Fur the 4900 block Lazelle, 
Lambly, ~nd Caledonla 
Avenue. 
The following Nelgh- 
bourhood Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
note specific al'eas for which 
these meetings are intended. 
Meetings wil l  be held 
throughout the summer and 
householders are en- 
oouraged to aflend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every Information drop into our 
month. Developmental, offleeat3212Kalum, orwrite 
vision, hearing screening usat Box 39% Terrace, B.C. 
done. Please phone for , VaG 4B4. 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING CONCRETE SEPTIC 
& RELAXING EXERCISES TANKS PRE.KAST 
Held every Monday at- For Immudlate delivery 
3625 Kalum Street 
For the Cedar Grove Apts., 
the Kalum Gardens, 3500 and 
3600 Hanson Street, 4560 
O(son Avenue, 3400 Kalum 
Street, and 4500 Scoff 
Avenue. 
Wedne~lay, July 12, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the Kermode Friendship 
Centre 
4451 Grelg Avenue 
For the 4400 and 4500 Grelg 
Avenue, 4400 end 4500 
Lakelse Avenue, 4400 and 
4500 Lazelle, 4400 and 4500 
Park Avenue, 4500 block 
Little Avenue, and 4400 
Legion Street. 
Thursday, July 13, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. end Mrs. 
De Jong 
4827 Davis Avenue 
For the 4800 Davis Avenue, 
4800 Lazelle Avenue, 4800 
Park Avenue, and '4800 block 
High 16. 
. Wednesday, July 19, 1978 
7:30 p.m,. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
West.Johnson 
2711 Skeena Street 
For the 2700 block Skeena 
Street, 2800 block Skeena 
Street, 5200 and 5300 block 
Kelth Avenue, 5200 and 5300 
b lock  Haug land  
Avenue.Thursday, July 20, 
1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the St. Maflhews Anglican 
Church 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 
For the 4600 and 4700 Park 
Ave., 4700 block Lazelle 
Ave., and 4100 block Davl,,i 
Ave. 
ternoon at 1:00.2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health InsPectors 
are now slfuated In Eby 
Street. They wlll be pleased 
to assist wlth any sanitation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearlng Cllnlc 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
,Reprints of photos which 
appear In The Herald are 
now available through our 
office. 5x7 prints are $4 each 
and 8x10 prints are $6. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order is made. All reprints hendwrftlng to BOx 1179, 
must be prepaid. For more "care of The Terrace.Kitimat 
Daily Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, B.C. (ctf) 
For Sale: 6 h.p. Evlnrude 
outboard motor and 12' 
cartop boat. Will sell 
separately. Van travel 
Scoop 30" Admiral electric 
range. Harvest gold. Like 
new back pack. Chllds car 
seat. Utility type trader. 
Call 635-5647 after 5 p.m. (p3- 
7) 
24' bale elevator with 8' 
extension complete with 3 
h.p. gas engine. Suitable fo r  
raising shakes or shingles. 
Has had very little use. Only 
$225or best offer. Write Box 
714 Terrace (c7-11) 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste-paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
Required for Terrace a girl Office Space for Rent: 2700 
for general office work. A sq. ft. on Grelg Ave., 
knowledge of accounting and Reasonable rent. Lease 
available. Phone 635.7206. 
accounts recelveable on (off) 
accept. Remuneration will 
be commensurate with 2 stall garage for rent Im- 
ability. Please reply In own mediately. Close to town. 
Phone 635.3482 (p3.8) 
or 
SepftcSysfem sale: 1973 Yamaha, 650 
Specialists Special, good running 
• "lnslstonthe Best" condition, phone after 6:00, 
PHONE 635.3939 at 635.6830. Ask for Bart. 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING (C5-8) 
~Tueed~y,.July 11, I~78 ~:H~pring eats will be done by, (WesAndrews) 
17i3i)'p,m:'*" "" 1":. ",'b'~" Pefe*rral from fancily Backhoe Work ~ 
At the Terrace Lltflu Theatre dodor or community health Hourly & Contract 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the lobless. 
Phene635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
635-3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
ROAD FOREMAN 
KITWANGA 
(Smithers Distrlot) 
• $1,543 
i 
Is your son Interested In 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number wUl be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.3553. Fees will be 
520.00 per boy. Anyone In- 
terested In helping wHh 
Scouts please call . 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to• 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janne at 635.4503 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
oponlng of a Lend Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll 
ares. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 10 Who are In• 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638-1269 (cff) 
For Provincial Ministry of 
Highways to direct- 
supervise a crew carrying 
out malnteflence or minor 
construction of roads and 
bridges and operate 
equipment as required; to 
maintain high standards of 
work, prepare.submit ac- 
curate time sheets.other 
records and maintain good 
working relationship with 
crew. Some shift work may 
be Involved and will be 
required to take Mlnistry's 
Technology Tra in ing  
Program. 
Extensive related ex. 
parlance; Survival First Aid 
Certificate and preferably 
Industrial First Aid Cer. 
flflcate and Blaster's Car- 
tiflcate;.good knowledge of 
all practices-procedures; 
ability to use-Instruct on all 
related equipment.tools and 
maintain safety practices; 
ability to effectively com- 
municate with officials, staff 
and the general public. 
$72.88-mo. Isolation 
Allowance paid In adclitlon to 
above salary, i, 
Canadian cltlze~s are given 
preference. 
Obtain applications from the 
Public Service Commission, 
1488 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George V2L 4Y2 or, the 
Government Agent, 4506 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace, VOG 
1PS and return to Prince 
George b.v July 19, 1978. 
COMPETITION 78:1766 (cl- 
6) 
nurse. 638•1155. 
LONG T/=RM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and plannlng for 
those ellglble for Long Term 
Core. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721' 
Lazelle. Tel 635•9196. '
Assessment and guldance 
for vocational and soclal 
rehabllltatlon done by 
consultant. 
R IH  Relief 
Abortion CouncellinB 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6384388 
For Sale: 7Occ Honda motor 
bike. Also oil stove, drum 
stand and copper pipe. 
Phone 635.5044 (c4.9) 
For Sale: 22' Riverboat and 
trailer. Phone 635.5024 (p3- 
8) 
For Sale: Refridgerator, 
chord organ and bench, 
miniature white poodle, 
male, 1 year. 638-1720 (c3-6) 
4 AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctf) 
1 HItchil 8 track record deck, 
1 polaroid 440 camera 635- 
5979 (c3-8) 
For Sale: 2 - Ford engines, 1 
.300 CI 6 cyl. complete, 1 - 
2898 cyl. $75 takes both. You 
pick up. Also I portable zig- 
zag sewing machine with 
attachments $75 A-1 con- 
dillon. Call 638.1916 (p3.8) 
Aluminum Canopy to fit 
crewcab fully Insulated with 
roof vent. Phone 635.3032 or 
635.5572 (p10.9) 
Girl guide cookies for sale 
Phone 635.3260 or 635-3294 or 
635.7762 We will deliver. 
(p10-9) 
For sale: Hay shortage 
order now prime horse hay 
In the field or barn. Call 847- 
3165 To arrange for plc:kup 
time. 
Lay ing  ch ickens ,  
dehumidifier, eclining chair, 
2 radials and rims for V.W. 
van. Phone 635.5290 (cff) 
Hang Glider - Mev Let • 20' 
span Delta Wing. New 
centre spar. Good condition. 
847-2739 (c10.6) 
Willing to babysit 1 or 2 
children. Weekdays. Nice 
home with large fenced 
backyard. Phone 632-2807 
(c10-12) 
Caledonia student looking 
for part-time work. Will do 
odd lobs. Phone 635-2010 or 
else 638-1177, and leave a 
message. 
Cesepeake Bay Retrelver 
pups for sale. Phone eves 
846.5343 Telkwa. (c5-6) 
2 horses for sale. Also 2 
saddles. For further in- 
formation 635.7878 (o5-9) 
Free to good homes. 
Shepherd Samoydcross pups 
3721 Pine Ave. ThornhlU. 
(i)3-8) 
Ter race  Creat ive  
Playground 
Happening at Caledonia 
School Field July 4.14th 10:00 
a.m. to 4:00'p.m. Children of 
all ages are welcome to loin 
In at anY time during the 
summer at any of the 
locations. This is a free 
program. 
Next Playground Location: 
Uplands School Field July 
17th to 21st. 
Roller Disco: Friday, July 
14th at 8:00 p.m. to Midnight 
at the Terrace Arenu, cost 
$2.00 per person. 
Summer Soccer School: At 
Clarence Michlel School 
Field, July lOth to 14th from 
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Cost 
Is S15.00, payable at the 
Recreation Office In the 
Arena. Registration fee 
Includes expert instruction, 
a souvenir T.Shlrt and a 
soccer ball for each soccer 
player. For Boys and Glrls, 
age 6 to 16. 
Free Tennis Lessons for 
children begin Tuesday, July 
11th at the Terrace Tennis 
Courts at 9:00 a.m. Please 
register at the Recreation 
Office by calling 638.1174. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Dr. L. Hays Veterinarian 
formally of Terrace Vet. 
Hospital Is now located et 
4801 Highway 16 West next to 
Al & Mac for appointments 
call 635.2040 or 63.5-2844 (c20- 
11) 
Help Wanted: Bartender 
wanted. Here Is a great 
opportunity for a young men 
to learn th~ hotel I~uslnees.. 
No experience necessary. 
Monthly salary abo*ye union 
wages. Working hours from 
6 to 1:30 p.m. Set,day and 
Sunday off. For more In- 
formation phone Prince 
Rupert 624-6142 Ask for 
Frank or Peter (c5-9) 
Office Sales Position: Hours 
are N~Jeday to Friday. Some 
bookeeplng experience 
would be helpful Phone 635. 
~196 (c24) 
20' flbreglasS over plywood 
hull for sale. Asking $500 
F~none 635-9488 (~0-15) 
Small fibreglass sailboat for 
sale. Phone 798.2566 
(Lakelse Lake). (p5-9) 
D4D Cat winch blade and 
canopy. Good condition. 849. 
5459 (plO-9) 
Room for rent with kitchen 
facilities. Close to down- 
town. Phone 635.9593 (pl.6) 
Board and Room available 
Immediately Close to 
downtown. Phone 635.3482 
(p3.e) 
For Sale: 20" RCA color TV. For Rent: Cabin at Lakelse 
Excellent condition. Dish. Lake. East slde, water 
welsher. Like new. Organ access only. For the months 
with emphaslzer B&W TV of July and August. Phone 
635-2362 (A10.12) 798.2566 (p5-9) 
30" Range Beaffy Harvest 
Gd'd 1 yr. old, Rotlsary 
perfect working condtlon. 
A.~klng $215.00, phone 635. 
3706. (c5-8). 
Two fenders for Plymouth 
Valiant Duster In new 
condition. Going for only 
S100 Phone 635.2838 or 635- 
7937 What a deal. (c5-9) 
Good quality new hay for 
sale. $1.75 per bale picked up 
Phone 632.3022 (c5.9) 
Antique dining room set. 
Table 4 chairs end chine 
cabinet. Fair condition. 
Best offer Phone 632.S928 
(c3•7) 
Housefor Rent: 3 bedrooms. 
Close to town. Available. 
July 15 635./261 or 635.7318 
(c3.7) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom 
basement suite. Frldge and 
stove. 4706 Soucle. 635-3284 
(pl-6) 
For Rent: 1 . 2 bedroom 
suite. ~ Self contained, 
commercial rates. Phone 
638-8161 (c5.10) 
2 bedroom basement suite 
for rent. Frldge and stove. 
Specially for married 
couple. No pets. For In. 
formation call 635.4697 (p5.9) 
2 bedroom suite for rent. No 
pets, phone 635.2978 or view 
at 4738 Welsh. (c4-7) 
For rent: 3 bedroom un- 
furnished duplex, available 
August 1 638-8278 (c14-16) 
3 bedroom house In town, 
Pheasant ST., full basement, 
green house and garden, 
asking $4%000. Phone 635- 
7796 (p5-7). 
For Sale for owner .  S 
bedroom home. Most 
desirable location, com- 
pletely redecorated Inside 
plus al l  new expenslye 
carpets. Carport and sun- 
deck. Lovely feature wall 
and white fireplace in living 
room. Brand new natural 
gas heating and hot water, 
Large rec room with 
cablevision plug. Cash to 
Royal Bank 101/4 mortgage. 
Buyer could assume mot- 
tgage and save on appraisal 
fees. For more Information 
on this beautiful home phone 
635.5086 after 6 p.m. (p3.7) 
For Sale on Bench. By 
owner - Custom built house, 2 
fireplaces, 2 full baths, 
carport, and sundeck. 
Bonnet St. Phone 635.6905 
(10-11) 
3 bedroom home On 
Skoglund. Large garden 
areu) fully wired, party 
flnlst~M basement, enclosed 
garage, frldge, stove, drapes 
Included. 635-92T/(p5•22). 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinbhed.• WOod 
stove plus elechtc heal. $311 
I-bpl~e 635-9488 (plm iu115) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinished. Wood 
stove plus electric heat. 5211 
Hepple 635-9488 (plm Iul 10) 
House for sale. 3 bedroom 
bungalo, electric heat, 
garage with workshop, wall 
to wall carpet throughout, 
view at 51 Eagle. After S:00 
p.m. (c5-7). 
I For s. , . :  3 level - bench area. 4 year!l 
left at 101/4 percenql 
assumable mortgage. Mor~ 
Information 635-3320 after 
p.m. (pl0-1O) ] 
MovinB to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
ma~tatn, willl~ to rent or 
lease, ref~rencu, security 
deposit, mature family o~ 
three. Refer inquirice to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (ctf) 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school In Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and board rate S175 Per 
month. For further In. 
formation DIAL 635-7127 local 
19 (c20-20) 
Wanted: house to rent, 1 • 2 
bedrooms, preferrably 
basement, have dog and lots 
of plants. Reply Box 1180. 
care of The Herald, BOx 399e 
Terrace, B.C. (c5.7) 
1.Sacree. All year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded end 
nicely treed. One mile from 
town. Asking S11,900. Wrlte 
Box 714 Terrace. (c7.11) 
/5' by 100' lot on exactly 
water system In Thornhlll. 
Included all servlcee, water, 
hydr,, driveway, fenced 
yard. Open to offers. 635. 
4692 (c5.9) 
For Sale: 74 acres. 15 acres 
cleared, barn, small leg 
cabin. Approx. 4 miles out of 
Terrace, Old Lakelee Lk. Rd. 
Phone 842-SlM or $42.5316 
Interested parties only. (pS. 
10) 
t I 
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For Sale: Tool and 
Equipment Rental Business. 
Ideal business for 
mechanica l ly  included 
people. Showing excellent 
returns. For further in- 
formation phone 635-3038 
between 0.5:30 Man. to Sat. 
(p10-15) 
1969 Dodge V2 T PU, VO, 4 
speed trans, posl trac dif- 
ferential. New rear tires, 
spare parts, motor trans, 
etc. $1,000 or best offer. 635- 
5339 (ctf) 
1966 Jeep Wagoneer 2 WD 6 
cyl. auto, good condition. 
Asking $700 or best offer. 
Phone 635.6880 (pl-6) 
74 Charger VO, power 
steering and brakes, air 
conditioning. Low mileage 
635.7691 (p10.11) 
For sale, 1971 Ford Pinto, 
Excellent Condition. Asking 
~O0or best offer. Phone 635. 
5628. (p5-7) 
For Sale: 1974 Canary 
Yellow Pontiac Fireblrd. 
A super sports car and in 
excellent shape. $3,500. 
Phone 638.1507. (c-4.9). 
1977 Ford 150 window van, 1 
waywlndows, p.s., p.b., 3512 
captain chairs. Custom built 
and bench feet. Complete 
rust proofing and spray foam 
insulation. Luxuries ceiling 
to floor carpeting. Ice box, 
high output heater. Rear 
roofvent. 8,000 Call 632-3881 
(C5.9) 
1974 International V2 ton 4 
speed, radio, canopy, new 
fires, 37,000 milos, can view 
at 5116 Graham Ave., or call 
635.3564 or 635-6166 (1ruth 
Jll0.aul0) 
1975 Fireblrd, low mileage. 
Asking $4,000 Phone 632-6379 
(c5-9) 
1973 Ford F-100 PU auto, 
p.s., p.b., radials, dual tanks, 
low mileage, $2600 or best 
offer. Phone 635-6815 or view 
at 12.4625 Graham Ave. (p5- 
9) 
1975 Chev Manda 2x2 auto, 
ip.s.,' p.b., only 19,0'J0 miles. 
, Exce le~t...:shape.,... Radial 
tires and tach. Asking $3600 
or best offer. Phone 635.6815 
or view af 12.4625 Graham 
Avenue. (p5.9) 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $I00.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-510~ 
(ctf 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title Io1 on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhill. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635.7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom Deluxe 
mobile home. Would sell 
alone (to be moved) or with 
lot. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635.5605. 
(c.4,5,6) 
For Sale: 1968 10x36 Im- 
perial trailer. Comes fur- 
nished and is in good con- 
dition. Asking price $3,000 
phone 6~5-7860 (c10-9) 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer,* 
dishwasher, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635.3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 
12', 14', and 24' wide in ex- 
cellent condition. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase Includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you qualify we will fly 
you in at our expense. 
Hqrry I - These won't last I 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 437.4311 
Tar-Star 
Mobile Homes 
835 Granville 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z I K7 
(c10-6) 
For Sale: 12x~8 Estate 
Expando. 3 bedroom with 
8x12 addition. Few ap. 
pliances and fully carpeted. 
Set.up and skirted in town. 
Phone 635-7666 (p5-10) 
For Sale: 1968 Imperial 
Trailer 12x60' 3 bedrooms, 
setup at Sunny Hill Trailer 
Court, price $8,500 Phone 
635.2640 (pl-6) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom deluxe 
mobile home. Would sell 
alone (to be moved) or with 
lot. Must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. Phone 635.5605. 
(p3-8) 
60:::* TENDERS ".. 
For Sale: 12x60 Country 
Lane Mobile Home. 10x16 
lacy shack. Set up and 
skirted. In local trailer park. 
Phone 635-4994 (p5.9) 
One bedroom trailer for rent. 
Frldge and stove and table 
and chairs. Joey shack. $100 
a month. Westerhos 
Apartments. Nelson Road. 
New Remo. 635.6904 (c3.7) 
[56' Safeway doublewide. 
Includes all major ap. 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 
full bath, and fireplace. Sel 
up and fully skirted in 
cedar. View at No. 31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park 
Phone 635.9429. (cff) 
For .Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi-furnished 
Safewey trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$6,000 each. Call 636-2660 J. 
Hutchings, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (plm-10) 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage If nec. 
Phone 112-762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win. 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted in 
trailer court in town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 
even. (p10.Ju1) 
Recreation Vehicle for sale, 
15' travel trailer, excellent 
condition. $1200. Very firm, 
phone 632.2807 (e5-7) 
12x60 Leader A-1 condlt;on, 2 
bedrooms, newly carpeted, 
large Ilvlngroom with large 
custom built.In china cabinet 
and valance. Many extras. 
Set.up at the Terrace Trailer 
Court, any reasonable offer 
considered. (owner tran- 
sferred}, for information 
phone 635-~77 anytime. (p5- 
10) 
Gok~ Fa luts  J 
I 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the District Forester, 
Ministry of Foresfs, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
1. Contracf ST 1031-2-6 JS 
Located Nalbeeiah Creek 
Ranger District Kitimat 
Number of hectares 16.35 
Viewing date July 17, 1978, 
leaving Ranger Sfation at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submifflng a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
lenders is 3~30 p.m. July 28, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub. 
miffed on the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) indicated, or 
from the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepfed. 
(cs.9) 
I i: 1 Invitation to Tender 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Court House, Terrace, B.C, 
for Paving Parking Area will 
be received up to 3:00 p,m. 
local time the 3rd day of 
August, 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened In public at 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
Buildings Corporation 
4827 Kelth Ave. 
Terrace, B C. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 10 day of July 1970. 
Tenders mus.~ be filed on 
the forms provided, In 
sealed, clearly marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
espied. 
(1110,11) 
For Lease 
Retail and.or war'ehous( 
space centrally located s 
street level in Terrace. Ir 
total 4741 square feet 
Formerly used as equip 
ment sales and repair shop. ~ 
For complete information 
contact Pruden and Currie 
(1976) Ltd. 635-6142or write 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace. 
B.C. 
(JI1.Aul A) 
For Sale: Lionel hardtop 
tent trailer. C.W" frldge, 
stove, furnace, canopy, 
brakes. Best offer takes. 
Phone 635-3436 {p4.9) 
Recreation Vehicle for sale: 
15' travel trailer. Excellent 
condition $1200. Very firm. 
Phone 632-2807 (c5.9) 
22' River boat and trailer. 
Can vew at 5116 Graham 
Ave. or call 635.3564 or 635- 
6166 (jll0.aul0) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638.1121 (stf) 
14' travel trailer 1 year old 
used only 3 times, 3 way 
frldge, furnace, 3 burner 
stove, 2 way light in separate 
toilet, like new condition. 
phone 635-9404 (c10.13) 
8' Edson Camper for sale, 
1976 model, 3 way frldge, 
stove 632-7643. (c5.7). 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
Dlvorcel $100. plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised divorce over the 
phone . fastl Call Self. 
Counsel Services toll free 
112-800.663-3007. Chargex 
and Mastercha rge accepted. 
(4-13) 
I i " i " 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAIN-TING 
.Phone after 6: 
635.4094 ' 
SKETCHES HELP 
WASHINGTON' (AP) --  
Sketches made by police 
artists after talking to 
witnesses have helped put 
hundreds of criminals 
behind bars. Donald Cherry, 
police artist in the District of 
Columbia, says a good 
witnesa, under questioning, 
"can let the mind wander a 
l itt le to produce those 
fleeting memories of 
features, expressions and 
affections." 
THAT'S FISHY 
HAYWARD, Wis. (AP) --  
The National Fresh Water 
Fishing Hall of Fame will 
have a new building in the 
shape of a muskie rising 
from a pool of water. The 
glass-fibre, steel and con- 
crete structure will he 140 
feet 10ng and four storeys 
high and its open m0uth will 
serve as an observation 
platform looking into a 
display room, 
FAMILIES GROW BULBS 
AMSTERDAM (AP) --  
Bulb growing in the 
Netherlands stil is primarily 
a small, family-operated 
enterprise. In the bulb- 
growing distr icts ,  more 
thann80 per cent of the 
holdings are 12.4 acres or 
less. 
BURGERS TO GO 
HAMBURG, Germany 
(AP) - -  The hamburger is 
believed to have been in- 
spired by Tartar invaders 
inhabiting the Baltic region 
in the Middle Ages. Sailors 
from Hamburg, who saw the 
Tartars eating the raw, 
chopped meat, took the idea 
home. 
MEAT SHUNNED 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  The 
number of vegetarians has 
moge than tripled in the last 
five years, says William 
Manners, author of a 
vegetarian cookbook, Re 
says the reasons people 
become vegetarians indude 
peer pressure, environ- 
mental concerns, health, 
economics and increased 
interest in Eastern religions 
and ~n natural iving. 
COLDS ARE VIRUS 
Contrary to popular belief, 
the common cold is caused 
by a Virus, not by expmure to 
cold temperatures. 
" The volcanic region within the 
• m . B r i t i sh  Co lumbia  park, Southcr says; is Canada's JDiscover most out landingexampleOfvulcanism. 
A tlME] 'rhe provincial park and r¢cre- 
A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA ation area extends over 2,300 
Tips On Having More Fun ,,, square kllometms of the Tahltan 
How to increase your b-=- 
becuing pleasure? Here 
some tips from the Barbec 
Industry Association to~ 
your season aglow. 
Good grillmanship begi 
by knowing how to build 
even-burning charcoal fl 
Start by stacking the briqa~ 
in a~-pyramid. They'll lig 
faster this way because t
air can qcireulate around t 
briquets. 
Before you put the food 
your ehareo~ grill, he st 
you have a 'bed of ever 
burning coals, point out 
ports at the Barbecue ' 
dustry Association. It 
take about 20 to 40 minul 
for the coals to burn'to t 
right state. When they 
ready, they'll be covered wi 
a layer of grey ash during the 
daytime and turn a bright red 
at night. * **  
Here's a good energy saving 
tip. Remember that charcoal 
briquets are an additional fuel 
source. When you use them 
for cooking you'll be saving 
on supplies of gas and energy. 
Grilling outdoors in summer 
months will keep the house 
cooler meaning less work for 
air conditioners. 
• POPULATION RISES 
The American population 
has increased about nine 
times sineethe mid.1Oth 
century. 
GO ON A BINGE 
• A British travel firm offers 
a four.day holiday in Spain 
featuring free, unlimited 
drinking in a nearby har. 
WHAT'S GOING ON? 
When humans are alert 
and menially active they still 
are only 25 per cent aware of 
what various parts of their 
bodies are doing. 
GIVES YOU SHIVERS 
Goose pimples are a 
throwhaek to the time when 
man was a.  fur-bearing 
animal who could make his 
hair stand on end to keep 
himself warm. . 
Volcanic rater o, Mr. Edzizo. 
EDZIZA: CINDERS IN A WILDERNESS 
Highlands. 
The "Grand Canyon of the 
Stikine" (Rive0 and the town of 
Telegraph Creek bound the 
northwest. A four.lake chain-- 
Mowdade, Mowchilla, Kakiddi, 
and Nuttludemis on the east 
while the Mess Creek gorge, 
which exposes an 800-metre-deep 
cross-section of several million 
years of volcanic activity, hugs 
the western border. 
Across the park's south and 
through Raspberry Pass lie the 
remains of the trail-and-telegraph 
line built in the late 19th century. 
Some poles till stand but the line 
cabins, that once stood every 
32 kilometres, have almost 
disintegrated. 
The park encompasses anarea 
of isolated and unspoiled wilder- 
uess with extensive wildlife. 
Muunlain goats and sheep live 
year-round on the higher slopes. 
Grizzly bear. mountain caribou 
and moose may be seen at louver 
levels during the summer. 
Fishing includes rainbow trout. 
found in most of (he streams and 
rivers and in the larger lakes. 
The region's ruggedness nod 
remoteness are the reL~sons why 
there are t'cw visitors to this 
starkly beautiful area. 
Despite the fairy.tale names for 
the park's attractions, it is not for 
summer family picnics. It is for 
experienced hikers only. 
Summer is short. It may snow 
Provincial Park in BritishColum- years ago. It spread ash all over any day. There are no muds into 
bin's remote, northwestern the province's north, the park. And trails are rugged 
by Erich Hoyt comer. The eruption and the subse- and may be over-grown. All 
In the local Tahltan dialect, quent lava flows piled up around supplies must be carried with you 
Luminescent orange, red, Edziza mem,s "cinders". Edziza Peak in a plateau over and once you're there, you're on 
bmwn, black and even purple, Edziza Peak is a stately volcano 1,500 metres high. 16 kilometres your own. 
vertical stripes run down the in Canada's ole volcanic park. wide, and 40 kilometres long. Visitors can catch a regular 
smooth, steep slopes of the 2,- Volcanoes in British Colum- Today. Mount Edziza is charter flight out of Terrace or 
000-metre-high mountains, ap- bia? Yes. Even the colorful, inactive. ' Smithers th~,t lands on nearby 
propriately named Spectrum fairy-talenamesseemtobelongto Jack Souther, a vulcanologist Eddontenajon Lake. at Iskut vii- 
Range. some remote, tropical setting, with the Geological survey of lake. From there it is a several- 
Snow and glacial ice, etched These names attempt o de- Canada who has studied volcanic day hike to the park's north. Float 
from the top to bottom, complete scribe the volcanic setting's stark action in the area since 1956. planes cot~ld also be hired Io land 
these peaks' fairy-talc-like ap- beauty, however, says volcanic activity on one of the four lakes that lie 
pearance. The spectacular coloring of the occurred on Edziza's north side along the recreational rea's east- 
North from the Spectrums are Spectrum Range and other areas 1,400 years ago and more recent urn boundary, only a day's hike to 
the Coffee and Cocoa Craters and in the park is a surface-rock eruptions may have taken place the timber-line and the central 
Eve Cone. phenomenon caused by molten just over a century ago. volcanic areas. 
The Raspberry Pass separates magma combining with dissolved Tahltan and Tsimshian Indian For more information, contact 
them from the Spectrums. mineral salts, stories describe these recent the provincial parks branch. 
Andstandingoutincentrefield The magma and the 30-odd eruptions and Souther has been One last note: the Mount 
is the magnificent Edziza Peak, lava-and-cinder cones a¢ the re- able to verify them through car- Edziza Provincial Park is one of 
2,797 metres high, the natural mains of a gigantic, catastrophic bon testsontreesandothermate- British Columbia's unspoiled 
focal point of the Mount Edziza eruption that occurred a million rialdestroyed by the volcanic ash. wonders. Please keep it that way! 
boasts a paddle with nearly 
800 parts. 
This is the Museum Train's 
fourth year of steaming ex: TOUR,ISTALK 
FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA hibitsthroughouttheprovince; 
last year over 90,000 people 
toured its galleries. New this 
ALL STEAMED UP year is a special exhiblt coach, 
the "Nootka Sound", contain- 
By Shirley Guth ing a Captain Cook bicenten- 
nial display. 
July 10.16 in operation a generation ago. Listen for the steam whistle 
The Kootenay's romantic "He's not stylish", comments in the Kootenays this summer; 
past catches up with her this Robert Turner, assistant cur- it signals another Museum 
summer, when an old flame ator."But he's black, imposing Train of events. Steam is on 
comes calling. Chances are, he and business-like.? its way back for a visit-and 
will be rekindling some fond C.P.R. 3716-that's pro- that's an iron-clad promise. 
memories, nounced 37-16 in 'reading 
The flame is the one still language-was built in 1912 
burning strong in the brick- for about $19,000 and restored BOTTOMS UPn 
lined heart of 3716, a turn-of- for $300,000 in 1974 when Cans of Soul brand beer, 
the-century, steam, freight boilermakers came out of re- brewed in Los Angeles, 
locomotive that once pulled tirement o lovingly rebuild brought $~S from beer can 
his weight in the Kootenays the huge machine. Now, like collectors besause of a false • 
and all over B.C. his kissing cousin the "Royal rumor that riots had 
Sidetracked into retirement Hudson", 3716 is one of the destroyed the brewery, n 
for 25 years, he has been pain- most carefully maintained REPLACE WORMS 
Since earthworms don't 
stakingly restored and given a steam locomotives in North live in the arid soil of 
new lease on life as head of America. Africa's savannas, termites 
B.C.'stravellingMuseumTrain. "lnfact, if there is a eriticism enrich the s011 by recycling 
And these days, he's an on- of 3716," smiles Turner, "it's dead woodg matter. 
gins with a one-track mind-- that he's too clean, The QUEEN CONTROLS 
to revisit the Kootenays and polished glossy black is diffi- A termite society is total- 
tell the story of steam in B.C. culttophotograph undersunny itorian and controlled by a 
Until August, he will be conditions." single matriarch, the queen. 
i 
KEEPS FAMILY COVERED 2,500 MILES 
TOGETHER At its peak the Inca empire 
The Japanese wash before stretched 2,500 miles acr0us 
entering the bathtub, then South America from central 
use the tub for a family get- Chile into southern 
together. Columbia. 
INDEPENDENTSERVICESTATION 
OR 
GASBAROWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOURINDEPENDENCE. 
If you are in or thinking of gaffing Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(eft-T) 
rumbling into over a dozen Onboard the train's exhibit 
towns, historic rolling stock in coaches, a friendly crew of 
tow, with exhibits, movies, live young guides answers ques- 
steam demonstrations- all de- tions about steam-age artifacts, 
picting B,C.'s "Age of Steam". photographs and documents 
A whistle blast means "web on display. A movie car, out- 
come aboard" to tour a world fitted with theatre seats, trans- 
when steam was king in B.C. ports "passengers" to an era 
A vintage steam donkey and of old-time logging and steam- 
Climax logging locomotive are ship travel. 
among the iron memories from And model-building buffs ' 
the 1830'sto 1950 s when steam will find plenty of inspiration 
power was the muscle behind on this trip: one HO scale dio- 
B.C.'s industries, rama highlights a hand-built 
And right up front, the E& N four-carpassenger train 
broad-shouldered roustabout by renowned model builder 
3716, typifying the no-frills Gib Kennedy,: A scale model 
freight Ioco most people saw of the sternwheeler "Moyie" 
Do It Now 
,,~ 26" x 16" 
1= ,h... o . -  3.76 
Suitable for roofing 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terraoe 
Yourlndividual 
Heroscope 
f rances  Drake- -  - ' "  
Oms word By ,ge,,e • 
ACROSS 41 Former 59 Impudent 11 Soaks flax 
1 Desert in Russian talk (colloq.) 16 Actor 
Asia ruler DOWN Wallach 
5 Surpass 43 Sucking 1 Crazy (slang) 20 Bakery 
~.What kind of day will 
t~w be? To find out what 
tlm stars ay, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
ARIES 
=l to Apr..)T  
A day of mlrl~[mm! Not only 
will someone you've helped in 
the pant return the favor but un 
added bonus "thrown in" will 
delight you. 
TAURUS t._J ~--.-~ 
(Ap~. =, to May u) o~¢,  
A good day for mmet~ 
affairs. Outlook especially 
favorable ffyou are p i ing  to 
~u=h lone-rang_eva,urea. 
(May 22 to June 21) 111[ 
One of those days when your 
innate directn~s will not en- 
tirely pay off. If you need a 
f•vor, use • subtle and 
Usa _g~aU~__amproac~. 
CANCER 
( june  = to J~y  =) Oe: )  
Accent is on family 
reintlunslflim now. In fact, a' 
parent or staler ~l lve  could 
give you some Idgldy welcome 
encouragment; perhal~ even 
financial b~lp. 
LEO 
. to  Aug. 
A good spot  for your 
.aggrms ivene , ,  your Ingenuity 
and boundless ambitions, us 
use them for sound purpose. 
(Aug. 24 to 
Weighty matters will require 
much thought new; also a great 
SAGrrrARIUS _~r 
(~v. = to Dec. ~.l) XWrP" 
"ralg over controversial Issues 
in a businesslike, objective 
fashion, not permitting per. 
sonblittco to entre" the fray. Pay 
no at, ration to those who dL~nt 
on "geaer|d prlndple." 17 Weight 
CAPRICORN "~J@ allowance 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 26) 13 Russian 
You won't find any hiding union 
place for your problems, o you " 
might Just as well face up to 19 Phases 
themandworkthemout. B do 21Lateral 
so in a relaxed manner and with boundary 
no anxiety. ' 24 Fuss 
AQUARIUS ~/~ 25 Insects 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
You may b¢ up against some 30 Pronoun 
unusual competition in your 
field, ~o keep your eye on the 
balL With your fine intelligence, 
you should find ways to outrun 
tbe best. 
PISCES ~)H~ 37 Fish (music) 
(Feb. 20to Mar. 
Some misleading influences. 
Take all "inside information" 
and "sure tips" with the 
proverbial grain of salt. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with a magnetic 
personality, tr~nendous energy 
and a lively imagination. The 
lunar influences which govern 
your We also bestow upon you 
an intense idealism and make 
you an outstanding 
humanitar ian,  You are, 
however, a paradoxical com- 
bins,ion of self-assert/on and 
timidity -- the former in your 
dealihgs with family and loved 
ones, with whom you insist on 
being "hoso"; the latter in 
career situations, where you 43 4=t 
incline to underestimate your 
abilities and require constant 
2 Sharif 
46 Apportioned 3 -- Parks 
cards 4 American -
painter 
particle 5 Auto 
6 Pub drink 
15 Collected keeper 7 Cushions 
54 Food fish 8 Inward 
55 High note 9 Carved 
56 Observe waterspout 
57 Caesar, et al. 10 Fencing 
Indistinct sword 
Avg. solution time: 26 min. 
; P A S IT I  I E iC i /~P lE I  
HI I I~ IE iA i~AiO IV IE I~ I  
A ]L iA I~ i~AI~iL ]E IN IE I  
Neat-- pin [E]N~ISIBIE IL iK IN[E lWl  
34 Wide awake iA [N iN iTD i~I IS i l  IGJNISI 
Ignited, IP[~S!T!HiUI~Oi u S i  
~ Thrico i i :}[~IEiL~]EiS[UI~]FI 
i~i I ID iS I~iE ID iGIL IE[E I  
38 Soccer star ~-3I 
39 High card Answer to yastorday'a puzde, 
' ' r l  r, I '  
- I  I~  I i I' 17 
" 
56 ~ 3S 
NN - 
8 River to the fish 
Elba 
12 So It is! 
13 Wing ' 50 Minute 
14 Bask of 
the neck 51 Grounds 
II 
product 
22 -- Evans 
23 Turn inside 
oat 
25 Flying 
mammal  
26 Employ 
27 Style of 
type 
29 Love god 
31 Lubricate 
32 Indtan 
34 Maple genus 
38 Makes sleek 
40 Uncenseious 
states 
42 Append 
43 Rodenis 
44 Needle case 
45 Old 
47 Wild ox 
48 Leases 
49 Very (Fr.) 
52 Fourth 
caliph 
53 Aries 
I g tO II 
I 
@N 
J 
30 51 $2 
35 
48 49 
[4,-,,k,,', UKELSE eunmov 0, . , , .  
|and  prompt prescription sermces ' " J  
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the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN.  By Start Lee and  John Remi ts  
- -  " ~2: :  _=-'~"~'--'--'--'--'--'--'--'--'--~-~'."? 2~- - - -~- - :  - . . . . . . . .  " 
CATF ISH byeo eou , 
. 2.. - -~  N'L~SSe~, I~, -~- ' - - - - - - - -~- - -~ 
!; I t tOr I 
' ~ ~ F-CE~ON'/.'T- X . 
• YO0 8E re  . X 
deal of patience. Don't try to 
rush things through. Neither 
fear failure. Stress your innate 
LIBRA 
(sept. u to oct. =) .n.~ =~ 
Not • good day f0¢ trying to 
push pet soh~en; for taking 
the initiative gravelly. Con- 
.castrate. on mutlne activities. 
scom,,o 
(Oct. 24 to Nov, 22) 
Achievement will be largely 
up to yourself now, You won't 
have too much planetary help, 
but YOU can light the fires Of 
enthusiasm and good will. 
belstaring of your confidence. 
Unusually varsattie, there are 
many fields in which you could 
succeed -- depending on your 
inclinations and education, of 
course. Outstanding among 
them: science, art, the law, 
medicine, music, invention and 
the theater. Once having ained 
faith in yourself, no heights will 
be inaccessible to you. Blr- 
thdate of: Henry D. Thoreau, 
naturalist; Van Cllburn, 
pianist; Andrew Wyeth, noted 
Amer. painter; Oscar Ham- 
merstein II, musieal im- 
pressarie; Milton Berle, 
comedian. 
@1978 King Features Syndicate. Inc. 
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CRYPTOQUIP  
KVFUY IUPGF IKVZZ 
IUPGFVKR 
o I ~'; ' . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• i 
i59[ J ~////// ...................................................................................... ;,-/ 
5.3, HTI']J "t'r ,BAuJ  
s oP AT REDS BII, LIARDS  
, . bj0y Bnlluards? I ns  Rod's Bnllards . , 
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~_~2~ 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- SUNNY DAYS ADD VERVE TO 
VACATION CRUISE. 
{~19T8 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Today's Cryptoqulp due: Z equals L
~lm Cryptoqulp isa simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is •ecempUshed bytrial and error. 
secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. 
Are your problems toe heavy to beadle slone?'Let AbLy 
.help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: AbLy: 
Boz 69700, Los Angeles, CaW. 90069. Enclose • stamped, 
self.addressed nvelope• 
• . 
DEAR ABBY: I don't know which way to turn. My 
husband started having a cocktail before dinner every 
TIH~ WIZARD OF ID 
~'eU tt4t4~ TH~ ~+.H~:~ t4gt~ 
ql~' 
] 1 ~.~ 
by Brltat parker  and Johnny hart  
night. Then it was two. Then doubles. N•w,  he sometimes , , 
Now he has taken to drinking on weekends, and if I say 
, . .  . ,  • A - -  anything to him about it, he becomes hostile and even ~t 
| l r 'Q  Pd l~ |~ l~f l l~f  . t~rY~l l~  •busive. He never used to be this way, Abby, When he _ ~. , ' 
i l k  V I 1 V  Ib iV I  I l k~ i  V I  I BH I  • t sobers up and I tell him what he h•s said and done, he can t 
- - - .  m A ,  . .  ' believe it, Then he begs me to forgive him and promises it ~ T ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  " ~  ~ ? 
[ ( '~  . t ,~rn l [ '~ ' /~_  [ ~] ( ' l~[r /~.TT/~. . t~ won't ever happen again. But it does. 
- -~"  "~ '  ! , v ,  . v  v ,  ~ .~.v , ,~vv  I've suggested Alcoholics Anonymous, but he insists he /~ 
, isn't an alouholie. It's • mystery to me h•w he can function 
• so we. in his b.sineas. I "  '(f P - By Ab=ga=l Van Buren  When he'e not drinking I couldn't want a more / " 
o IsrsbyChlc~o Tribune.N.Y. New,aynd. Inc, wonderful, loving, caring, consider•to husband, but his " 
- personality changes completely when he drinks. - . . . .  7, 4 | ~ . ~ ~ ~-~- -_  . . . . .  
How can I help him, AbLy? He s getting worse. 
DESPERATE WIFE 
DEAR READERS: If statistics on amoldng bore you, ' ' DOONESBURY by Garry T r t~au 
sld t ld•  co lumn ' D 
u . , .  ~= ~ . . . . ,  ,.r , kM.  =h, .  , -~ke  *,~le~, beean EAR WIFE :  I recent ly  came upon • wonder fu l  l i t t le 
u ,..m... ,I. . . . . .  # 91 a .a  an . . . .  + ~f ,-,-rent ,N~..=...~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ =  , ~ ' I ~  f /~B~A ! 
emoxers were nansen ny me ume me~, • e • - t . .  , t . .  t . . .~  "~n-  l ' v -  -ver r-ad -~'-"" how "~ d-a l  w "~- - /~AG~tIP#2~ I~,6-- . - -  1QAn . .A  1Q~TA ~lk= n..mlm~ nf *==n ann smnkere =m .u= ..=or tm s © ,~ ~ a,Nu. ~. = .u  a 77/A~ 
, . . . .  .z I.. ~ . . . . .  " ~'^-- q --m=^n to 4 5 mlili•n drinldng pr•ble (yours, th t o so eo e you care for). 
mr©men .~, w t'~ . . . .  - -  . . . . . . . .  Write to  i I]IL   i liIHIIL.   L/ I I I ~ '  
Sin= 1968, the percentage •f teen.age girls who smoke OPERATION CORK Ill IIIIIIIL / ,, ' , 
Every day, 4,000 teenagers become dg~ette  smokers, c~ - nmr_,~ C ALIF a~ino 
There are •plPrOXlm•tely 100,000 ehildr0n unde the age ~=~. ~M ,I.. , .~==,  o.a ..t . . . . . .  ~]-== ¢1 *- h-l.. ~-~.o~ 
• f 13 who smoke regularly, ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =" . . . . . . . . . . .  , ~ w . . . .  = v. _. , . .  • . . . . . . . .  • - -~ . . . .  ~-  -~blin" em^kes a the cost of publishing and mailing, If you can t afford $I, 
u at  ,©u~, uu~ ~mvu~,  HU VU~ v Juv= m~, l i  v , ~.k . . . .  ill .on.= ~.., *he booklet em..-,av ITbe., m'e - 
teenager is four. time• as likely to smoke than If neither .~-7  ~.  ~=.=~'7 .=~.%~;  ~ " ~"  "' ~ " " 
did - - -w- , ,=-  - -w .=.*=- , ,= , ,  • 
In 1975 alone, they sprat $14 billion •n 620 billion Y ~ ' ' 
Eighty perceat •f  all •dult smokers would like to qult. ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
1'. zeg~ .lu.zt aK n~r,~L~nt nfU S nhv, ddaun smoked Bv t~J~An AUra%: we nave receives an invitation to pn 
. . . .  , . . . . . .  r . . . . .  r . - -  ' " ' r ri thr t~g .,.~. ~1 w.~-nt  of nhwldem• smoked anniversary celebratmn fo 25 years of mar age-to ee .ever ,  v ~  g -~-~ r ~-  ' . • * • 
~_ ,~.. ~..~;'.a ~,o,~o .qo .~rcent of adult males and 29 different wwesl  The f irst Is deeeaned, the second divorced 
. .%. 'a t  ° n~d'%~t~e'~m~e;"~mPok• danrettea and the third is the present wife. The invitation roads: 
r -~ ,~- ; .~  n~lllTan-~onle ~•ne •ut Of every six Americans "Don't try to unders tandme- jus t  love me," ------......~e[~'fl I f f¢~/~AI1  
a l i ve '~:  t will ~e ~eara earlier than'they otberwlan What is your opinion of this type of celebration? 
" '  " " PUZZLED 
Cigarette moldag  was implicated In more than 320,000 __ .  . . . . . . . . .  
a , , ,h .  ~. 1977 U~:An ru~'4,e~u:  your friend wants to celebrate the 
"~m,'~°~,~rfn ~ of women who smoke durina nrenanev  total number of years he has been married, th•~'• Iris 
. .~ ,  Ik~ atlllkmt-n r develonmentnllv de • t bee~ue of privilege. But .it san t be properly cone dared a 25th fld n 
~.'~."~...'"~..-T ~=-~'~,-~mn~l~ln--a . . . . . . .  = . . . . . . .  wedding zmiv~rsary" unless all the 25 years of marriage 
"~- - ; ;~ l~e ' ;~-hav ' -e -°~own th•t babies absorb were spent w.i.th the _,sine spouse. . . . . .  , . . 
~icoUne before bk/h, with de= •ffeeto n thehr eapl rat l•n. .~ you Jove re.m, oon ¢ try m unaerstann ms;  •e s just 
and other vital  signs, oomg ms own mmg. 
I have learned from talking with heavy stokers who are 
so severely hooked that they have given up trying to quit, 
that they started making when they were teenagers ~ 
~..causo it made them feel "bla" and ~own.•p And even DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are middie-ag0d and 
-';.'~ . . . .  t-- ,  . . . .  ~= . . . . . .  ]~o,-~ '~-Mnflrm'the theerv we're watching our weight, We do all right at home, but 
thetmoldngcantr lbutestocancer nd  hearttroub!e, they our U'OUDIO8 .De~ w n, en were .gas.eta. ,m ~ L, eOB e8 
~,a . , . . . .u  . . . .  • to -nit  because ~m•blna"relaxed them. nome-especlauy wnen may serve numugnt sneeze mrs  
-~th=~; ;~ ~y 'co~f l~ued to smoke-~cauen every time ca~'ds, etc,_ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
the" - - I t  the" -ained we~-ht " we count our cm•r|es au wee~, anu men me nosmss 
• puts all thls stuffon the table and uehes ~t •nto •ur plates, 
Mcotine habit, They range =11 the way from hypno~ , , , , .  ^ , ~^.,,  . . ,  =. Tqt I. . . . .  *~ *h.~., ;t  ~,,~.~" 
, . . . .  I . , .  ,,W,,, .*tm,AI ,s '*=tn,  amnkltn~ c]inlce" where • iar ,- w,,- -,,.. - ==, .-, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
m~. . .S . , - -w .e . - -u~as  =wF- - - -  o . r I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ We have come home stuffed and uncomfo tab e because costAl•lag • ]~ olamnan |nnge ounsmm¢ TM uy ~ r  auu . . . . . .  u - , .  - - .  -..= -~ - . . - -  . , .  ~ .  ^" ' " lv 'a  "Newr 
, __ J , _ .~  ,_ , L . . .  wh• have "tried ever ~| ' j " "  the again, but the next weekend nt s the same story. Any 
II tt I:IUIS~DblUIIO| best way to quit is eold turkey. , KICKING OURSELVES IN HINSDALE I t  s never too inte to quit, But this is • plea to tho~ of 
you out there who do ant smoke. Pkuae, please don't start. ~, 
I f  not for your own sake, for the unke • f  those you'love sad n l~n uw,  umn,  n , , , , ,  ~,~ . . . . . . . .  ~,,=~==. ,r.n ~,., , ,  "F~rget the |acelift. I Ihlnk weqJ try Iowedng thsoe who love y•u. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '1'.ve aes i r  heard of ~ntovsn l .  You sure you 
• ~ advance that you're dieting and ask her to pleMe have, ckm't mean 'Flunky Monkey end your body." 
• some carrots, celery or fresh fruit for you to nibble on, (Or the F l~ke~7"  
P.M. All the above statlstlce were provided by Lear• A. you could bring your own.) No one Is forced to eat anything 
1MBlier, sped81 assistant to Secretary Jcaeph Ca'irene, the he doesn't want, 
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Teaching traumatic in the north 
FROBISHER BAY, 
N.W.T. (CP) -- Teaching in 
this community 2,250 
kilometres (1,400 miles) 
north of Toronto can be a 
traumatic experience for 
both teacher and student. 
"How long are you going to 
stay?" is a question often 
asked of a new teacher by 
the children. 
One of the I~iggest 
problems is high turnover. 
But teachers are staying 
longer now than they did 
before, The average used to 
be one to two years; now it's 
three to four. 
A teacher from southern 
Canada is transplanted into 
a classroom with 30 children 
whe speak another language 
and come from an alien 
culture. 
One teacher complained of
the problems of teaching 
continuity to ehlldrea who 
are brought up to take things 
one day at a time. 
"You teach them two and 
two make four," she said. 
"But you can't get across the 
idea that they have to 
remember this tomorrow. 
You need to remember it in 
order to get on to two anti 
four makes ix. Instead, yot~ 
have to repeat the same 
thing over and over again." 
BREEDS DISCONTENT 
The root of the problem 
lies in the fact that until" 
three years ago there was no 
comprehensive program for 
Eskimo children in 
Frobisher Bay. As town 
councillor Bryan Pearson 
put it: 
"You can imagine a five- 
year-old Eskimo kid walking 
into a classroom where the 
white teacher can't cam•u- 
nicate. That's where the 
sesds of discontent are sown, 
"They figure something is
wrong. Ry the time they 
grow up, they know 
something is really wrong." 
Bob Carson, principal of 
Nakasuk elementary school, 
pointed to the school's ~
language and culture 
program, introduced three 
years ago, as an indication of 
changing attitudes. An 
Eskimo teacher has been 
added to the staff. 
Efforts have been made to 
improve parent-teacher 
relations through a com. 
sanity liaison officer and 
interpreters recruited to 
help parents decipher report 
cards. 
But Carson said there still 
is a long way to go. 
"You heve to remember 
education has been in Baffin 
Island for only 20 years." 
FEW WENT TO SCHOOL 
More then half the parents 
have never gone to school 
and it is difficult o explain to 
them how their children are 
progressing and the ex- 
pectations placed upon them 
in the classroom. 
"Parents want to know 
whether their child has been 
good or had. They are con- 
cerned about his behavior. 
But they don't understand 
the sequence of mastering 
academic skills." 
Strisgent union 
regulations make it difficult 
for natives to break into the 
teaching profession, said 
Malcolm Farrow, principal 
of the Gordon Rohertson 
Education Centre. There 
would be more Eskimo 
teachers ff four years of 
university were not 
required. Not many Eskimo children 
Attendance, too, is a graduate, he said. This year, 
problem. "It's more of a two will receive their Grade 
drop-in than a drop-out 12 diplomas. Out of the 250 
problem," Farrow said. highechoolstudents, about65 
"When it's nice outside, the per cent are Eskimo. 
kids want to play all night or "What we're trying to do is 
go off on their snowmobiles, to give a white education and 
There is no pressure from maintain the culture," said 
the parents to go to bed and Farrow. "We try to be all 
t - -  " then to school the Rex uay. things for all people." 
Class size 
not important 
GUELPH, Ont. (CP) -- students prefer to learn in 
Personal instruction no thisway." 
longer is dependent on small Twelve week.long modules 
class size, say members of of course material are 
the physics department of treated in a written study 
.University of Guelph. guide, which serves as the 
Instructor Ernest Me- backbone of this teaching 
Farland and Professors Jim system. The guide states the 
Hunt and Ross Hallett have objectives of each module, 
introduced a new system of indicates where to find the 
teaching in an introductory necessary information, illus- 
biophysics course that gives trates the solutions to text- 
individual attention to about book problems and provides 
2,000 students in a year. the student with a practice 
The new system an- test. 
courages tudents to learn When one section of the 
all they can on their own but guide has been learned, the 
features a mechanism :for student goes on to the study 
pinpointing an individual's room and writes a diagnostic 
wenknesses.Instruetorsgive quiz. It is immediately 
attention only where it is marked by an instructor, 
needed and each student who determines the 
progresses athis or her own student's weaknesses and 
rate. suggests ways to remedy 
"Surveys have shown that them. This is where the 
students pick up good study individual attention is 
habits from this sort of provided. 
system, a benefit o them in 
all their studies," said After further study, oneor 
McFarland. "Our two new quizzes may be tried 
questionnaire also indicates before a final mark for the 
that five of every six module isdetermined. 
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Ronnies 
II " -  
The Unwanteo 
cont. 
cont. 
cont. 
'Dick 
~tt  
10 =,m, to § p,m, 
Jean Price is. 
Cannes Right 
Definitio n Love of 
Definition Life-News 
Kareen's Young & the 
Yoga Restless 
It's Your Search for 
Move Tomorrow 
[ 
Noon E~,ewi~ess 
News News 
Movie As the 
Mntir~ World 
Starsky & 
Hutch Can't 
cont. Guiding 
cont. Light 
Another Guiding 
World Light 
Another All in 
Wor!d ,, the Family 
Alan Dinshl 
Dinahl Ha•el • 
Alan Can't 
Hamel Can't 
Lucy Se~Lme 
Show Street 
Emergancy Sesame 
Emergouev Street 
mimm=mmmmmmlm-,'-='=mmmm=mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmnmmmimmmH~ 
l _, 
e 
i882  ,-" 
[] • 
i ' °°i .i [ ]  
• 40 CHANNEL o Switchable automatic noise l imiter _H [] m 
• andblanker. ' " [] 
=_ 2-WAY CB RADIO [] 
; ~ ~ A A D Controls for squelch, RF gain and B 
m IBR IB  ~ U U Delta tuning. [] 
B a " U U ~ ~ n Modulation and transmitting lamps.: 
• " ' ,n  
i V V  r"l PA/CB Switch. if_. 
& i l l l l l l l i i lm l l l l l l l l l lm l l  lnlmilliilllllll'llimBlllilllll 
6ordon and Anderson Lid. 
~ Store Hours: 
Tues. Sat. 9a.m.-5.30p.m, 
Friday 9a.m.-9p.m. 
OLOSED MONDAY . 
i :  EqtT¢l~.~ 
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N I  
r . •  
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Principals Message 
There are many 
strengths that you, the 
graduating class of 1978 
have, but there is none so 
important as the sense of 
commitment you have 
revealed. These past 12 
years have been a myriad 
of clubs and soci~ 
events, athletics and 
classes. The, unifying 
feature in all this variety 
however, has been a 
sense of purpose and 
commitment. The 
pursuit of excellence in 
technology, in scholar- 
ship, in sports and in fine 
mrs is only maintained 
by commitment. Your 
you a sense of direction 
and insisting you 
maintain it, your 
teachers have guided it, 
but now you will control 
it. 
A sense of commitment 
to your job is a satisfying 
thing, and a commitment 
to your family or ideals is 
an inspiring thing. ~tf.you 
can maintain a sense of 
personal committment in 
the future, your lives will 
be filled with direction 
and satisfaction. Can you 
ask for much more out of 
life? 
W.L. Sturn 
parents began by giving 
To the Graduates of 
1978 
In writing a message to 
you, the "Graduates of 
1978", l.would like to 
congratulate you on 
achieving the right ' to 
participate in the 
graduation ceremony. 
Most of you have done 
your best and are to be 
commended for your ef- 
forts. You will soon be 
beginning experiences in
the working world or in 
post-secondary education 
and I look forwardwith 
anticipation to the con- 
tributions you will make 
to the community. 
Whereas I question 
myself as to what right 
one person has to give 
omnipotent advice to an 
individual, much less a 
group such as yourselves, 
with your different 
abilities, biases, at- 
titudes, and interests, I 
would like to make a 
request of you. 
This request concerns 
the problem of the for- 
mation of derogatory 
generalizations towards 
individuals or groups of 
individuals which are 
opinions without proof or 
competent evidence. 
You have knowledge, 
you have the research 
and communication skills 
to attain further 
knowledge: use these 
abilities to collect ob- 
jective facts rather than 
accepting and per- 
petuating unreasonable 
and harmful judgements 
• against others. 
It is my hope that as 
you continue your 
education, or begin 
working in the com- 
munity, you will not 
become prejudiced or a 
prejudicing force without 
proof or valid evidence. 
Thank you for the 
opportunity of writing 
this brief message to the 
"Grads of 1978". 
The best of tomorrow to 
• all ofyou. 
Yours sincerely, 
F.M. Hamilton 
District Superintendent 
of Schools 
often the result of 
prejudice; the forming of' 
usually unfavourable 
IN MEMORIAM 
John E. Bastin, the students of Caledonia 
principal of Caledonia for remember him and miss 
8 years, died September him. 
12, 1977. The staff and 
Good Luck 
& 
Best 
Wishes, 
from 
Ron & Staff, 
at 
Canada Propa 
Gas & Oil Lt~ 
4616 Koith 636-2920 
Skip Bergsma 
Guest Speaker 
Greetings from 
Department of Education 
b 
We wish 
you 
appiness 
k 
SUCCESS 
3223 EMERSON 636-6119 
Terrace Chrysler 
Ltd. 
Congrmdat/ons 
(~rads 
4916W. Hwl. 16 
TERRAOE 
78 
636-6960 
Moot original dress, 
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" 9th ANNUAL 
CALEDONIA AWARDS DAY 
Thursday, 29th Jane, 1978' 
10:30 at Caledonia'Gym 
Chairman: W.L. Sturn, Principal 
Programme 
1. Chairman's Remarks 
2. Course Awards, 
3. Athletic Awards .., 
4. A. Little Theatre Awards 
...B Musicianship Awards 
5. Programme Awards. 
6. Scholarships " " 
7. Rotary Shield for Social Responsibility 
8. Caledonia Outstanding Student Awards 
• " Acknowledgements . 
The Caledonia Awards Committee is grateful to the following groups and in- 
dividuals for their financial assistance: 
Course and Pregramme Awards: 
All Seasons Sporting Go~ds 
Albert & McCaffery Ltd. 
The Bauk of Montreal. 
Carson Motorways 
Crampten &Brown 
~ar land  Tire Service Lkl. 
E~erson Medical Clinic- 
Finning Tractor & Equipment Co. Ltd. 
Gim's Restaurant L d. 
Highe Surveys Ltd. 
Ka'Lum Motel 
Ken's Photo Studio Ltd. ' 
H. Lehmaun Jewellers Ltd. 
• Dr. V.A. Lepp " 
The News Advertiser 
Omineca Building Supplies Ltd. 
Overwaitea Foods 
Okanagan Helicopters'Ltd. 
R. & H. Drive-Ins Ltd. (Dog'N Suds) 
Murdech R. Robertson 
' Wirtl Construction Ltd. 
Royal Bank of Canada 
Skeena Auto Metal Shop Ltd. 
- Skeena Broadcasters 
Skoglund Logging Ltd. 
Spud's Custom Upholstering 
D.W. Strangway, M.D. 
Straw's Machine Shop -
Sundance Ski & Sports Ltd. 
Telkwa Roofing & Sheet Metal LTd. 
Terrace District Teachers' Association 
Terrace Drugs Ltd. 
Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
Terrace International Truck & Equipment L d. 
• Terrace Rotary Club 
Terrace Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
Time Cleaners & Laundry Ltd. 
Traders Group Ltd. 
• Keith H. Tucker 
Turkey Holdings 
Twinriver Timber Ltd. 
Scholarships: 
Caledonia Science Teachers 
Kinsmen Club 
Loyal Order of Moose 
Mills Memorial Hospital Medical Staff 
Hans G. Muehle 
Terrace &'District Arts Council 
Terrace& District Credit Union 
Terrace Co.operative Association 
Terrace District Teachers' Association 
Terrace Hotel 
Caledonia Principal's Report 
by 
• , . .Bill Sturn, Principal . 
Caledonia, in its ninth year of operation, offers more than ninety distinct 
courses in the following subject areas: Art, Business Educ~ttion, Drafting, 
Drama, English, French, Graphic Communications, Home Economics, In- 
dustrial Education, Mathematics, and Computer Science, Music, Physical 
Education, the Sciences, History-Geography-Sociology in Social Studies• 
Students have a wide variety of extra-curricular ctivities from which to 
choose: French, Italian, Chess, Science Fair, Annual Club, Inter-School 
Christian Fellowship, Students' Council, Badminton, Soccer, Volleyball, 
Basketball, Track and Field, Cross Country, Intra-Mural Sports and Outdoor 
I'~ecreation. 
Caledonia has a well-qualified staff, dedicated'to providing the best possible 
educational environment for students• At the end of this year, we will lose Roger 
Prior, a valuedstaff member, who will be leaving us to go to Trail. 
Among the more notable vents of 1977-78, a year of unusual activity~ were the 
following: the visit by the B.C. Ministry of Education's External Evaluation 
Team which granted Caledonia comp!ete accreditation for the next five years; 
the 14th Annual Terrace Science Fai l  the B.C. High School Drama Festivail ~
Caledonia Players represented the Skeena Zone in the Theatre B.C. finals 
PoweU River; representation at the U.B.C. Physics Olympiad; Kermodes, our 
Boys' Basketball team, represented the North West Zone at the B.C. Boys' 
Basketball Finals in Vancouver; representation by our Boy's Volleyball team at 
the B.C. Boy's Volleyball finals in Kelowna nd for the second time in Caledonia s 
history, we were represented at the Annual University of Victoria Humanities 
and Science Symposium - this year we were represented by Matt Hepplewhite, 
Phil Andersen stud Taco Albrecht. 
I wish  to acknowledge the full support of the.staff.who c ntribute nmmeasurably 
to the sound organization a d gooa_morate)n me SChooL: . . . . . .  
On behalf of the staff and student body, t otter smcere manKs to mose in- 
dividuals, businesses and organizations in the Terrace Community for their 
sponsorship of advertisements in Kermode '78, our valued yearbook, and our' 
Awards-Scholarship Program. The willing and generous contributions of the 
community have been great. 
Finally, our heart-felt regrets go to the family of John E. Bastin, our school's 
• e first ei ht years of operation. Mr. Bastin passed away in early Principal for th g ' " t 
September, 1977. He contributed greatly to making Ca'ledonia  jus tremen- 
dous" school .................................................................... 
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$oientific 
Achievement 
e, I 
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! 
In March a group from 
Caledonia went to 
Vancouver to compete in 
a new kind of Olympics -
Physics Olympics• :Nine 
people - Dave Carson, 
Wayne Sussbauer, Chris 
Schooner, Matt Hep- 
plewhite, Phil Andersen, 
Brenda-Lee Prosser, 
Phi:Up Thomson, Steven 
.Emery and Mr. John 
.Toews - went to UBC to 
compete. 
• This competition in- 
cluded . a contest on 
Trajectory (Giant Sling 
• Shot), an Electrical 
Black Box, a Mystery 
Lab, an Instant Poster 
Contest, and a Bridge- 
building contest. All who 
went had a good time and 
although they didn't win 
this year (placed about 
14th out of 29 teams) ,  
they'll be more prepared 
next year. 
"oDd Luck 
Escorts lament 
How many is this, 6 or 7? 
Dramatic Achievement 
"Caledonia Player's 
'78", this years drama 
class in Caledonia, ptlt on 
two major works during 
the school years. One 
was "Doctor, Doctor", a 
musical about a doctor -
who.isn't-really-a-doctor 
named Snagarelle and a 
love.stricken young girl 
(not in love with Snag). 
In the end, the doctor 
almost gets his head cut 
• off, but the young girl's 
beau rescues him with 
only inches to spare. In 
this play were 25 actors- 
actresses backedup by 13 
Caledonia band mere- 
were both well-done. "Marigolds".also went 
Caledonia Player's '78 to Powell River this year 
also performed skits for for the B.C. Drama 
all the elementary Association Adult Drama 
schools during the year. Festival. This again was 
Terrace hosted the B.C. ~non-competitive, but 
High School Drama again, Caledonia Players 
Festival this year in the did very well, winning 
guise of Kermode two awards: one for 
Theatre '78. Although it props and one for en- 
was. not competitive, it semble playing. 
was adjudicated and So all jn all, it was a 
"Marigolds" did very. very good year for 
well. " Caledonia, drama-wise. 
be.  graluta ton The other major work "' 
was "The Effect of 
Gamma Rays on Man-In- 
The.Moon Mar igo lds" .  Our197  Beat r i ce  (Ho l ly  ' Cham-  
poux)  was  the  Mother , .  
Ruth (Irene Schulze) and 
Tillie (Janet Ziobro) 
were the daughters. 
Beatrice and Ruth were 
beth half-crazy and TilUe 
was half-genius. It was a I I really enjoyable play for 
those who saw it. Also in' . " 
Oebb,e ALBERT & • Foote playing Nanny and 
Jean Wreggitt, playing 
Janice Vickery. McOAFFER,T LTD. 
tt latio s 
8 
_raduates 
Two other plays put on 
by Caledonia Players '78 
were "Salldbox" and ~ n l~,  16  W,  ~ 5 - ' ~  
These "Babel Rap". I I  
'~% 
- - -  . • • 
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- "~'~--s i~ducation: 15UStn'=a ~' 
Bookeeping 12
Community Services: 
Child Care 1~ ' 
Foods 12 - • '- 
Textiles I~ 
English: 
English .12 
English 12 
English Literature 19 
French: 
French 12 Meritorious French Student 
industrial Education: , 
Drafting 12 
Mechanics 12B 
Mechanics 10.C 
MetalWork 12A 
Metal Work 10.B 
TechnologY 12 
Bill Bush Memorial Award ." i Ron Williams MemoriatAward 
" Machematics: 
Algebra 12 
Geometry 12 
Algebra 12 (Honors) 
• MsthemaUcs A sociation of
America Contest Winner 
Physical Education: 
~ Community Recreation 12 
~.~ PhysicalEducation 12 
 ,es c. e olo  2 . 
~Bio logy  ~ 
PhYsics 12 "' 
Social Studies: 
Geography 12 
History 12 
Visual and Performing Ar~s'. Artl2 
Acting 12 
Stage~raf~ 12 
Atbletle AWards: 
Srhall ~locks: 
Deanna Cain . 
G/no larnele " 
Larxe Blocks: 
DebbieAnderson 
Lisa Beamolei/ W~arvey; 
Craig MeIntyre '
Athletic Service Award 
Most Outstanding Female Athlete 
Most Sportsmanlike Player 
Terrace Little Theatre Awards: • 
Band and Maslctamhlp Awards: 
Outstanding Grade 1~ Band Student 
Outstanding Grade 12 Band Student 
Outstanding Grade 12 Musician 
Outstanding Grade 12 Musician 
Book Prizes: 
1978 
A- WARDS 
• CouRSE AWARDS 
LucilleWebb 
Norrey Degeraess 
bIsria viveiros 
Ch'eryl.Ann lVicCulloUgh 
Phil Andersen 
KarenMcRae 
Karen McRae 
PROGRAMME AWARDS 
Arts and Science 
Business Education 
Community Services 
Industrial Education- 
Visual and Performing Arts . ,  
Line Vienneau 
Mary Anagnestou 
Cheryl-Ann McCullot~h 
Brock Ruchot~e 
Ron Gowe 
MikeHustad 
• ~ Bill Burke 
Shane Palahicky 
Ron Gowe 
Gunther Rauschenberger 
Jim Rigler 
Deanna Cain 
Phil.Andersen 
.. Phil Andersen 
Lesley Neale 
Ron MaeDougall 
Phillip Andersen 
• Mani Singh 
Phillip Andersen 
Philllp Andersen 
DianneFiury 
Karen McRae 
tteather.MeNaughton 
Line Vlenneau 
tt°lly C~amrou~ 
A~ene C/~Stie 
~wen Waldie 
hqhyCindy Baker 
Champoux 
Marcus Klela 
JtmPlace 
Holly Clmmpoux 
Lisa Beansolall 
Marlins Klein 
Eric Lofroth 
WendySharples 
Rachel Reay'  
Jim Ryan 
Jim Ryan 
Rath Pousette 
Rache l  Reay , 
Phil Andersen 
Cindy Hurd 
Maria Viveirus 
Brock Ruchotzke 
Lori Rudd 
SCHOLARSHIPS DevreCoutts ($200) 
Caledoni~Scholarships. Karen McRae ($250) 
Pat Thomson (~7,50) 
Caledonia Science Teachers' Scholarship Phil Andersen 
($100) 
Kinsmen Club Scholarship • 
Loyal Or&r of Moos eScholarships 
Hans G. Muchle Scholarship 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Medical Staff Scholarship 
Terrace Cooperative Association 
Scholarship 
Terrace and District Art~ 
Council S~olarship 
T e~jace and District 
redit Union Scholarship 
Terrace.Distrlct Teachers,. 
Association Scholarshl p 
Mani Singh ($100) 
Doug MacKlanon (IP,50) 
Lisa BeausoleU ($9.50) 
Kelly Morrlaon ($~50) 
Wendy Sharpies ($300). 
Di;nne Flury (;400) 
Pare Thomson (~0)  
Holly Cbampoux ($100) 
Kathy Patershuk ($100) 
Ruth Pousette ($100) 
Rachel Reay ($100) 
Lori Rudd ($100) 
Kathy Devclc ($a00) 
Deanna Cain (~0) 
Bren~ Christie ($100) 
ough (~0) • 
• Mard Singh (~SO) Price 8keena " 
Outs  ~ehol • tandin~ A^_j arah~ps 
° ~~uerniccllievement 
Terrace Hotel Scholarships, Ph~a~id~|~n~ $15~ "
8cholarsliips , m (Terrace) 
Phil Anderae~ 
uwen Nat.,,- .L-~°0~ 
- '~u  (~.50)  
@ 
Sch~! Cltlzmshlp POnsibLllty and 
~amdonta Outstanding B~dent Awards Gwe~ Waklte 
Deanna Cain 
Dlanr~ Fiury 
.. Caledonia Awards Committee • ~' 
KAl~meron, John Chen.Wing ' Co-oditmtor, Doris Dubetz Ed 
1( Betty-Am Burch, Bob Bussani~, Bliss Dodd and Sue Haekman 
2( Sue HAckman, Ed Kenney, Mike Reid, Gary Tupper, and 
Allen Wootton. 
Printing of Certificates and Folders 
Dave Comfort and Sue Hackman 
I •  ' . . t . . . .  i .  
/ I .  
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Best Wishes 
from 
Mayor MaroneI 
Good evening Graduates 
and Honoured Guests: 
On behalf of the 
District of" Terrace 
Council, I would like to 
extend congratulations to 
all of you here tonight. 
Twelve years i sa  long 
time in one's life, but I 
am confident you will 
always be glad you 
persevered and com- 
pleted this portion of your 
schooling. 
A new period of lear- 
ning is beginning for you; 
one I trust you will find 
challenging, as well as 
rewarding. All we can 
hope now is that the past 
twelve years have served 
as a good stepping stone 
and helped to prepare you 
for the way of life that lies 
ahead. 
I would like to wish 
each and everyone of you 
the very best and I would 
a lso  like to see you 
become involved in local 
politics as yeu all have 
something precious to 
contribute through your 
youth and new ideas. 
Thank you. 
Valedictorian 
Dianne Flury 
Tonight, we, the grads 
of 1978, are closely united 
in our feelings of an- 
ticipation. The world has 
opened up for us and we 
must abandon what's 
familiar and sheltered, to 
begin a new challenge - 
life. 
Our formal eduation 
has provided each one of 
us with a unique store of 
wisdom, unique because 
'of the~ uniqueness of 
ourselves and our  ex- 
periences, Yet the 
greatest knowledge we 
can take with us is the 
realization of what we 
don't know, for only when 
we can see the intricacy 
around us, can we begin 
to piece together what 
we've already learned. 
Then, we can discover 
where we. stand, and 
where we can go. 
Without that, our 
knowledge is useless. 
The challenges en- 
countered in the past 
twelve years seem trivial. 
now, but they once 
loomed significantly over 
us. We should thank our 
teachers, whose per- 
sistence, patience, ahd 
hours of hard work made 
it possible and whose 
smiles and jokes 
lightened the l oad .  
Yet, without the un- 
bending support and 
incentive flowing from 
our families, we might 
not be here today. The 
words. " thank-you"  
somehow seem 
inadequate to express 
our recognition - but 
Thunk-You! 
• Our friends, who we've 
leaned on, learned from, 
and laughed with, have 
also been inval,,mble. 
Through them, we've 
begun to discover our- 
selves in a world full of 
diversity: "Each one of 
us exists only in relation 
Grad Oemmittee 
Worked Hard 
The Graduation you". 
Ceremonies that took Some cynics wonder if 
place on June 23 were the it is all worth it - "I mean, 
result of a lot of hard it's only for a few measly 
work on the part of a few hours"! But I'm sure 
people: the Grad that any person who went 
Committee: to the Farewell Exercises 
During the year, the at Caledonia on J/me 23, 
Grad Committee raised 1978 would agree that 
the funds for the Grad those "few measly 
Ceremonies throughgrad hours" were the begin- 
fees, selling chocolate ning of a lifetime; in fact, 
bars and school buttons, the beginning of 224 
wrapping presents at lifetimes. 
Christmastime'and other In closing, I would like 
fund-raising schemes, to thank all the people 
The money raised went who helped with 
towards the ceremonies. Graduation, no matter 
For this graduation, the . how small their part was; 
Committee chose the people who made cherry 
Japanese theme so their blossoms; people who 
decorations consisted of made the bridge; people 
lots of paper cherry who helped decorate; 
blossoms, a pond com- people who helped make 
plete with fountain, fans; theGrade 10's and 
Japaneselanterns, lots of 11's who catered to the 
greenery, and a .  foot- social hour; the Grade 11 Mrs. E. Johnson 
bridge. All of these boys who escorted Grads 
decorations required the to the stage; and anyone School District 88 
hard work of dedicated else who helped, even in 
people in the school, the smallest way. And Representative 
Also requiring hard special thanks to the 
work was the dessert and Grad Committee for 
social hour before and being inspired - AND 
after the ceremonies. ACTIVE. (That includes 
The Grade 10's and 11's Sponsor Teachers). 
catered to this affair and Thank you, and good luck 
they deserve a "thank Grads of '78. 
Now where's that arrow 
to one another -Alone, we 
cease to have per- 
sonalities." ~ ~ ~ ~  
Now we have the 
chance to express our- • c :~,~ 
selves as we face the 
world with our desires 
and aims. All dreams, ~ '~ ~ i  
Whether simple or 
complex, can be ours if Cheers we believe in ourselves 
times are inevitable, yet : II1! '~ .! 
• " Grdsl--a " 
come and without, them, ~ 
the good times wouldn't 
be so greatl As we close 
our highschool doors and 
walk in separate direc. 
tions, I hope each one of 
us finds happiness and 
fulfillment... ~, 
Be proud you belong to 4818 I~0USTR|AL  the class of 1978 and UM[NE~A 
remember'. "We can .., 
because we think we canl BUILDING Hwy.  16W. DISTRIBUTORS 
Thank-you! SUPPLIES LTD. 635-6381 LTD. 
Dmnne Flury . _ m~. .  .- -_~_--~_ - .=-.- r:= .:: 
I .  
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Congratulations : 
I 460s UKELSE " 835:OUZO 
from the Management & Staff 
• of the . 
BAVARIAN INN 
4332Lakelse " 635-9161 
NEW QUADRA TRAVEL 
SERVICES LTD. 
May Ufes Travels 
Be Successful 
TERRACE 
835-2281 
m 
Skeena 
KITINT 
632-2135 
Office Products 
WISHES 
YOU ALL THE BEST 
IN YOUR FUTURE 
4636 LAZELLE 635-2779 
i I a la  i u 
r.p. 
BEST WISHES 
& 600D LUCK 
FROM THE 
Management & Staff 
4687 Lakelse 635-5810 
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I ER . . . . . . . . . .  : WIN Coppez Mountain ~ . g~'S 
JEWELLERS.& SIFT SHOP ~nte ses  Ltd. ~ .-ood Luck I ,~1 ~., . .  GOOD 
+++  so,'Z  , , , ,  
3026 Hwy, 10 E, 635-4313 ~ 460 a k 635-5~o 
Mary Anagnostou Nasch Aguiar 
debble Anderson Frank Allen 
Tammy Armstrong Phil . Andersen 
Cindy Baker Lloyd :::" Atrill 
Lisa Beausoleil Robbie Bell 
Maureen Beier Peter Bowel 
Line Belanger Clarence Braam 
Jeanr~e Bentham Charlie Brard 
Denise Brochu Bill Burke 
Beryl Brown" Marie Carpino 
Deanna Cain Dave Carson 
Leticia Calderon Jim Charron 
Gall Cameron Bill Cleve 
Leslie Campbell Greg Delaronde 
Holly Champoux Bill Doehle 
Alanna Chinn GarnetlDoell 
Arlene Christie Randy Durand 
Mia Christy Tom Dye 
Lynn Cluett AI Edwards 
Devre Courts Sleen Espersen 
Peggy Creek Darrell Evans 
Barry Franzman 
Ray Garneau 
Guy Glaim 
Terry Gonu 
Ron Gowe 
Will Harvey 
Fred Hav~ryluk 
Henry Haydon 
Matthew Hepplewhite 
Dour Hill 
Steve Hovlng 
Mike Hustad 
Ginolamele 
Kevin Irwin 
Bob Kenny 
Peter Kirby " 
Marcus Klein 
Tim Kolner 
Bill Lee 
Peter Leeson 
Eric Lefroth . 
Duane Lorette 
Albert Losch 
OarylMallett 
N~arina Crick 
Gwyneih Crossley 
Irene Cruickshank 
Romea Cure 
Carol Davis 
Frances Davis 
Norrey Degerness 
Peggy Degerness 
Kathy Devcic 
Joanne Dickie 
Alison Dodd 
Yvonne Dubeau 
Caroline Dyck 
Ann.Marie Elkiw 
Donna Evans 
Colette Fauchon 
Dianne FIury 
Donna Forcier 
Noreen Froese 
Marion Gilberlson 
Darlene Godfrey 
Jackie Goyette 
Darlene Hamilton 
Cathy Hart 
Julius Mandur 
Mark Manthey 
Larry Marfel 
Murray Mitchell 
Derek /~oorhouse 
Ron MacDougall 
Scott Mackenzie 
Doug MacKinnon 
Craig Mclntyre 
George McKay 
Kurt Mc Kay 
Fraser McKInnon 
James McLarty 
Patsy Haydon 
Simone Higgins 
Leslie Hislop 
Brenda Hlushak 
Jane Hoffman 
Gayle Holtom 
Diane Hull 
Cindy Hurd 
Louanne Johnson 
Lynn Kenny 
Jeanne Kinkead 
Pat Konkin 
Sherri Kusfas 
Aline Laplante Dc~nny Nelson ' 
Marielle Laplante Kim Nichols 
Michealle Le Franc Dieter Olsson 
Patricla L'Estrange Shane Palahlcky 
Karen McRae Ramesh Parmar 
Cheryl.Ann McCullough CL~S OF 978 John Petersen 
Donna MacDonald Jim Place 
Margaret McEwan Lori Mitchell Karen Palaglan Laurie Radelet Debble Rushton DoreneSleben Lyn Sweet Suzanne Veysey Vickl Wright David Vanderkwaak Chris Schooner Fred Potvln 
Heather McNaug~o-n Sandra Mitzlmberg Kathy Patershuk Rachel Reay Glen Saran Mani Slngh Marllyn Taron Line Vienneau Shannon Yasinchuk Gerald Vanderkwaak Morris Shaw Gunther Rauschenberger 
Denise Mahoney Yvonne Moore Lorl Pearce • Carol Reynolds Debra Scheper Mary Smith Kathy Taylor Maria Veveiros Janet Zlobro David Wakefield David Skarra Fred Rldler 
•mn 7in~ Bill Waiters Chris Sparrow Jim Rigler ' Jeanne Marchlldon Glgl Morlok Brenda Perry Glnefle Rioux Brenda Schofleld Denise 5olowonluk Mellany Thompson Gwen -Waldle Ell . . . . . .  _ Wi " 
Cathy Maroney Kelly Morrlson Debble Pltzoff LendraRitter Arlene Schultz Christine Spurn Pamela Thomson Ann Wandl ~ = Wade ebe Dine Stella Lyle Rindahl 
Julie-Ann Martin Diane Mostad RuthPousette Cindy Roberts Marllyn Schbltz Margaret Straw Patrlcla Thomson Jacke Warm ~'~. - - . - '~"~l~Danny WIIIlamson Roy Supernault Ralph RIpmeester 
CurDle Mazerolle Lori Munk Brenda,Lee Presser Blanche Roy Wendy Sharpies Debble Sturby Gayle Turner LucllleWebb | y • ~ 'Moses  Woods Wayne Sussbauer Brock Ruchc)tzke . 
Colleen Miller Lesley Neale Leone Presser Lorl Rudd • Gloria Sharyk Cheryl Swanson Joann Van de Velde Colleen Wlngenback Bruce Yeast Wayne Wright Brian Twlname Jim Ryan 
Jim IV~.,oEw, a n 
:~,~ WE'RE 
PROUD AS 
PUNCH! 
IN 
ilnl i 
TOTEM FURHITURE 
,A s oFF 
TO THE NEW... 
4554 Lakelse 638-1158 
H 
' i 
BEST WISHES FOR {l" : 
A BRIGHT FUTURE "-i\L ~ 
4611 Lakelse 635-6361 ~ry,~ 
i i 
We wish you 
Success in future endeavours. 
~ ~  8|5-6142 
I I I - -  I I I I I " I I 
Northland ~ "It TERRACE £AsTSID£GROCERY l Best [ BLUE RIBBON BAKERY ] .C.~ LEHMANN H, 
INTERIORS ~ & I fro BEST from PERCE I / ]~,~ JEWELLERS LTO" Oeh ~ & Staff " '" i'.AU]VDROMAI" 
~ / T  , ITHE B, WISHES.  &his Staff i, ~ , %~~'  
wish you • ! '~i~ seHe " " ~ ~ "' ' " 
SUCCESS Not . . . . .  
in your FUTURE ~ Rest Wishes MO 
4623 Lakelse 63§-2~33 h 4810 LAZELLE 4438 Lakelse 635-9287 i 4666 Lakelse _ 638.1131 No, 4 4717 Lake lse  1 635-8063 L 4556 Laze l le  635.5616 
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A Chance.to Express Ourselves , ,  
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
I feel grad is a great & 
.~pertant moment in a 
ersons life. 
Peggy Degerness 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
A time to celebrate. 
Roy Suparnault 
WHAT GRADUATION hard & enjoyable 12 ~,ears 
MEANS TO ME in which our live's 
To me it means foundation was built. Its 
separating from school the final step from 
friends and starting a life childhood to adulthood 
of your own, getting and the working world. 
drunk and not having to Irene Cruickshank 
worry about school. 
Jackie Wann WHAT GRADUATION. 
MEANS TO ME 
WHAT GRADUATION It's a step in my life on 
MEANS TO ME towards bigger and 
Graduation means the better things. 
WHAT GRADUATION "beginning" for many' Diane Mostad 
MEANS TO ME people. For me it means 
Relief, success and the beginning of a real 
chievement of a .per- learning process. One's 
onal goal. school years are not 
CharlieBrard meaningful until the~ 
makes that step into the 
WHAT GRADUATION future and use the 
MEANS TO ME knowledge given to gain 
It means the end of long what reality there is. 
ours of work to make Debbie Rushton 
ou feel accepted in this 
,orld. Later it'll mean 
m best 12 years of .my WHAT GRADUATION 
re. MEANS TO ME 
Cheryl Swanson Graduation means 
leaving behind a lot of 
WHAT GRADUATION happy memories and 
MEANS TO ME starting a whole new life. 
To me Graduation Denise Brochu 
~eans a new stage in my 
~e - a time to enter the WHAT GRADUATION 
~siness world (or MEANSTO ME 
:epare to enter it). It is Lack of security from • 
time to make new here on in. 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
It is one of the greatest 
moments of my life. 12 
years, all culminating on 
one day to yield over. 
powering relief. We 
made it! .Yea, Grad '78. 
Gwen Waldie 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
"We are stardust, we 
are golden" when those 
words are uttered, I feel 
that the world is being lit 
up by the sun so we all 
may shine. 
Kathy Devue 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
As the eagle soars -- 
It's great. 
JoAnn VandeVelde 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
Graduation to me, is 
not leaving old friends 
behind its just. adding a 
few more if you go off to 
university. Its also a 
time when one must learn 
to enjoy another avenue 
of life. One mustn't look 
• to it with dread but 
eagerness. And I hope no 
one looks back on his or 
her school years with 
bitterness. I see nothing 
but good times and 
friends. 
Ray Garneau 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
To me graduation is the 
sad parting of many of 
the friends that I've had 
for years, but also the 
happy knowledge that the 
road now forks to new 
ones. 
Pare Thomson 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
It is the celebration of 
the end of twelve years of 
school. It is the final good. 
Lends and learn new 
ings but never forget 
e old (they're the best 
nd). 
Gayle Holtom 
i~'l-/AT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
It means graduating 
Chris Schooner Does he remember his bye to high school years 
first leap into open and t he  joyous beginning 
space? of adult life. 
A space where all Cheryl Ann Mc- 
WHAT GRADUATION directions are possible - Cullough 
MEANS TO ME And only to him do they 
A step up the ladder of cease to exist. WHAT GRADUATION 
life parting with friends. Jan Ziobro MEANS TO ME 
Being all together at Graduation is finding 
to the work force, one once. 
ep farther to becoming 1~,~r ina  Crick 
mature adult. The end 
twelve years of hard WHAT GRADUATION 
~rk, andmaking alotof  
lends. 
Lucy Webb 
MEANS TO ME 
The end and 
beginning 
Debbie Anderson 
the 
~IAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
Not much. It puts me WHAT GRADUATION 
e step closer to my MEANS TO ME 
ofessional career as a Tests, marks, and 
~sician. It also puts me studying. Signing an- 
a position where I can nuals, getting ready for 
mment on the teaching ceremonies, aying good- 
flity of spme former bye sayinghelio. 
lchers. Norrey Degerness 
Iim Ryan 
VHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
3raduation means 
tying many years of 
idance & training and 
nding out into the world 
use them. 
~im Nichols 
~IAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
:have been educated - 
I must begin to learn. 
:,yl Rindah 
?fAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
]raduation means to 
~. that you have finally 
ishod 12 years of hard 
,rk. Now you can go 
o the world and work 
'a  living. . . . . . .  
]redda Hilt~shaK 
WHAT GRADUATION out how much your 
MEANSTOME friends really mean to 
Graduation. To me you. 
knowing that you've Karen McRae 
successfully completed 
twelve years of school. 
With this knowledge we 
now must set of sights on 
some sort of career 
useing th is  knowledge 
and techniques of craft is 
how we'll succeed, when 
we succeed we're happy. 
Graduation --- leads to 
Happiness! 
Duane Lorette 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
WHAT GRADUATION Grad. means a time to 
MEANS TOME see all my schoolmates 
The reconciliation of together and to say good- 
my youth. A viewpoint on bye. To say thank-you to 
which to gaze with both friends who have helped 
past and future- a rebirth 
- a meamng. 
Chris Sparran 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
A time to recall the past 
years. The good times as 
well as the bad. Of the 
joys and sorrows. A real 
time for thought on the 
future. • 
Randy Durasd 
It means the end of the 
beginning, the beginning 
of the end (how 
depressing,huh?) 
Pat Thomson 
WHAT,GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
Relief 
Bruce Yeast 
WHAT GRADUATION 
, MEANS TO ME 
The final day of a'long' 
accomplishment and yet 
the remorse of parting. 
Eric Lofroth 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
WHAT GRADUATION Graduation marks the 
MEANS TO ME end of a beginning - a key 
Graduation, to me, to the worlds treasures! 
means the completion of Dianne Flury 
twelve years of long, hard 
work and yet only a WHAT GRADUATION 
beginning step to one's MEANSTOME 
future. 
Rachel Reay 
WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANS TO ME 
Graduation means the 
culmination and com- 
pletion of twelve years of 
living and learning. It 
brings about the joy of 
Graduation means the 
parting o f ,  friends and 
meeting new ones. It is a 
stage or step in life from 
being a student or child 
into adulthood. Added 
responsib i l i t ies  and 
~ ressures must now be aced. A lot of fun is over 
but a new life beings. 
Albert Loach 
Congratulations 
to the Graduates 
of 
C ledonia Senior 
Secondary. 
From: WHAT GRADUATION 
MEANSTOmeans ME T E R R A O E / K B T I M A T  Grad that from THE 
now on, whether I choose 
to try to better myself 
through education, or not, DAILYHERALD 
it is my responsibility, 
Grad means starting a 3212 Kalum 636-6367 
new way of life, having to 
find new friends, having . . . . . . .  
to search for a life goal. w . . . .  w - -  - -  
|III•BIII•IIIIINNI•II•D••IIIIN•IDBIBBB|IBIIIBIIIIIB~ 
• , ' • 
. . 
• [ ]  
[]  • [ ]  
• . ' •  
me and teacher. It's a .n - "~pr -  "~ ~.dL~ nil• 
time t° look back at i W e  " " " 
yesterday. The end of S a l u t e  
school and the beginning 
of a new live. • ' . ' ~ I I I~B 
Colleen Miller jtheGradsof~~J)'" 
WHAT GRADUATION .. ' A ",~/~_~f/ ~ I : 
Grad. is when what [] • , • 
seems to be a life time of • 
knowledge dissappears ' ~ / [] 
into infancy, of []  ' , • 
realization. • " • • 
" Torraae 0o Operative i Carrie Oych • 
WHAT GRADUATION • i • i • '  
MEANS TO ME ~_ aeenmatnn  n • 
r - -~,~, , - ta , ,n  " is  the  m i~P~pvvmamamv • 
~A~,~uu A,., . " • " " 6 " • biggest step of your life • 4617 Grong 36 6347  
on top of whic, hi~es a huge,,. - worldforyoutodiscover- ~lidBllliilllil/llll/mllmllmllllnnllllllnlllllnlllltiln 
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A Fond Look 
BaCk... 
"Doctor Doctor" 
"Bonus, Bona, Bonum, No reply was heard. 
Qui~ rrrrRRIP! The directors orders 
"Fre'(li My dress! Oh were followed. The 
.No! . . . .  bump into" was at- 
The tango dancers oon tempted many time. All 
lay crumpled on the floor were unsuccessful. 
holding their sides. "Aw Stefan. It won't 
"Up on your feet cast. work. Look how much we 
Let's go!, yelled the missed by this time! 
director. "We'll, never Can'.t we leave it?l" "an 
put this production on! exasperated cast ~ 
You've got. to con- member pleaded. 
centrate! • Might as well "Wait. Watch me, then 
quit nor as waste any do exactly what I clo. 
more t'me." Okay?" the director 
Another ultimatum; spoke gentLY. 
but what can you ex- A positive nod of the 
pect?! head was the only 
The scene was set with acknowledgement. All 
Muriel Neale seated at present watched as the 
the piano, Stefan Cieslik director showedhis stuff 
and Joan Spencer with . . with grace, and in. 
notepads intheir laps and terpretation, he took -~ 
pencils in their hands. A step back. •. turned.. 
long line, of nervous and stepped irectly int( 
people waited shakily for the oncoming person. 
their turn to audition. "Got it?" Stefan aske( 
Selections for auditioning as he almost ripped oval 
ranged from religions his feet getting away. 
and french songs to from himself. 
"Happy Birthday". More rehearsals, thi: 
Teeth chattered between time to learn dance: 
words and notes. Knees choreographed by Vick 
knocked in nervousness, Parvian~n. Repotitio] 
Hands clenched in con- again, but the cast staye 
centration. Joan Spencer with it, They counte 
told performers to relax aloud and beat their fe~ 
and sometimes to even upon the stage. SteI., 
sing their songs again, step, step over, id.ck. 
Finally, the cast was Step, step, step over, 
selected. kick. 
Joan Spencer • Last but definitely not 
organized everyone, and least, the acting, singing, 
gave out parts atthe first dancing cast of "doctor! 
real rehearsal, while Doctor!" was to merge 
Muriel Neale played the with Jim Ryan and the 
music that was to be Caledonia band. 
learned. It is-rumored, but 
Joan (regally poised quickly denied, that at 
and proper as always): one of the final rehear- 
"Open your mouths, drop eels, Stofan Cieslik is 
your jaw, let's have more supposed to have ex- 
volume.. ,  more words, cairned, "We've got a '  
bite your consonants.. • show! We've got a ' 
put some vitality into it, .show!" 
carry your audience - The electrifying energy ~ 
that's a wrong dote, let's of twenty-five . young 
do it again!" . people,. (known as the '~ 
The cast struggled to Caledonia Players '78) 
learn, but those words seated on the stage floor 
occured in later at the feet of lheir 
rehearsals, too. director, overpowered 
Blocking was next for' any i l l  feelings and 
the cast. Endless worries as cheers and ~ 
repetition taught places yells rang through the 
and movements that R.E.M. Lee "lheatrel 
would get the best effect, Kathy patershuk, 
Stefan Cieslik (pacing, Grade 12 student, 
but  oblivious to the fact. CaledoniaSenior 
that he was ripping his Secondary School. 
"Macbeth" beard f rom, 
Look  up  'guys  
....!i~.~ 
NE IV 
BERNiNA 
Marie 810 
WITH HANDLE 
Atways "ready.to-hand" - -  always "reedy.to.saw", 
The ideal free.arm machine with • straight stitich, 
darning device, zigzag and automatic utility switches 
(blindstitch, serpentine stitch unviersal seam, stretch 
seam and Vari.Overlock). All ditches are elected in 
an instant without changing the pattern disc, even 
while sewing. The Bernine matic is easy to use, so that 
you can do everything with it, easily. 
3. Sensitive foot control 2.  Lightning test 
~ ~  stitch selection 
' . . . .  !ll 
s619  r 
Full instruction on everY machine sold. 
saying things like, "Stay 4 . . . .  
left of center 4~ th  Sp ,,- s tage!" , . ,  ' * * 
uan you change that 
bump-into? It looks ' •Ib ,* m i Sh, etoh Stetoh uatton eczal 
Off ' 10% a cast member. ?~.~ s149su "Why?" was the an- ~ ' swer that was really a 
question. "It doesn't 4 i !/ Omega Sewing Maohlnes .... 
follow the logic that made Deluxe Oar, inK Dan $19,96 
'.'Yes but it LOOXS 
phoney. Try to do it. The. 4 
foot work is: right foot ~i Phone 6364351 
back, turn and stop. The 4624 Greig Avenue 
bump should h a p p e n  ~ ~ ~ , ~ a , . A  
then." Stefan instructed , .  
patiently . . . .  ,. ,'~,"i:~.': ' :, :.~:: ':;'.~ '.!,~'.'.,' ~.,, 4 ,~AA~A~...~. ; ,~'; ;  . . . .  .NK, "qr~'~', "qv ?q?" .~'. ~ .  ~ . . . . . . . .  
J 
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Memories 'On .Grad. Night 
l'he music echoes all in chemistry that ate up choke back theii~ tears ceremonies are beautiful 
• t 9' '  ~rotmd and seems to your lab coa . . All the 
;~-mep everyone into a victories: 
-,~,erry-go-round of "Boy nothing beats the 
~-.;ergy excitement and  time we went to the' 
=lotion. Prisms of color Provincials in 
litter from the dresses, volleyball." All the joys: 
"~,. suits the flowers and "we sure had some 
~e decorations. The good times together, 
~irs o f  physical hey!" " 
eparation, the years of Twelve years of 
ental, spiritual and schooling completed. 
aotional preparation "We're finished, we 
zve all finally cast made it! But is it really 
2mselves together for the end or has it just 
is climax. It is started? ' 
aduation. " Graduation isthe end of 
talk and conversation one lifestyle and the 
,.nders back over the beginning of another. It 
ars. Like a film flash- is stepping out. Stepping 
ck the whole evening is up. But it is also leaving 
:eminiscence of all the behind, even losing a 
ars at school, all the little bit of your past. 
ichers, all the troublel Emotions of sadness 
"Hey Dan, do you and sorrow are present 
member the time we during the ceremonies. 
. . . . . . . .  _ . _ __ . ,  q~k~. ~ i r lQ  orv  the  boys  
and even parents and 
relatives Seem to feel the 
significance of the event 
deep within them. They 
are letting.go now. 
Graduation ceremonies. 
bring out the best in 
young people. They are 
instilled with a' feeling of 
brotherhood •with all" 
fellow graduates. All 
feuds and hard feelings 
seem to dissolve in the 
spirit of the event. Every 
graduate seems to have a 
great deal of pride in 
their school. Nothing 
they have said or felt 
against their school' 
seems to matter now. 
They are proud. What a 
wonderful sense of peace 
prevails. Everything is 
beautiful. 
Graduation is 
beautiful. The 
and the  people are 
beautiful. Graduation 
has a way of making even 
plain people glow. But - 
amidst it all•has got to be 
the  realization of the 
future. A realization that 
the glow and glitter is not 
how life Will be. Each 
graduate must now take 
his place in the outside 
world. There must be a 
concrete awareness that 
the rest of the learning 
.process will be each 
individuals respon- 
sibility. No parent will be 
there to push or prod.  
Graduation is not as easy 
as it appears. Its always 
a little sad, slightly 
frightening, but an ex- 
perience never to be 
forgotten. 
Holly Champoux 
Watch your  step 
He lp fu l  escorts . 
rt Was A Very'Good Year Please hurry 
During the past year at presented a car rally, a 
dedonia, students have pancake breakfast, an 
en many exciting indoor trackmeet 
.eats ranging from (remember the jello- 
cycle races to talent eating contest, anyone?), 
ows to pancake break- and several dances. 
sts. All have had good One of the major events 
Ident involvement, of the year was Selmex 
In September, the Hockey Game. It was fun 
tzdent council, con- for everyone involved, 
~ting of Frank Allen, including the audience. 
athy Brewer, Holly Another major ac- 
lampoux, Irene complishment of the year 
.t~,.| bank,Kathy '77-78 was the ~- 
.vcic, Alison Duffus, troduction of intramurals 
att Hepplewhite, Barb to the school. Everyone 
)hnson, Kelly Morrison, in the school benefited 
~ane Mostad,• Lyle from thesc: and they in- 
indahl, Li Sandahls, valved students and 
am Shaw,  .Chris teachers on the same 
~trrow and Gwen ~ level. The "Sto~ent 
'aldie, set out to make Council hopes thir, will 
"78 a good school.ytar, become a yearly tt~ng in 
ad they succeeded.. ~e school as it promotes 
During the year they school spirit and is great 
jsted a trike race ~great fun. 
m) a Slave Day, a Music After the 1st semester, 
ay, a Trucking Day and. Irene Crtfikshank 
Talent Show. They also became our social con- 
~ton "The Great Race", ven°r iu place of Alison 
walk-a-thon to the Duffus and Barb Johnson 
[otspring; (This was was replaced by Pam 
o61poned one week Shaw as vice-president. 
~eause the road was Frank Allen graduated in
.ashed out at Williams January, so the council 
;eel(.) They also lost his helpful presence 
tOO. 
The Student Council 
also donated money to 
several groups and clubs 
in the school including the 
Sr. Boy's basketball team 
for travelling, the band 
for  band s,:•eaters; the 
Physics Olympic Team; 
the Photo Club to put up 
pictures in the hallways; 
Caledonia Player '78 to 
travel and the Boy's 
Volleyball team for 
travel purposes. , .. 
This year. the Council 
also provided money for a 
jukebox .in the cafeteria, 
ping pong tables for the 
ping pong club, display 
boards for the hallways, a. 
"Universal Gym,  aria 
they supplied money to 
put Grad Photos (class 
photos) up in the 
hallways. The council got 
all past years' photos and 
they are one of the major 
contributions to the 
school this year. 
So this year's student 
council did a lot for the 
school and they deserve a 
thanks for making '77-78 
such a good school year.. 
Thank you. 
Best 
Wishes 
Good 
Luck 
from 
"- JOHN& STAFF I[ 
at the 
Sandman & Heartland 
Inn Restaurant 
(Terrace)Ltd. 4828H_wy 16 W. 635-9151 
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• 9 0 ICW.~, " I0 Caledonla,.s Exchange 
Student from Mexico , S tudent  Counc i l  
' P res ident ' s  Message  
Mexico with my family 
but one day I'll come 
back to Terrace to say hi 
to everyone again. Well, 
I'II never forget you or 
the experiences I 'velmd 
here. 
Lolioia Oaldoron 
Hi, My name is Leticia everything is so natural 
Calderon and I 'm a like the mountains and 
Rotary exchange student lakes. I have been 
from Mexico and I've coming to Caledonia 
been living in Terrace for since September. I've 
10 months. I think that made friends here and 
Terrace is a very I'm going to miss them. 
beautiful place because On July 11 I go back to 
OALEDONIA STUDEHT 
BAOK FROM MEXIOO 
Laurie Radelet 
Hi! ball team and a terrific 
It sure is great to be. group of friends. Cam- 
home in time for grad to peche, situated on the 
see my friends before Yucatan Peninsula is a 
they all go their separate fishing port that in olden 
ways in the fall. I say it's times was constantly 
great to be home and of being attacked by 
course Terrace is my pirates. Its many castles 
home but after living in along with beautiful 
Mexico for 10 months, I sunsets make it a really 
feel a part of 2 worlds. As  pretty place. The people, 
a Rotary Exchange tooarevery good and fun- 
Student in Compeche I loving and made my stay 
was a member of four extra special. 
different families, a soft- • Campeche's a lot 
Well, the close of yet 
another school year is 
upon us, which makes me 
rather happy, and yet, at 
the same time ... 
reminiscent! I have been 
very much a part of this 
school for the past two 
years and have seen it 
"undergo an extensive 
metamorphosis. 
The constant changing 
of systems we have ex- 
perienced - such as the 
number of blocks per 
semester, whether or not 
a spare would be made 
available, and the change 
to arena-scheduling - has 
affected all Of us 
significantly. However, 
the most interesting 
change in me - and I feel 
the 
the most important one - 
has been the fluctuation 
in the general attitude of 
the student body. 
The students are the 
most important element 
in a school, so it is only 
logical that their in- 
dividual attitudes and 
actions will contribute to 
the "feeling in the air" 
that makes each school 
unique in itself. 
We can now look back 
with pride on what I feel 
has been a very suc- 
cessful year. Activity 
was much increased, 
with intramural sports, 
providing a lot of students 
with a sense of in- 
volvement; contributing 
to a busier, somewhat 
more enjoyable, School'• 
year. It is those student 
who got involved the 
made this year such 
success, for they foum 
themselves doing 
something theyenjoyed 
with the enthusiasm am 
energy, so badly needed 
to spark the kind of spiri 
we've been lac~ng all toc 
long. 
Finally, to my fellov 
grads.., as each of you g( 
your separate Ways, t( 
find a place in society 
remember: "With all it: 
sham, drudgery ant 
broken dreams, it is stil 
a beautiful world. B~ 
careful, strive to bc 
happy." 
Lyle Rindahl 
_from the 
,, ,S ta f f  
at 
3304 Kal~un 635.3403 
t 
t ~ ) ~ l  " - - -  o :: _ - -  ".'. : : : ) ,~ ,O,~Md 
1.4621 Lakobo 638-1464 I 
KEN'S, PHOTO STUDIO LTD. 
Some of the very finest 
people I know are from 
my very own grad class 
that I grew up with and 
I'd like to wish my 
friends, the Grads of '78 
all the luck in the world 
and all the best in their 
lives. 
I Congratulati°ns 
I WssheS different than Terrace 0 geographica l ly  and ~ Best economically but my"  dD 
"heart belongs to both." 
OTO6RAPH i 
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GRADUATION 1978 
By John Potorson 
June 23rd, 6:00 P.M.; 
Ti:e Caledonia• school 
imrkiug lot is empty. The 
temperature is in the 
mid'eighties and only a 
whispering breeze sof- 
tens the oppressive heat. 
6:30 P.M.: The first 
cars start to arrive 
bringing with them the 
bustling hurried irectors 
and assistants. 
7:30 P.M.: The 
graduates and parents 
have begun to arrive. 
The parking lot has now 
become a congestion of 
cars issuing forth well- 
groomed young men and 
laughing, smiling girls 
attired in long evening 
dresses and adorned with 
exotic hairstyles. 
Dresses, resembling 
billowing clouds, swirl 
and flow with effortless 
grace. But gowns, like 
clouds, move quickly: -- 
Soon the procession 
begins. Armin arm, the 
students march slowly 
across the parking lot 
towards the theatre. To 
an unknowing observer it
could be a procession of 
kings, queens and 
noblemen. All the jokes 
and  laughter of the 
rehearsals have disap- 
poared and are replaced 
with solemnity and 
thoughtfulness. 
Many have begun, to 
realize the true meaning 
of graduation. It sym- 
belizes the closing of a 
chapter and the begin- 
ning of responsibility. 
Unless more education is
in the offing, there will be 
no more staying up late at 
night cramming for an 
exam or finishing an 
essay; and no more 
falling back upon a 
multitude of others for 
help or sympathy. In 
sudden change in attitude 
is a feverish attempt at 
extracting the maximum 
from the final few days. 
Although each student 
.is aware of nostalgic 
feelings towards his 
school days he is also 
imbued with positive 
feelings towards the 
future. The ceremony in 
which he plays the major 
role represents a symbol 
of hope; a hope that each 
graduate will be en- 
couraged to pursue a 
particular goal .  This 
therefore is the ultimate 
effort of parents and 
teachers alike: to nudge 
the young into the waitinl~ 
world. 
10:30 P.M.: The ac-  
ceptance of diplomas has 
been completed. The 
graduates return to their 
appropriate places with 
mixed emotions, some 
almost in tears, others 
relieved and unsure. 
Music again fills the 
auditorium as the 
students file off the stage 
t r iumphant ly ;  each 
eagerly anticipating the 
unsupervised activities 
which are soon to follow. 
Anxiety has given way to 
relief amidst the at- 
mosphere of celebration. 
Once the couples move 
into the alleyway the boys 
begin to assume their 
normal posture and the 
girls even appear to joke 
th their partners as 
they move more easily in 
their unusually elegant 
attire. Curiously enough, 
the theatre no longer 
seems enormous; it has 
become a-familiar ather 
than an alien place. 
lO:3O P.M.: • The 
Rehersal didn't take this long ' 
Let go sir school one decision or banquet in the gym has 
mistake won't determine almost ended. Parents 
one's destiny, but in the and students alike pour 
real world it can. School out of the building 
represents a lot of hard engulfing the parking lot ~ J , . f~3.  
work and determination in a tideof colour. Sounds 
but school also represents of laughter and "chatter • " 
second chances, that are fill the air as car doors 
usually non-existent on bang and engines roar. 
the "outside". 10:45 P.M.: Nearly 
everyone has left, The 
- remaining "cars are few 
and far between. But for 
The closing of the the wearieddirectors the 
twelfth year of school and night is not over. The 
the neari~g of graduation decorations must be put 
can be sensed in the at- away, tables must be 
mesphere of .the school clr~wed and floors must 
and in the attitude of the be swept. 
grads. It is as ff a form of 11:00 P.M.: The 
magic has encompassed parking lot is again 
thescheal, controlling the empty and desolate. The 
students. . Enemies rising wind blows a 
become friends, discarded program 
Disagreements and petty, across the blank asphalt 
quarrels disappear. T.he in. a swirl of dust, 
g raduates  suddenly  bringing with it dark 
~eaL ls~'  that all this will ominous, clouds and 
m terminate.and their, threatening rain. - 
Oongirahnlafionns 
mE 
|SE 
• of 
SHANNON 
i WE SALUTE 
Our 
Graduates 
.,,THE GLASSOF '78 
Barb-Da ell & Staff 1 /
•L 4601LAZEL£E 638-1127 
Congratulations 
e at 
[,to 
3239 A Kalunn 635,,6131 
m 
